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“The quickest way to change the world is
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special going on with the children in this world. It’s been happening for
(Please see
The Indigo Children, An Interview With Co-Author Jan Tober, p.25)
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Update From Our Editor
No sooner did I announce in this column, in
the last issue of The SPECTRUM, that we
would soon be accepting advertising, than
several of you out there in readerland quickly
contacted us about exploiting that possibility.
On page 47 there is an outline of the rates and
procedures for those of you who may be
interested in such a venture.
It has taken some time and thought to
arrive at reasonable advertising rates for a
publication of our unusual profile and scope.
We are told that most all of our readers save
their issues of this paper, like a growing
reference library, and many also share their
paper with quite a few other sets of eyes.
Call our offices if you have any questions
and someone from our new Ad Department will
assist you as promptly as they can. And while
I’m on the subject of phones: Please be
thoughtful and use our toll-free number ONLY
for the expedient conducting of business
matters. Our monthly phone bill is not a very
pretty sight!
The offering of classified ads (in addition to
the more usual kinds of ad presentations)
provides an avenue to solve a longstanding
problem for some of you. We often get
requests from people: “Can you please tell me
if there is some other reader(s) in my
geographic area with whom I might talk or
socialize?” The answer has always had to be
“No” for basic privacy reasons. We wish we
could, but it becomes a legal and logistics
nightmare pretty fast. But now there is nothing
stopping any of YOU from placing such a
request in a classified ad.
Since our Editorial Board will always retain
the right to refuse any advertisement request
which is considered inappropriate, we expect to
maintain our usual high standards of quality
and information service in the process of
generating some much needed cash flow.
And speaking of cash flow, note that
subscription rates have been increased slightly
to help cover a bit more of the actual costs of
printing and postage for a publication of this
size and scope.
I have often commented that an Unseen
Hand seems to Guide the coming together of
each issue of this newspaper. Let’s be honest
here: We’re not THAT smart to achieve this
unique end result on our own, nor are we very
flush with resources to be able to coordinate
such an effort. But it happens anyway.
This issue of The SPECTRUM is no
exception, beginning with our provocative
Front Page story concerning the Indigo
Children. In some ways I feel we have only
managed to address the very tip of the iceberg
where this important subject is concerned,
though the articles on Ritalin, on MSG, and on
Vaccinations contribute and connect in such a

way as to give some hint of what sinister
shenanigans lie hidden beneath the surface.
We will be focusing on several of these
topics in upcoming papers and, where our
children are concerned, there can never be too
much information presented which may help in
creating a better world for them—rather than
the deplorable world that the crooks in high
places have planned for all of us under their
New World Order agenda.
As Commander Hatonn comments in his
multi-faceted message, the dark ones must work
feverishly at this time since so many of us are
awakening and questioning the status quo that
their illusion “house of cards” is about to
collapse and disintegrate in the Light of ever
growing awareness. It doesn’t take that many
awakening ones to throw a large wrench into
their flimsy machinery, and that awareness is
the biggest fear being wrestled with by these
so-called “elite” controllers—and their otherdimensional puppet-masters who truly pull the
strings and use these dark “elite” dupes.
While the prices of oil and gasoline, for
example, are kept artificially high right now,
for reasons of a global political agenda, how
much longer will these crooks in high places be
able to suppress the kinds of “free energy”
technologies such as we address in our feature
article on Cold Fusion? Once THAT cat is out
of the bag, you won’t be able to GIVE away
the “black soup” from those old, greasy
dinosaur remains. And that couldn’t happen a
moment too soon from the point of view of
fresh air and water supplies critical to
sustaining ALL life on the surface of patient
and longsuffering Mother Earth. Why should
our children have to endure such a filthy mess
for the sake of the greed of a callous few?
And speaking of greed, don’t miss Ray
Bilger’s outline of the stirrings for
independence by our Native American brothers
and sisters. That’s another “house of cards”
which is about to collapse. His article this
month, while challenging in itself, sets the stage
for a unique interview that will hopefully
appear in our next issue on this most heartwrenching and volatile of topics.
Meanwhile, we have been receiving some
much appreciated praise as a result of both a
recent expo in Northern California (at which
we had a booth and met many fine people),
and due to an invitation (originating from that
expo) to appear on a popular cable-TV
program with an additional wide (international)
tape distribution audience. There will be more
to say about these blessings at a later time.
For now, check out our masterfully
renovated website and KNOW that your many
prayers and good wishes (and financial
assistance) on our behalf are working! Amen.
—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

SILVER HELPS REGROW
HUMAN TISSUE
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 2/11/00: [quoting]
“It is only from a truth-filled state of
consciousness, the willingness to speak the
truth and know the truth, that we can build a
firm, lasting, and truly loving relationship with
ourselves and others. Anything less than this is
not love. It is fear.” —Iyanla Vanzant
From: “earthman” <hardJube@ihug.co.nz>
Reply to: <adventuresunlimited@onelist.com>
Silver Helps Regrow Human Tissue—
Physician Patents Technique Using Silver Ions;
July 27, 1999.
Washington, D.C.—Silver, the same
commodity used in coins and in the
manufacture of jewelry, silverware, mirrors, and
electronics, helps regenerate human cells that
have been destroyed by disease or damaged in
accidents, according to a recently released
report in this month’s edition of Silver News, a
bi-monthly newsletter published by The Silver
Institute.
Clinical tests indicate that the silver-based
procedure is so successful that one patient who
had sustained three crushed fingers in an
accident grew new tissue rapidly. Within 2-1/2
months, skin coverage was complete and there
was normal full sensation, good blood supply,
and all joints had a normal range of motion. If
left untreated, the 30-year-old electrician’s
fingers would have fallen off after turning black
from gangrene, and he would have been left
with a totally useless hand. Ironically, his
orthopedic surgeon recommended amputation of
all three fingers, but the patient requested
silver-ion therapy, which proved successful.
The mechanism by which silver ions help
rebuild tissue has been studied for more than a
decade by Dr. Robert Becker of Becker
Biomagnetics in New York.
Dr. Becker initially reported his findings at
The First International Conference On Silver
And Gold In Medicine, co-sponsored by The
Silver Institute in 1987. In the decade since,
this technique has been used in clinical settings
where hundreds of patients with various
wounds have recovered. In addition, a
laboratory study conducted by the U.S. Army
Institute for Surgical Research in Houston,
Texas, showed that laboratory animals with
burn wounds, treated under controlled
conditions, experienced shortened time for
reconstruction with silver-nylon dressings.

Recovery of skin function was faster when
electric current was applied, compared to no
application of electric current. Last fall, Dr.
Becker received a U.S. patent (5,814,094) for
the devices, materials, and techniques involved
in regeneration of tissue using silver ions.
After several hundred cases, Dr. Becker
believes that the technique works in three
stages. The first stage is the chemical
combination of highly active free silver ions
with all bacteria or fungi present in the wound
which are inactivated within 20 to 30 minutes.
The second stage occurs over the next few
days. Silver acts on fibroblast cells to cause
them to revert to their embryonic state,
becoming stem cells. These cells are universal
building blocks whose role is to reconstruct
new tissue. In the final stage, silver ions form
a complex with the living cells in the wound
area to produce immediately convertible stem
cells. The end result of this conversion is that
the stem cells supply all the building blocks
necessary to completely restore all anatomical
structures.
No other known treatment provides
sufficient numbers of the embryonic or stem
cells required for true regeneration of damaged
or destroyed tissues in humans and animals.
The success indicates that there is the potential
not only for the healing of near-surface
wounds, but for regenerative repair of internal
organs such as the heart, liver, brain, and the
spinal cord. [End quoting]
This sounds like a very big breakthrough
that is important to be brought to public
attention. This may be what Christopher
Reeves has been looking for as a breakthrough
for the healing of his spinal cord.
If you haven’t read last month’s special
feature article on silver colloids, be sure and do
so. Back issues are available.
I am preparing an article for next month that
will include information by Dr. Bob Beck, who
also provides useful instructions on silver
colloids and the use of electro-pulsing
techniques.
DIET COKE: A PLAGUE
OF 92 SYMPTOMS
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 2/23/00: [quoting]
Illusions Digest, Vol. 1 #437.
Remember, in a study on 7 monkeys, 5 had
grand mal seizures and one died, a casualty rate
of 86%. Nice! Temporal lobe epilepsy is just
a nice form of the grand mal. — Anna
RE: Diet Coke: a plague of 92 symptoms
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(Ramsey, William)
To: illusions@beyond-the-illusion.com
Subject: [illusions] Diet Coke: a plague of
92 symptoms
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE—Please
Distribute Widely
CRUMPLED COKE CAN
The photo of a crumpled can of Diet Coke
told the story in the Atlanta Journal
Constitution, Coke’s hometown paper. Fitting,
poetic, just, but tragic for the company once
rated “The most admired business in the
world”.
Today Coke wouldn’t even make the list.
Sales are down, profits collapsing, and 6,000
employees soon will be gone.
(To make room for 6,000 defense
attorneys?) The tragedy is stupendously larger
than 6,000 jobs; it affects hundreds of millions
of unwarned, innocent, afflicted consumers
across the broad face of planet Earth.
This crisis can’t be solved by belt
tightening, greater efficiency, more advertising,
etc. It’s so bad Coke can’t say the word; to
pronounce it will bring instant cataclysm.
That word is ASPARTAME, and their only
recourse is denial, denial, denial, though every
ad and commercial builds higher the scaffold
upon which Coke shall surely hang.
Reality is in that twisted Diet Coke can.
It’s poison. It’s killing the unborn, raining
tumors and seizures on the population,
destroying children, incapacitating workers,
mimicking MS, erasing memory and blinding.
Inexorably Diet Coke visits a plague of 92
symptoms listed by our FDA on a secret report
they’ll never show which names diet soda as
the first source of aspartame disease. And yes,
DEATH was one of the 92.
Diet Coke is poison. And it’s addictive;
some victims drink several liters a day and keep
it on their nightstands. If Coke changes the
formula to remove aspartame, the world will
heal and the surge of hatred and vengeance by
the disabled and bereaved shall certainly
destroy Coca Cola.
The poison in Diet Coke is aspartame. As
a member of the National Soft Drink
Association, Coke opposed FDA approval of
aspartame for beverages.
Their objections, running to several pages
and published in the Congressional Record of
5/7/85, said aspartame is uniquely and
inherently unstable and breaks down in the can.
It decomposes into formaldehyde, methyl
alcohol, formic acid, diketopiperazine, and
other toxins.
In a study on 7 monkeys, 5 had grand mal
seizures and one died, a casualty rate of 86%.
Coke knew; and knowing, broke their good
faith contract with customers, a breach
exhibited by the recent plot to program vending
machines to raise the price with the
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temperature.
Dissatisfied with selling flavored sugar
water plus phosphoric acid, they switched to
pushing an addictive formula called “Diet”.
Addictive substances multiply markets, so
Diet Coke soared off the sales charts, spreading
obesity in its flight. We’re fatter because
aspartame suppresses seratonin and makes us
crave carbohydrates.
So why is aspartame/NutraSweet/Equal/Diet
Coke/Diet Pepsi/etc. on the market and in
thousands of foods?
Can you say
CORRUPTION? One FDA Commissioner and
one acting Commissioner have changed sides to
work in the NutraSweet industry, plus 6
underlings and two federal attorneys assigned
to prosecute NutraSweet for submitting
fraudulent tests to get it approved.
“It’s like a script for Abbott & Costello”
lamented an honest FDA scientist writing to
Senator Metzenbaum.
It works like this: “Approve our poison, and
when you stop being a bureaucrat, we’ll make
you a plutocrat! After it’s licensed, we’ll pay
off the American Dietetics, the American
Diabetes Association, the AMA, and anyone
we need who’s for sale.”
The jig’s up! Worldwide consumer action
has exposed aspartame, and millions have
kicked the habit. Coke’s profits are down
37%, and for a year Monsanto has been trying
to sell the NutraSweet company.
Finally they sold NSC, producer of the
phenylalanine in NutraSweet for $125 million.
Now Monsanto faces a $71 million lawsuit for
exaggerating profits.
Monsanto stock is in the toilet, but they
may have found a buyer in the Swiss firm
Pharmacia-Upjohn. P.U. for short! The deal
won’t finalize for a year.
The plans are to ditch the Monsanto name
as its stench is unendurable.
CEO Bob Shapiro may soon be history, like
Doug Ivester of Coke who just resigned. Will
the last one out please turn off the lights! [End
quoting]
The public is finally awakening—and not a
moment too soon! And for an encore:
MONSANTO ANNOUNCES
SALE OF TABLETOP
SWEETENER BUSINESS
From the INTERNET, http://sightings.com,
2/4/00: [quoting]
Monsanto announced February 4 the
signing of a definitive agreement related to the
sale of our tabletop sweetener business,
including the Equal, Canderel and NutraSweet
tabletop brands, to Tabletop Acquisition Corp.
(TAC), whose institutional investors are led by
Pegasus Capital Advisors, L.P. and MSD
Capital, L.P. Under terms of the agreement,
TAC will pay $570 million cash for the
business.

All tabletop sweetener people will be
offered employment by the new owners. The
tabletop-sweetener management team will
remain in place following completion of the
transaction.
The divestiture of the tabletop business is
part of a restructuring plan announced by
Monsanto that includes selling businesses that
are not core to our long-term strategy.
“TAC is acquiring a solid, established
business with highly recognizable brands, a
sound customer base, and a quality,
experienced management team” said Gary
Crittenden, Monsanto’s chief financial officer.
“As we stated last year, the tabletop sweetener
business, as well as the sweetener ingredients
and biogums businesses, are excellent revenuegenerating businesses that are not in line with
Monsanto’s strategic direction. We’re pleased
that TAC is investing in the tabletop sweetener
business and intends to further enhance its
competitive position in the marketplace.”
Monsanto Today is an email newsletter
published on Tuesdays and Thursdays for
Monsanto people. Please contact Corporate
Communications (314/694-5291) for help or
information
about
reproduction
or
retransmission of Monsanto Today. [End
quoting]
One wonders if they are “selling” these,
since they are probably highly profitable,
because they are getting so much bad publicity
that they don’t want it to rub off on the
Monsanto name any further. And thus they
“sell” the offending businesses to a shell
corporation where the same real owners still
remain in control behind the scenes and still get
the profits. But if the lawsuits start to really hit
them, only the shell corporation falls.
YOUR FAVORITE
HEALTH FOOD STORE
MAY SOON HAVE TO CLOSE
From SPIRAL—THE SOCIETY FOR
THE PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL
RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES, Feb. 2000:
[quoting]
ALERT—WHY? WHY? WHY?
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The FDA now has the authority to close
down all health food stores and now require us
to obtain a medical doctor’s prescription for
vitamins, herbs, and other food supplements.
The FDA is presently working on
implementing this new law. IT IS A DONE
DEAL. It will likely cause the eventual closure
of health food stores across the country and
there is absolutely nothing we can do about it.
This rider is part of the United Nations W.H.O.
Alimentarious Commission’s program to
CONTROL all food supplements worldwide.
The program is REQUIRED by all signatories
to the GATT Treaty. Commission members are
all from the giant drug companies and we-thepeople have ZERO input or representation.
Not long ago the country of Norway passed
into law this identical program and already their
government has closed down over half of their
health food stores, and the closings continue as
this is being written.
QUESTION: Is there any way to reverse
this law?
ANSWER: No.
QUESTION: Is there anything we can do?
This appears to be a total and absolute affront
to all of us and is extremely repressive to
people seeking to attend to their health needs.
ANSWER: This can turn out to be the
straw that breaks the camel’s back in turning
the masses against the United Nation’s
globalists’ agenda and their numerous programs
and encroachments into the freedoms of
individuals in this country. If all of the health
field and industry and people concerned about
health care should turn their anger toward this
Bill and toward the United Nations World
Health Organization, their program to gain
CONTROL over us may be a complete
reversal. They may have won a battle over a
law, but by doing so they nay possibly turn the
tide of the war against them. Please jump in
and help in whatever way you can. We are all
greatly needed. IF NOT YOU, THEN WHO?
From American Patriot Fax Network
(APFN), 512-596-4274, “Friends Faxing
Friends For Freedom” c/o Kenneth L. Vardon,
P.O. Box 946, Shiner, TX 77984. [End
quoting]
While this assault on health food stores has
been expected for some time, it can’t succeed
unless concerned citizens simply look the other
way. Flood your Congressional representatives
with your thoughts on this matter, and let all
your neighbors and friends know what is going
on, too.

GOOD NEWS: Last April of this year
(1996) Congress passed, and the president
signed into law, the Health Insurance Bill. The
Health Insurance Bill was hailed as a great
victory for we-the-people, however...
BAD NEWS: The Bill contained what is
PHYSICIST INVENTS WORLD’S
termed a “rider”, a small amount of information
FIRST STEALTH CAR!
that was passed quietly, without much fanfare,
that undid everything we worked for recently to
From
the
INTERNET,
<parakeep the FDA from interfering in our use of
vitamins and herbs and alternative health discuss@tje.net>, 2/13/00: [quoting]
products. This “rider” was not from the FDA,
By the year 2001, some American
but from the World Health Organization Codex automobiles may be equipped with an
Program.
astonishing new stealth device—an option that
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makes the cars invisible to radar!
But the feature is not without its critics,
who say the idea is dangerous and call its
manufacturers irresponsible.
The technology was created and developed
by physicist Dr. David Galberon who often
consults with the Pentagon on top-secret
military projects. Dr. Galberon says the idea
was inspired by the stealth bomber, which is
invisible to standard radar.
“Like the famous war plane, the cars will
be made out of a Kevlar-like material. The
paint is also similar to that used on the stealth”
Dr. Galberon says.
“When the driver pulls a lever in the car’s
interior, properties in the material and in the
paint render the car invisible to radar.”
The noted researcher says the invisibility
feature will come as standard equipment in
most police cars in the year 2001 and will be
available to all drivers as an option.
“For most people, it will be a novelty item”
Dr. Galberon says, “a fun feature that will
allow a driver to breeze past radar traps on
highway like a ghost car.
“But for police, it will be of tremendous
value. They will be able to catch speeders,
sneak up on criminals and, in effect, create a
deterrent to crime by virtue of the fact that no
gangster or drug dealer will know when the
police are nearby, even with the latest high-tech
equipment.”
But opponents are horrified at the idea of
invisible cars.
“Dr. Galberon’s argument overlooks one
obvious fact” says automobile-safety advocate
Wilma Jurno. “If police can use invisibility to
their advantage, so can criminals. Bank
robbers, hit-and-run violators, drunk drivers—
all kinds of lawbreakers—can commit their
crimes and simply disappear.”
Mrs. Jurno says she and her advocacy
group, Citizens For Safe Roads And Highways,
plan to fight the automobile industry on this
matter, all the way to the Supreme Court. [End
quoting]
Something is wrong with this picture. Can
you really believe that we would be able to buy
stealth cars so we can just bypass the speeding
tickets and the cops?
CHINA URGES WORLD TO ACCEPT
IT WILL ABSORB TAIWAN
From the INTERNET, 2/9/00: [quoting]
China urged the world on Sunday to accept
its goal of absorbing Taiwan along the lines of
its unification with Hong Kong and Macau—or
else risk consequences “you don’t want to see”.
<http://www.insidechina.com/
news.php3?id=132311&text> [End quoting]
China has always been a sleeping giant and
a world power to be reckoned with. This type
of situation can break out into a horrifying
display of force very fast. For instance:
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CHINA THREATENS TO STRIKE US
WITH ICBMS IF TAIWAN DEFENDED

from countries being caught in their “squeeze
play” control tactics. And remember that North
Korea has nuclear weapons—probably bought
<http:// from us via Israel.

From
the
INTERNET,
sightings.com>, 3/1/00: [quoting]
China stepped up its war of words over
Taiwan yesterday, bluntly threatening to fire
long-range nuclear missiles at the United States
if it defends the island.
The warning, published in the official
People’s Liberation Army newspaper, comes as
a U.S. aircraft carrier and two cruise-missile
destroyers recently began exercises off Japan.
Defense officials said the warships could be
sent to the Taiwan Strait in a crisis.
The official military newspaper, Liberation
Army Daily, stated in a commentary made
public in Beijing that U.S. intervention in a
conflict between China and Taiwan would
result in “serious damage” to U.S. security
interests in Asia.
The military then warned that China could
resort to long-range missile attacks on the
United States during a regional conflict.
“China is neither Iraq nor Yugoslavia but a
very special country,” the newspaper stated.
While China is a permanent member of the
Security Council of the United Nations, “on the
other hand, it is a country that has certain
abilities of launching a strategic counterattack
and the capacity of launching a long-distance
strike” the article said. “It is not a wise move
to be at war with a country such as China, a
point which the U.S. policy-makers know fairly
well also” the newspaper said. “The U.S.
military will even be forced to [make] a
complete withdrawal from the East Asian
region, as they were forced to withdraw from
southern Vietnam in those days” the paper said.
The article was unusually harsh, according
to Pentagon officials familiar with the
translation, and echoed a private warning made
in 1995 by Chinese Lt. Gen. Xiong
Guangkai.
Gen. Xiong, the PLA’s top intelligence and
foreign policy official, told a former Pentagon
official at that time that Washington would not
help defend Taiwan because it cared more
about Los Angeles than Taiwan. The remark
was reported to the White House as a threat to
use nuclear weapons. [End quoting]
KOREA DEMANDS LIFTING
OF ALL U.S. SANCTIONS
From the INTERNET, 2/9/00: [quoting]
North Korea warned the United States
Tuesday to lift all economic sanctions imposed
on the country or face the “consequences”.
The North Korean threats came less than two
weeks after it agreed to send a high-level
delegation to Washington in March to discuss
improving bilateral ties. [End quoting]
The New World Order gang in Washington
is going to be facing some serious outlashes

ALASKA AIR PILOTS, CREW SAY
NTSB CRASH STORY IS ‘BS’
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
sightings.com>, 2/27/00: [quoting]
Notes From John Quinn & Anthony J.
Hilder’s Newspad.
From
NewsHawk
Inc.
<hawknews@saber.net> 2-27-00.
Alaska Airlines pilots and crews aren’t
buying into the National Transport Safety
Board bureaucrats’ “cover-up story” on how
AK Air’s Flight 261 went down for the final
count, killing all 88 aboard.
Scuttlebutt has it that employees are deeply
disturbed by the fact that the airline isn’t
furnishing any information to their staff people.
An inordinate amount of personnel have been
absent the first three weeks after the crash due
to “emotional trauma”.
“We’re not buying the NTSB’s bull s--t”
says one source. “The Feds have tossed a foul
ball and we are not hitting it.” The airline’s
mechanics are near unanimous in the belief that
the “air holocaust” wasn’t because of any
“faulty” stabilizer screw. In the words of one
mechanic with Alaska Air: “That’s so much
hokum!”
Moreover, in talking to one employee who
knew Fl. 261’s pilots Bill Tansky and Ted
Thompson, they said: “They were two of our
most experienced pilots.” But when asked why
they headed out to sea, turning away from the
airfield at Point Mugu with its open and
immediately accessible runway, they didn’t
have an answer. “I just don’t know why they
bypassed the runway; no one here can explain
it” our source divulged with tears in their eyes.
“I was crying for a week and I haven’t been
able to sleep ever since. I knew eight of the
people on board personally. They were my
friends.” We know for certain that a number of
the Hilder/Quinn articles were circulating in
various Alaska Airline offices around the
country. Apparently some of Alaska Air’s
flight attendants made copies. They have been
seen from Puerto Vallarta to Anchorage and all
spots in-between.
The articles, including “It Defies All
Logic”, have been picked up by other major
websites, including Robert Sterling’s
<Konformist.com>,
Jeff
Rense’s
<sightings.com>,
Kent
Steadman’s
<Cyberspaceorbit.com>, and Doug Pooley’s
FlashRadar. The articles have been seen by
millions at this point.
Attorneys across the country representing
those who died needlessly in the crash have
also been availed of the information and are
taking a CLOSE LOOK at what was going on
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at the U.S. Navy’s Pt. Mugu Weapons Testing
Center on February 1st.
One of our sources at Alaska Air says:
“When I came into the employee’s room, there
were five people reading it at the same time. I
was busy and didn’t have time to read it until
the next day.” The source said: “One girl (a
flight attendant) was concerned that we are not
being given the truth.” Our contact went on to
say: “Everybody is asking why we (the flight)
didn’t land at Point Mugu. They had plenty of
opportunity. But who knows what happened?
They’re not telling us anything.” Three weeks
later, it’s still “mum’s the word”. As to the
NTSB’s “spin story”, the widely-prevailing
view within Alaska Air is “No way! It didn’t
happen that way.” [End quoting]
This is too long of a story so please get a
friend who has a computer to get it for you if
you don’t have one. It is a very good story.
We would have used the space for the story but
it is quite similar to the other recent “accident
cover-ups” although each have their own twists
and turns. However, it should strike you as
more than coincidence that 2 “accidents” in a
very short space of time would have tail
problems and that both lost parts or all of their
tails before hitting the water.
Good questions are: Were they shot off by a
weapon or blown off by enclosed explosives?
Was there somebody “important” on that
airplane? Or—after hearing the cover-up
stories—first the explosive and then an outside
weapon source to finish the job when crews
tried to recover the ailing craft. And, what if
there occurred some kind of mishap involving
super-secret technologies from any of several
nearby military installations?
SEVERE FLOODING IN
QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA
CNN Headline News on Feb. 28, 2000 had
a big report on the very, very severe flooding
there and much of the area is a disaster.
Stan Deyo, who publishes reports on
weather, quakes, ocean temperatures, volcanos,
etc., and is a regular guest on Art Bell’s latenight talk-radio program, has put out a report
that parts of Australia are under severe drought
in contrast with this latest report about the
Queensland area. <http://www.milleniumark.net>
This is—as most of us know—not just
happening in Australia, but all over the world.
The controlled media are keeping much of this
activity quiet so as not to awaken us to a state
of questioning what is going on—and why.
“GULF WAR SYNDROME”
LINKED TO RADIATION
From the INTERNET, 2/9/00: [quoting]
The so-called Gulf War syndrome may have
been caused by radioactive material in the

shells used by coalition forces during the
conflict. [End quoting]
I think there is more than one reason for this
syndrome and another one of them is probably
vaccinations. You can be sure that any
explanation offered is a token to deflect
attention from further digging and possible
discovery of even more horrendous
shenanigans.
BROADCASTERS SEEK TO KILL
NEW “LOW POWER FM”
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
sightings.com>, 2/8/00: [quoting]
This is an update to last month’s article in
this column.
Turn off that radio!
In the last 12 months we’ve seen a veteran
radio broadcaster removed from his place of
work by armed guards (Dennis Bernstein at
KPFA in Berkeley) and writers being
prosecuted by the federal government on
serious—and trumped up—charges (Peter
McWilliams, David Hoffman and James
Sanders).
One ray of sunshine was the recent and
surprising FCC decision to approve low-power
FM radio stations for community broadcasting.
Well, it ain’t over ’til it’s over.
Broadcasters Seek To Kill Low-Power FM,
from JWFoster97@aol.com, Union Democracy
<http://www.uniondemocracy.com>.
The Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) approved a low-power FM radio service
on January 20, 2000. This new FM service
will allow community-based organizations and
groups to license low-power 100 and 10 watt
radio stations in their community.
This new FM service was endorsed and
supported by the AFL-CIO, CWA, IUE, and
other labor organizations. Unions can use this
new service for many useful purposes, such as
organizing and providing important information
to their community.
Mike Oxley, Congressman from Ohio, has
introduced H.R. 3439, “The Radio Preservation
Act Of 1999”. This bill would repeal and kill
this new FM radio service.
This Bill is very important to me and should
be to members of the labor community. Please
let everyone know that they should make every
effort to oppose and defeat this Bill by
contacting their representatives in Congress
immediately, and go on record in favor of this
new low-power FM radio service.
If you have any questions, please feel free
to contact me.
Sincerely, Jim Foster, member UAW 249
Kansas City, Missouri <jwfoster97@aol.com>.
SAMPLE LETTER TO
MEMBER OF CONGRESS
January 28, 2000
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Dear Representative/Senator,
H.R. 3439, titled the “Radio Broadcasting
Preservation Act of 1999”, was introduced on
November 17, 1999 by Representative Michael
Oxley. The stated purpose of this Bill is “To
prohibit the Federal Communications
Commission from establishing rules authorizing
the operation of new, low-power FM radio
stations”.
The Rep. Oxley Bill is a serious betrayal of
the public trust. For over a year, the FCC has
been conducting a Notice of Proposed Rule
Making [NPRM] regarding the proposed
establishment of these new stations. This
NPRM was initiated in response to a significant
national movement advocating new classes of
FM stations in response to extensive radio
media consolidation and loss of radio media
localism
in
the
wake
of
the
Telecommunications Act of 1996. Proposals
for the initial NPRM have been distilled and
published by the Commission and two iterations
of comments from literally hundreds of
participants are presently on file.
Mr. Oxley now seeks to circumvent the
FCC’s statutory rulemaking with special interest
legislation. H.R. 3439 was introduced at the
behest of the National Association of
Broadcasters [NAB]. This group claims new
LPFM stations are technically incompatible
with existing FM stations and with the
proposed In-Band On-Carrier [IBOC] digital
transmission standard. These arguments have
been refuted in comparative studies and in a
published system evaluation by IBOC
developer USADR itself. In any event, such
technical matters must be scrutinized and
ruled on by the FCC, where the relevant
expertise resides, and not by congressional
fiat.
It appears that the NAB pressured Rep.
Oxley into introducing this special-interest
legislation because established radio
broadcasters fear the potential for added
competition. Although Mr. Oxley has long
been a champion of selective deregulation and
has often adopted the NAB’s peculiar
interpretation of public-interest standards (such
as allowing majority foreign ownership of U.S.
broadcast media), this legislation is so contrary
to the public interest that it defies rational
explanation.
I would therefore greatly appreciate it if
your office would seek an immediate and
thorough explanation from Mr. Oxley regarding
the public-interest aspects of his anti-LPFM
legislation and his rationale for preempting the
FCC’s rulemaking process.
I also strongly urge you to request that
Representative
Oxley
withdraw
his
ill-considered legislation and, should the
legislation not be withdrawn, my sincere
request is that you actively oppose this
legislation on the grounds that it seeks to
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circumvent the statutory rule-making
authority of the Federal Communications
Commission.
Thank you for your consideration and I
look forward to hearing from you regarding
your position on this matter.
Sincerely,
Your name and address, phone, email.
[End quoting]
Remember that the radio frequencies are
generally not available to the majority of
desenters of the status quo. This is supposed to
give desenters a better chance at getting their
voices heard—not just labor unions. This is the
same kind of opposition that FM faced when
first introduced, since the Powers That Be had
just completed their acquisitions of all
controlling aspects of the AM band. The story
of how FM’s inventor, the great (but largely
unknown) Edwin Howard Armstrong, was
driven to the point of suicide is an insightful, if
nasty and disgusting, chapter in the history of
radio. Power and greed always seem to follow
closely on the heels of invention.
ARIZONA MAKES
PREPARATIONS FOR SECESSION
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 2/6/00:
[quoting]
An Arizona state legislative committee has
approved a resolution calling for the dissolution
of the federal government in the event that it
abolishes the U.S. Constitution, declares martial
law, or confiscates firearms—scenarios some
say are not unrealistic. Critics of the resolution,
however, call the measure a “total waste of
time”.
Karen Johnson is an Arizona state
representative (http://www.azleg.state.az.us/
members/kjohnson.htm). Rep. Karen Johnson,
a Mesa Republican and chair of the House
Committee on Federal Mandates and States’
Rights, authored the resolution which the
committee approved 3-2. Only the committee’s
vice-chair, Republican Rep. Gail Griffin,
abstained from voting.
Specifically, House Concurrent Resolution
2034 outlines the origin of the United States,
emphasizing the sovereignty of the states and
their constitutional right to “establish a new
federal government for themselves by following
the precedent established by Article VII,
Constitution Of The United States, in which
nine of the existing thirteen states dissolved the
existing Union under the Articles Of
Confederation and automatically superceded the
Articles.”
It also articulates constitutional violations
committed by the federal government as
justification for the measure, saying “...the fifty
current principals, or signatories, to the
[Constitution] have done well in honoring and
obeying it, yet the federal agent has, for
decades, violated it in both word and spirit.
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The many violations of the Constitution Of The
United States by the federal government include
disposing of federal property without the
approval of Congress, usurping jurisdiction
from the states in such matters as abortion
and firearms rights, and seeking control of
public lands within state borders” says the
resolution.
By adopting HRC 2034, Arizona states its
intention to dissolve the current federal
government with the approval of 34 other states
and, in essence, start over. Participating states
would re-ratify and re-establish the present
Constitution “as the charter for the formation of
a new federal government, to be followed by
the election of a new Congress and President
and the reorganization of a new judiciary” in
keeping with the original intent of the
“founding fathers”. Individual members of the
military will return to their respective states and
report to the governor until a new president is
elected.
In addition, each state will assume a
prorated portion of the national debt and will
own all land within its borders. After the new
government is formed, the remaining 15 states
will be permitted to join the revised union upon
application, as was the case with the original
union.
A three-year veteran to the Arizona
Legislature, Johnson told the Sierra Times the
resolution is an “insurance policy”.
“If the federal government declares martial
law or attempts to confiscate guns, the states
shouldn’t have to put up with that” she said.
[End quoting]
If this is for real, maybe it will begin to
shake up some of the parasites controlling the
federal government. We can always hope! We
do know the so-called elite controllers don’t
have a whole lot of time left before their
dastardly and cowardly deeds catch up with
them. Too many people are awakening—
whether it be to aspartame in diet soda, closing
down health stores, or usurping any of a dozen
other basic rights and privileges of our original
constitutional republic.
POSSE COMMITATUS
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 2/7/99: [quoting]
According to radio personality Alex Jones
and reporter Linda Witt of The Granger County
News, on Jan. 15, National Guard troops, along
with sheriff’s officers, maintained a “DWI
checkpoint for four hours in Granger County,
Tenn., on 11 W Highway. During that time,
there were 12 arrests, two cars impounded, and
two ‘seizures of property’.” The sheriff’s office
reportedly doesn’t want to talk about it. [End
quoting]
This probably is another test to see how far
they can push us into the illegal use of the
National Guard without much complaints. Are
we going to just ignore these actions??
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BOTTOM LINE OKAY
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 2/7/99: [quoting]
While people the world over have a choice
of paying exorbitant heating oil prices or
staying cold, Exxon Mobil Corporation’s fourth
quarter earnings last year jumped 34 percent
higher than even Wall Street expected them to.
Meanwhile, Merrill Lynch & Co.’s profits for
the same quarter more than doubled to a new
record due to what the company calls “a boom
in mergers and equity underwriting increased
investment banking”. [End quoting]
Does anybody see a correlation to all the
mergers and what is happening to prices and
our freedoms?
Also the news tells us there is really no
shortage of oil—OPEC is holding tight control
of the shipping of it. Think the so-called elite
controllers could have this tight of control if it
wasn’t for all of these mergers?
TAX CODE ABOUT TO
ENDURE MORE ABUSE
CLINTON’S
PLAN
ANOTHER
EXAMPLE OF POLITICAL GOALS
CAUSING CHAOS
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los
Angeles, by Daniel J. Mitchell, 2/14/00:
[quoting]
The Internal Revenue Code is America’s
national nightmare: Its 17,000 pages of fine
print law and regulations have spawned 721
different forms.
The paperwork mailed out each year by the
Internal Revenue Service could circle the Earth
28 times. Even the “simple” 1040EZ return
requires 32 pages of instructions.
Taxpayers squander more than 5.4 billion
hours every year in a futile effort to comply
with tax laws that have changed more than
6,000 times since 1986. Yet, if President
Clinton has his way, the tax system will
become even more complicated and unfair.
His final budget contains 221 new
proposals, including 93 tax increases, 42 “user
fees”, 27 new credits, five new exclusions,
three new deductions, and two new marriage
penalties, with perhaps “a partridge in a pear
tree” in the fine print.
Who wins from this game? Certainly not
the taxpayers. If all of the administration’s
changes are approved, tax collections over the
next five years are estimated to be $10.825
trillion, compared with $10.829 trillion if the
tax laws are left unchanged.
In other words, the president is only willing
to cut taxes over the next five years by $4.4
billion, an infinitesimal reduction of
four-hundredths of 1 percent. While taxpayers
get a pittance, politicians and lobbyists come
out winners.
Politicians win because they can rake in
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campaign cash by rewarding friends with new
tax preferences. Lobbyists win because they
can bill hundreds of dollars for each hour spent
getting new loopholes in the tax code or
making sure their clients are not affected by the
multitude of tax increases the president has
proposed.
Indeed, the president’s budget is a perfect
example of why our tax code has become such
a mess. From its beginnings as a simple,
two-page form in 1913, the income tax has
grown into a monstrosity because politicians
have been unable to resist the temptation to use
it for political purposes. [End quoting]
Remember that the IRS is the extortion arm
of the equally illegal Federal Reserve—both of
which came into existence in 1913 by secret,
underhanded means, with the blessing of the
puppet-president Woodrow Wilson. It appears
that the entire entity is about to bury itself in
the complications of its own greed. One can
but hope.
ONE NIGHT OF DRINKING CAN
DAMAGE UNBORN CHILDREN
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, for
2/11/00: [quoting]
A single drinking binge by a pregnant
woman can be enough to permanently damage
the brain of her unborn child, according to a
new study of the effects of alcohol on babies.
Although experiments in the study were
conducted on laboratory rats, experts said the
findings offer an explanation of why children
born to drinking mothers can suffer learning
disabilities and other brain disorders.
The study indicates that rats, and
presumably humans, are most susceptible to
alcohol-related neurological damage during a
period when developing brain cells are
furiously building the connections needed for
memory, learning, and thought. In humans,
this brain growth spurt starts in the sixth month
of gestation and continues for two years after
birth. In rats, it comes in the two weeks after
birth.
“We call this a brain growth spurt period”
said Dr. John W. Olney, a Washington
University School of Medicine researcher and
senior author of the study appearing today in
the journal Science.
During this brain growth spurt, said Olney,
a single prolonged contact with alcohol lasting
for four hours or more is enough to kill vast
numbers of brain cells.
“There is a massive wave of cell suicide
after the brain is exposed to ethanol (alcohol)”
said Olney. “The cells die by the millions and
millions.”
The “binge” used in the study gave the rats
a blood alcohol level of .20, or 200 milligrams
of alcohol per deciliter of blood. Such a level
in people is twice the legal standard of
drunkenness in many states.
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Dr. David Lovinger of the Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine said in Science
that the study carries a powerful message:
Drinking in late pregnancy “is really unsafe for
the brain”. [End quoting]
Hopefully you will help broadcast this
important message far and wide to expectant
mothers.
ARKANSAS HIGH COURT LOOKS TO
STRIP CLINTON OF LAW LICENSE
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product called T-Plus is capable of boosting the
body’s immune system with a vengeance!
In 1995, Allen Hoffman, Ph.D., discovered
that high concentrations of aloe vera were able
to increase T lymphocytes and attack cancer,
AIDS, herpes, and other viruses like nothing
else before it. Developed and produced
exclusively under the direction of Dr. Hoffman,
T-Plus has the incredible attributes of being
natural, nutritional, and non-toxic, as well as
extremely powerful. We’re not talking about
diluted aloe vera juice or concentrate you buy
at your local healthfood store. T-Plus takes
sixty-four gallons of organic aloe vera juice just
to make one teaspoon!
What actually happens is that T-Plus builds
up the number of T-4 and T-8 lymphocytes in
the body, which in turn produce cytokines
which destroy microbes and cancer cells. It
doesn’t matter if you are involved in
conventional treatment or not. T-Plus is a
totally natural, nutritional substance, and will
not cause any harm.
The health value of aloe vera comes as no
surprise to Dr. Wendell Winters, associate
professor of Microbiology at the University of
Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio,
who has been researching aloe vera for the past
16 years. He authored his first major scientific
paper on the plant in 1981. Dr. Winters, who
also heads the Phytobiology Research
Department, says “We think of aloe as a
pharmacy in a plant.”
Another report from the Maryland Anderson
Cancer Center suggests that aloe vera gel can
stop immune system damage caused by
sunburns. Over one hundred studies in the past
ten years show the efficacy of this
extraordinary plant in a myriad of problems.
Among the one hundred forty substances
contained in aloe, there are several that reduce
inflammation, along with some that promote
tissue growth and healing. In the past ten
years, researchers around the world have
confirmed the ability of aloe, in a highly
concentrated solution, to stimulate the growth
of white blood cells.

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, for
2/11/00: [quoting]
The Arkansas Supreme Court has given
President Clinton 30 days to respond to two
ethics complaints seeking to strip him of his law
license because of his conduct in the Monica
Lewinsky scandal.
The court’s Committee on Professional
Conduct notified the Southeastern Legal
Foundation, which filed one of the complaints,
that it is notifying Clinton of the deadline and
he is entitled to have a public hearing.
“If the attorney (Clinton) takes exception to
the committee’s decision, he has a right to
request a public hearing” the committee’s
executive director, James Neal, wrote the
foundation on February 3.
Lawyers told The Associated Press that
Clinton has received notification of a second
complaint seeking to revoke his license and
must respond within 30 days, although Clinton
can seek a 30-day extension. The lawyers
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The second complaint specifically cites as
evidence against the president U.S. District
Judge Susan Webber Wright’s ruling that
Clinton gave intentionally false testimony about
his sexual relationship with Lewinsky in the
Paula Jones civil lawsuit.
The court’s decision resurrects a controversy
that Clinton hoped was put behind him at an
impeachment trial last year. His lawyers will
now have to defend his license at a time when
Clinton is trying to close out his presidency
with initiatives ranging from tax cuts to new
benefits for Medicare recipients.
FDA APPROVED ALOE
Clinton attorney David Kendall declined to
comment Thursday. [End quoting]
In 1994, aloe vera was approved by the
Can’t you just see Billy boy crying his eyes
out over this as he walks away free from all the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for human
murder charges they could put him on trial for testing against the human immune deficiency
virus, HIV.
Furthermore, the Dietary
if they wanted to really get him.
Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994
FDA DECLARES ALOE VERA
allowed public access to the use of naturally
ILLEGAL!
occurring substances for medical use. So what
went wrong?
From CALIFORNIA SUN newspaper,
Millenium Issue: [quoting]
WHY THE FDA IS
By Ron Wert
PUBLIC HEALTH ENEMY #1
Aloe has had a long history of therapeutic
uses for burns, reduction of pain, as well as
Apparently, the FDA wasn’t expecting an
antiviral and antibacterial applications. Now a aloe vera concentrate to work so well. As
new highly concentrated form of aloe in a word spread throughout the natural healing
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community about a new aloe vera concentrate,
the testimonies came flooding in. In 1998, the
state of Maryland (Hoffman’s home base), at
the urging of the AMA and using their legal
arm, the FDA, indicted Hoffman for promoting
an unapproved HIV and cancer therapy. As is
normally the case, patients and doctors
appearing on Hoffman’s behalf were not
allowed to testify as to the rapid medical
benefits they experienced.
The judge
constantly reminded all witnesses that the
court’s only concern was to focus on whether
or not there was a “rule” violation. Medical
results were not relative to the “rules” issue, the
basis for the indictment. Subsequently,
Hoffman was fined $3.7 million for not
following the rules.
Our “protective”
government then went after the farmer,
charging him with 5 counts of growing aloe for
unapproved medical use. In addition, they
went after a Dr. Donald Mackay, charging him
with 10 counts of using T-Plus as an
unapproved cancer therapy. Dr. Mackay
experienced miraculous results from using
T-Plus on his cancer patients, but was not
allowed to testify in court as to these benefits.
GESTAPO TACTICS
AMA and FDA tactics are not new.
Famous brain cancer specialist, Dr. Stanisloff
Berzynski in Texas (see The Sun, May 1997),
was under attack by the FDA and indicted a
record 72 times before he finally defeated the
FDA in federal court. Being interviewed on
HeartBeat, Radio Free America, Berzynski
said: “I come from Poland and I’m helping
people with cancer and I refuse to give in to
the ‘Gestapo’ tactics of the FDA.”
ALOE VERA ON TRIAL
In March of 2000, Dr Hoffman will stand
trial again for continuing to promote T-Plus.
As he has said to this reporter: “I’d rather go to
jail than let people die not knowing the benefits
of a safe, natural product like T-Plus. Not a
single AIDS or cancer patient has to die since
all that is truly necessary is to properly and
effectively stimulate the immune system.
T-Plus does that and more.”
It is through the courage and dedication of
doctors like Allen Hoffman that this country’s
health system will make the shift from toxic
modalities to natural healing, immune building
herbs, and substances. Currently Dr. Hoffman
needs your funding and support.
For more information on T-Plus or to order
a cassette tape of Dr. Hoffman’s interview on
HeartBeat, Radio Free America, contact Heart
to Heart Media Group at (805) 646-8269 or
(888) 230-7505. [End quoting]
It is certainly time that both the AMA and
FDA are put in their place. Their version of
“protecting” us is getting to be old and
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continually more damaging to the good health
of we-the-people. The one technique which
works with bureaucrats who are acting as
puppets for special interests (in this case, the
large drug companies) is to overwhelm them
with the spotlight of protest in any way you can
legally do so—including alerting the media and
your congressional representatives.
DIGITAL RADIO DAYS
From PC MAGAZINE, 3/7/00: [quoting]
Digital radio was one of the hottest topics at
the recent Consumer Electronics Show, even
though it won’t reach the open market for over
a year. The buzz isn’t surprising, considering
that radio is one of the most popular
broadcasting media (if not the most popular) in
the U.S. There are over 550 million radios in
the U.S. right now, 6.1 per household,
according to the Consumer Electronics Society.
All these radios are tuning in to analog
broadcasts, full of static and interference.
That’s about to change.
Some stations have begun testing digital
radio technology and will start transmitting
digital signals in the second quarter of next
year. That’s plenty of time for manufacturers to
start building digital radio receivers into all
sorts of devices beyond alarm clocks and
portable tape players. You’re likely to see
cellular phones, PDAs, and PC cards with
built-in digital radios.
While radio broadcasts transmit only sound
via the airwaves, digital audio broadcast (DAB)
technology can also transmit data in bit form.
And the broadcasts are received in an enhanced
audio format along with the digital information,
using what is called in-band, on-channel
(IBOC) DAB technology. As a result, AM
radio will have FM quality, and FM sound will
be equivalent to that of CDs.
IBOC lets broadcasters transmit digital
audio and data simultaneously over existing
AM/FM frequencies. The data will include
information such as station, song, and artist
identification, as well as news, stock, traffic,
and weather updates. Eventually, you may be
able to receive instant messages, e-mail, and
calendar information.
Two companies are now developing
competing versions of IBOC DAB technology.
Lucent Digital Radio uses its version of the
Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC), originally
developed by Bell Labs, to convert analog
audio signals to digital. USA Digital Radio
uses Advanced Audio Coding (AAC). Both
versions are currently under review by the
FCC.
Rockin’ Radio: USA Digital Radio recently
demonstrated a digital AWFM radio from
Kenwood that receives text data as well as
audio.
This issue’s contributors: Carol Levin,
Sharon Nash, and Sebastian Rupley. [End
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I’d think more about this news item if there
was imposed a reasonable limit on advertising
time for transmissions over the radio airwaves.
We are supposed to own the airwaves, but to
listen to them, about all we get is 10-12
minutes of show per 30 minutes of airtime for
many programs worth listening to—even the
Art Bell Show. All the rest of the air time is
filled with commercial messages of one kind or
another.
NO EXCUSE FOR 63,000 BUGS
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 2/10/00:
[quoting]
According to an internal Microsoft memo,
as reported by my colleague Mary Jo Foley, the
company has identified some 63,000 potential
problems to be addressed in the next release of
the product.
That’s a staggering number.
To be sure, Win2K is staggeringly huge,
and defect rates, not absolute numbers, are a
better measure of likely reliability in practice.
At less than two defects per 1,000 lines of
code, Win2K is 80% better than the threshold
that software-quality guru Steve McConnell
suggests as the signal for a ground-up redesign.
Not that I find this entirely comforting, since
McConnell also observes that defect distribution
is far from uniform; one IBM study, he reports,
found 57% of the software errors in only 7% of
the studied modules.
But it’s Microsoft’s stockholders who have
the most reason to be troubled by the notion
that defects are acceptable in a shipping
software product, and that fixing them in a
subsequent release is a viable strategy. One
Microsoft comment on the 63,000-bug memo
was that “bugs are inherent in computer
science”, which is patently false in theory and
bad economics in practice.
THE COST OF BUG FIXES
By most estimates, the cost of repairing a
software bug after a rollout is three to 10 times
as great as the cost of defect prevention and 50
to 200 times as great as the cost of a more
rigorous requirements definition before coding
even begins. If Microsoft, optimistically,
spends about $1,000 per item to resolve those
63,000 potential problems (that’s only 10 hours
of professional staff time plus overhead), then
ship-and-fix is costing the company at least an
extra $40 million—perhaps $60 million—
compared with defect prevention. And perhaps
those numbers should be at least 10 times
greater.
In addition to the costs that go straight to
the bottom line, Microsoft faces revenue delays
due to poor customer confidence in the
company’s initial releases—not to mention loss
of customers to other platforms, such as AS/
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400, that have solid reputations for getting it
right the first time.
Moreover, development teams and their
managers need to realize that schedules slip
more, rather than less, when attention to quality
is compromised. The need to ship the product
is the most-often-cited excuse for cutting
corners, but McConnell observes that the corner
you cut today is followed by testing and
integration of code that will later be discarded.
[End quoting]
Is it any wonder so many people hate
Microsoft? Can you imagine what would
happen to a car company or most other
companies if they put out such half-baked
products? The people and the courts would be
all over them. This shows us how much power
Bill Gates exercises over the computing
markets. It’s time something was done about it,
even if it’s suing Microsoft for false advertising
and for refunds for knowingly selling faulty
products all over the world.
SWISS SEE HOLES IN
MICROSOFT’S PRICES
GOVERNMENT
THINKS
SWISS
CONSUMERS PAY TOO MUCH FOR
WINDOWS AND OFFICE.
MS SAYS
HAMBURGERS COST MORE, TOO.
From the INTERNET, 2/14/00: [quoting]
ZURICH—Switzerland’s price regulator
said on Monday he was launching an
investigation into Microsoft Corporation’s
software prices after an initial probe backed
complaints from consumer groups that they
were paying too much.
Werner
Marti,
referred
to
in
French-speaking Switzerland as “Monsieur
Prix”, is the state official charged with
monitoring pricing. His office can in certain
circumstances veto price increases or demand
reductions.
Other headlines:
Windows 2000
EU begins Windows 2000 probe
Corporations cool to Windows 2000 [End
quoting]
Between bad products and too-high pricing,
there is plenty of room for other enterprises to
give Microsoft a run for the money.
THE DANGER OF
THE MAGNETIC BUZZ
From CALIFORNIA SUN newspaper,
Millenium Issue: [quoting]
By Ilonka Harezi
In recent years, much has been written
about the benefits of using magnets on the
human body.
Companies are getting rich
selling magnets, with consumers using magnets
at an alarming rate. Promotion is focused on
the benefits, with little attention given to proper

use of the magnet, its limitations, hazards from
over use, or using the wrong type of magnet for
the problem area.
After years of research, the unmistakable
bottom line is: which end is which? The
Southern Hemisphere electron spin differs from
the Northern Hemisphere spin. The Indians
don’t agree with the Japanese. There is no
room for guessing. If you don’t use magnets
correctly, YOU CREATE MORE DAMAGE
THAN
IF
YOU
HADN’T
DONE
ANYTHING!
No one wants to tell the public about this
technology—it is a double-edged sword of the
sharpest kind. If the person using magnets is
untrained, he/she can only follow the directions
on the box—putting the magnets on a body
with no regard for the polarity. However, ALL
diseases or maladies require specific pole use
for organs, at a specific time, and as the
condition improves, a reversal of the magnetic
field may be indicated to speed up the healing
process. If the wrong pole (north or south) is
used, the problem can become aggravated.
When an organ or part of the body becomes
injured, it immediately turns negative in an
attempt to retard growth of infectious materials.
Later, as it begins to repair itself, it will turn
positive in an attempt to speed up the healing.
Thus, the eventual switch of polarity.
However, if a germicide is used as soon as the
injury occurs, and it can be determined there is
no chance of infection, the positive may be
used from the start. This action, in most cases,
will stop the pain faster than with the negative
polarity and will dramatically speed-up
circulation and healing.
A passive, static magnetic field causes the
metabolism to be heightened. This effect stops
the pain and causes adrenaline and endorphins
to be produced. These are both natural
painkillers, which will afford greater relief from
whatever problems happen to be causing the
pain. After a few month use, however, the
body acclimates to the magnetic field, because
of the continued use of the magnet. When the
body begins to overcome the field produced by
the magnet, metabolism drops and the user not
only goes into a deep depressive state, but their
physical pain problem is heightened when the
body is no longer receiving “endorphine” rush.
Many tests have been done in Germany and
demonstrate that a static magnetic field boosts
the metabolism, but does not oxygenate the
body. A pulsed electromagnetic field causes
oxygenation to the system. Do not be
confused! Many “experts” confuse the effects
of a static magnetic field with a pulsed
electromagnetic field. To be electromagnetic,
the field must contain magnetic component as
well as an electric component. Bone healing,
as well as other medical applications, are
electromagnetic fields—not a static magnetic
field. Read the experiments put forth on work
done by Drs. Becker and Marino. These
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experiments are performed with electromagnetic
fields—not magnetic fields produced by
magnets!
Promoters tend to use
electromagnetic research, Robert O. Becker’s
book THE BODY ELECTRIC, and other
electromagnetic studies to prove their point for
using magnets. This is incorrect!
If the user has been applying the wrong
polarity, they may shut down certain areas of
the body by depolarizing the cells themselves.
Remember, all cells have a spin, and polarity is
much like a top put in motion. A strong
magnet (200 gauss plus) applied to the body
over a period of time will alter the shift of the
“diseased” cell and cause it to wobble. When
this happens, these cells are no longer able to
perform their normal functions. If a certain
field can polarize a cell, why not depolarize?
Blood and the oxygen it carries are dependent
on the action of hemoglobin, a very iron-rich
fluid. Iron is highly influenced by the
application of magnetic fields.
Our bodies are like tiny universes. Each
cell or blood platelet has a spin much like the
Earth itself. Even the frequency of the brain
has been shown to be in tune with the Earth’s
natural resonant frequency of 7 to 9 hertz.
When disease strikes or the body takes a hard
blow, the cells begin to teeter and their polarity
becomes reversed. Like a small magnet, the
cells attract each other and form a thrombus,
tumor, blood clot, etc. The Earth’s magnetic
field is only .05 gauss and that is all the field
strength required to be biologically effective
and cause a change in our cells.
Greedy manufacturers are creating huge
“gimmick” products to sell to the unsuspecting
public. Beds with 6,000 to 12,000 gauss, and
magnets of 2,000 to 6,000 gauss, to be used on
each side of the head, have enough strength to
cause brain ionization. Some shoe pads and
other body pads have 2,000 gauss each. This
is pure overkill! But even worse, these
magnets can be used with the wrong polarity
and create a new problem or aggravate an
existing one. No two bodies are alike, so there
is no such thing as a common magnet.
The “bipolar” magnet can be a real killer.
All researchers know that one must never use
both polarities at the same time. That is worse
than the wrong polarity. Yet, bipolar magnets
are being sold to the unsuspecting public.
Magnets
DO
work—applied
by
professionals with years of study and
experience.
The professional can best
determine the gauss strength, polarity and
length of time to use the magnet. In the hands
of inexperienced users, magnets become a
dangerous biological weapon. [End quoting]
There are always the charlatans out there to
take your money, so please research any
method for boosting your health. Magnet
therapy is quite old but just now is being
rediscovered.
This is the first article I’ve come across
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where someone is trying to wake up the public
to the possible dangers of misusing magnets,
which are being sold from millions of magazine
ads.
I agree that magnets, USED PROPERLY,
can be a big asset to the maintenance of a
healthy body.
CHECK MEATS YOU BUY FOR THE
HIGH AMOUNTS OF WATER
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 2/8/00: [quoting]
Did anyone ever read the amount of water
added to the meat they are eating? One ham I
looked at had 35% water and selected juices??
and two had 20% and one 15% So for every
10 pounds of high Dollar ham 3½ lbs. is water,
so you are paying up to $4.00 a lb. for water.
Check the lunch meat also—same thing. [End
quoting]
Consumers really have to watch out for all
kinds of scams. Beware!
BIG BROTHER ALWAYS HAS
ANOTHER TRICK!
DATAGLYPHS
CAN
BE
PROGRAMMED INTO EVERY PRINT
DEVICE WITHOUT YOU KNOWING IT,
SO THAT EVERYTHING WE PRINT CAN
BE TRACED BACK TO THE MACHINE
THAT PRINTED IT!!
From the INTERNET, 2/20/00: [quoting]
DataGlyphs are a new technology for
encoding machine-readable data onto paper
documents or other physical media. They
encode information into thousands of tiny,
individual glyph elements. Each element
consists of a small 45-degree diagonal line, as
short as 1/100th of an inch or less, depending
on the resolution of the printing and scanning
that is used. Each one represents a single
binary 0 or 1, depending on whether it slopes
to the left or right. Sequences of these can be
used to encode numeric, textual, or other
information.
The individual glyphs are grouped together
on the page, where they form unobtrusive,
evenly textured gray areas, like half-toned
pictures. One of the reasons for using diagonal
glyph elements is because research has shown
that the patterns that they form when massed
together are not visually distracting.
DataGlyph technology allows ordinary
business documents to carry thousands of
characters of information hidden in these
unobtrusive gray patterns that can appear as
backgrounds, shading patterns, or conventional
graphic design elements. Often, their presence
will go completely unnoticed. (The entire
Gettysburg Address will fit in a DataGlyph
about the size of a small US postage stamp.)
DataGlyph areas can be printed on a document
as part of its normal printing process. The
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information to be put in the DataGlyphs is
encoded as a sequence of individual glyphs,
and these can be printed either directly by the
encoding software (for instance, by a computer
laser printer) or via a conventional printing
process, such as offset.
The glyphs are laid down on a finely spaced
rectangular grid so that the area is evenly
textured. In addition, each glyph area contains
an embedded synchronization lattice or
“skeleton”—a repeating, fixed pattern of glyphs
which marks the boundaries of the glyph area
and serves as a clocking track to improve the
reliability of reading.
Before data is placed into the
synchronization frame, it’s grouped into blocks
of a few dozen bytes and error correcting code
is added to each block. The amount of error
correction to be used is chosen by the
application, depending on the expected quality
of the print-scan cycle.
Higher levels of error correction increase the
size of the glyph area needed for a given
amount of data, but improve the reliability with
which the data can be read back. This can be
very important in environments where there’s a
high level of image noise (for example, fax) or
where the documents are subjected to rough
handling.
As a final step, the bytes of data are
randomly dispersed across the glyph area, so
that if any part of the glyph area on the paper is
severely damaged, the damage to any individual
block of data will be slight, and thus easy for
the error correcting code to recover. Together,
error correction and randomization provide very
high levels of reliability, even when the glyph
area is impaired by ink marks, staples, and
other kinds of image damage.
DataGlyphs are a Trademark of Xerox
Corporation. [End quoting]
We couldn’t really believe that big brother
would pass up another good opportunity to
keep and eye on us, would we??
EGYPTIANS FIND TOMB
OF ANCIENT GOD OSIRIS
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 2/20/99:
[quoting]
By Tony Snow, The Independent
Sinking water levels in the land of the
pyramids have led to an unprecedented
discovery—a granite sarcophagus of the ancient
Egyptian god Osiris.
Osiris was one of the most important gods
of ancient Egypt. His sarcophagus was found
in a 98-feet-deep tomb at the Giza pyramids.
According to mythology, Osiris was
murdered by his wicked brother Seth. He was
buried by Isis, his sister-wife, and brought back
to life as judge of the dead and ruler of the
underworld.
Egyptian archaeologist Zahi Hawass said
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the sarcophagus, which he dated to 500 BC in
the New Kingdom, was surrounded by the
remains of four pillars built in the shape of a
hieroglyphic “Bir” or “House of Osiris”.
The excavation unearthed 3,000-year-old
bones and pottery found in the underground
water, he said.
“I never excavated this shaft because it was
always full of water. But when the water went
down about a year ago, we started the
adventure” he said.
After dirt and most of the remaining water
were cleared from the shaft, located between
the Sphinx and the Pyramid of Chefren
(Khafre), archaeologists found three
underground levels, with the submerged Osiris
sarcophagus at the lowest.
“Many people believed there were tunnels
going to the Sphinx and another leading to the
Great Pyramid, but only when we sent a young
boy into a tunnel in the west wall of the tomb
shaft did we find this exciting discovery” said
Hawass. [End quoting]
There are likely to be many more such
surprises. The question is—how many will be
made public?
PERFUME—CUPID’S ARROW
OR POISON DART?
Joint release issued by the Cancer
Prevention Coalition and the Environmental
Health Network.
Excerpted from the INTERNET, <http://
sightings.com>, 2/13/00: [quoting]
The following was released today by
Samuel S. Epstein, M.D., Professor of
Environmental Medicine, University of Illinois
School of Public Health, Chicago, and
Chairman of the Cancer Prevention Coalition,
and Amy Marsh, President of the
Environmental Health Network, Larkspur,
California:
Lovers looking for the perfect Valentine’s
gift should think twice before giving a bottle of
toxic chemicals to their sweethearts. Recent
analysis of Calvin Klein’s “Eternity Eau de
Parfum” (Eternity) by an industry laboratory
specializing in fragrance chemistry revealed 41
ingredients. These include some known to be
toxic to the skin, respiratory tract, nervous, and
reproductive systems, and others known to be
carcinogens; no toxicity data are available on
several ingredients, while data on most are
inadequate. Additionally, some ingredients are
volatile and a source of indoor air pollution.
Since 1995, several consumers have
complained to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of neurological and
respiratory problems due to Eternity.
The analysis was recently commissioned by
the Environmental Health Network (EHN) as
many members had complained of asthma,
migraine, sensitization, or multiple chemical
sensitivity when exposed to Eternity. Based on
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this analysis, EHN filed a Citizen Petition with
the FDA on May 11, 1999, which was
subsequently endorsed by the Cancer
Prevention Coalition. The petition requests that
the FDA take administrative action and declare
Eternity “misbranded” or “adulterated” since it
does not carry a warning label as required by
the terms of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
and the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act.
Grounds for requesting the warning label
include FDA regulation 21 CFR Sec. 740/10:
“Each ingredient used in a cosmetic product
and each finished cosmetic product shall be
adequately substantiated for safety prior to
marketing. Any such ingredient or product
whose safety is not adequately substantiated
prior to marketing is misbranded unless it
contains the following conspicuous statement
on the principal display panel: Warning: the
safety of this product has not been determined.”
Since May, over 700 consumers with health
problems from exposure to various mainstream
fragrances have written to the FDA supporting
EHN’s petition. The FDA responded on
November 30 to the effect that they had been
unable to reach a decision on the grounds of
“other priorities and the limited availability of
resources”. The petition is thus still open for
further public complaints and endorsements.
[End quoting]
Maybe this is a good incentive to support
natural fragrances rather than those concocted
in a laboratory.
SEVERE BURNS CAUSED
FROM HEATING WATER
IN MICROWAVE OVEN!
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 2/20/00: [quoting]
I feel that the following is information that
anyone who uses a microwave oven to heat
water should be made aware of.
About five days ago, my 26-year-old son
decided to have a cup of instant coffee. He
took a cup of water and put it in the microwave
to heat it up (something that he had done
numerous times before). I am not sure how
long he set the timer for, but he told me he
wanted to bring the water to a boil. When the
timer shut the oven off, he removed the cup
from the oven.
As he looked into the cup he noted that the
water was not boiling but instantly the water in
the cup “blew up” into his face. The cup
remained intact until he threw it out of his
hand, but all the water had flew out into his
face due to the buildup of energy.
His whole face is blistered and he has 1st
and 2nd degree burns to his face which may
leave scarring. He also may have lost partial
sight in his left eye. While at the hospital, the
doctor who was attending to him stated that this
a fairly common occurrence and water (alone)
should never be heated in a microwave oven.
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If water is heated in this manner, something
should be placed in the cup to diffuse the
energy such as a wooden stir stick, tea bag, etc.
It is however a much safer choice to boil the
water in a tea kettle.
Please pass this information on to friends
and family. [End quoting]
Though they are accepted as part of almost
every kitchen these days, microwave ovens
sometimes induce any of a number of strange
and undesirable effects in foods and beverages.
The action of the microwaves themselves on the
molecules of the food or drink can impart
locally high energy levels which can then lead
to effects such as the kind described above.
MORE WEBSITES
<http://sites.netscape.net/asussnzl/poleshift>
<http://www.abika.com/books/Default.htm>
<http://www.bju.edu/bible/index.html>
<http://support.atitech.ca/drivers/
drivers.html>
<http://www.nexusmagazine.com/
ViolentWeather.html>
<http://www.constitution.org/liberlib.htm>
EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE
From
A
REGULAR
E-MAIL
CONTRIBUTOR, 2/16/00: [quoting]
My grandparents were married for over half
a century, and played their own special game
from the time they had met each other.
The goal of their game was to write the
word “shmily” in a surprise place for the other
to find.
They took turns leaving “shmily” around the
house, and as soon as one of them discovered
it, it was their turn to hide it once more.
They dragged “shmily” with their fingers
through the sugar and flour containers to await
whoever was preparing the next meal. They
smeared it in the dew on the windows
overlooking the patio where my grandma
always fed us warm, homemade pudding with
blue food coloring.
“Shmily” was written in the steam left on
the mirror after a hot shower, where it would
reappear bath after bath. At one point, my
grandmother even unrolled an entire roll of
toilet paper to leave “shmily” on the very last
sheet. There was no end to the places “shmily”
would pop up. Little notes with “shmily”
scribbled hurriedly were found on dashboards
and car seats, or taped to steering wheels.
The notes were stuffed inside shoes and left
under pillows.
“Shmily” was written in the dust upon the
mantel and traced in the ashes of the fireplace.
This mysterious word was as much a part of
my grandparents’ house as the furniture.
It took me a long time before I was able to
fully appreciate my grandparents’ game.
Skepticism has kept me from believing in true
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love—one that is pure and enduring. However,
I never doubted my grandparents’ relationship.
They had love down pat. It was more than
their flirtatious little games; it was a way of
life. Their relationship was based on a
devotion and passionate affection which not
everyone is lucky enough to experience.
Grandma and Grandpa held hands every chance
they could. They stole kisses as they bumped
into each other in their tiny kitchen. They
finished each other’s sentences and shared the
daily crossword puzzle and word jumble.
My grandma whispered to me about how
cute my grandpa was, how handsome and old
he had grown to be. She claimed that she
really knew “how to pick ’em”. Before every
meal they bowed their heads and gave thanks,
marveling at their blessings: a wonderful
family, good fortune, and each other. But there
was a dark cloud in my grandparents’ life: my
grandmother had breast cancer. The disease
had first appeared ten years earlier. As always,
Grandpa was with her every step of the way.
He comforted her in their yellow room,
painted that way so that she could always be
surrounded by sunshine, even when she was
too sick to go outside.
Now the cancer was again attacking her
body. With the help of a cane and my
grandfather’s steady hand, they went to church
every morning.
But my grandmother grew steadily weaker
until, finally, she could not leave the house
anymore. For a while, Grandpa would go to
church alone, praying to God to watch over his
wife. Then one day, what we all dreaded
finally happened. Grandma was gone.
“Shmily.” It was scrawled in yellow on the
pink ribbons of my grandmother’s funeral
bouquet. As the crowd thinned and the last
mourners turned to leave, my aunts, uncles,
cousins, and other family members came
forward and gathered around Grandma one last
time.
Grandpa stepped up to my grandmother’s
casket and, taking a shaky breath, he began to
sing to her.
Through his tears and grief, the song came,
a deep and throaty lullaby. Shaking with my
own sorrow, I will never forget that moment.
For I knew that, although I couldn’t begin
to fathom the depth of their love, I had been
privileged to witness its unmatched beauty.
S-h-m-i-l-y: See How Much I Love You.
Pass this on to some of your friends and
family and tell them how much you love them,
for there may not be another day that you will
talk to them.
“He who loses wealth, loses much; he who
loses a friend, loses more; but he who loses
courage, loses all.” Friends are those rare
people who ask how you are and then wait to
hear the answer—or take the time to send you
an e-mail. [End quoting]
Good advice. I love you, Al.
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Purposeful Con-fusion
Surrounding Cold Fusion
Editor’s note: I (E.Y.) have been wanting
to present in this newspaper forum a good
general overview article and “state of the art”
summary on the intriguing subject of so-called
“cold fusion” for a looong time. Ever since
the University of Utah scientists, Pons and
Fleischmann, first announced their findings on
March 23, 1989, and then, in short and
mysterious order, were subsequently “run out
of town”, the developments in this area have
been most fascinating—if largely censored from
the public media outlets.
I remember around January of 1992 when
a huge explosion occurred one night at the
very secretive Stanford Research Institute, near
Stanford University, where one scientist died.
It was hushed pretty well, except for we locals,
and I’m sure it was “inconvenient” for them to
have to admit the explosion’s epicenter was a
cold fusion experimental laboratory there at
SRI—while the world had been told, over and
over again, for several years by that time, that
there was nothing to cold fusion.
The subject of cold fusion is one aspect of
“free energy” or “over unity” devices—ways
of seemingly achieving something for nothing.
This is not actually the case; it only seems that
way to conventional scientific thinking. Rather,
it is a matter, figuratively speaking, of knowing
how to fashion the right kind of “paddlewheel”
to put in a particular kind of always flowing
“stream”. It only SEEMS like magic because
we don’t have a very good picture of reality in
our so-called modern physics—for many
reasons.
Naturally the true owners of the big oil,
gas, and electric companies (the world’s socalled “elite” families who control all the
natural resources of this planet) would really
rather you not have any such free avenue for
obtaining something that they have so
completely monopolized and metered to their
benefit. These same ones have even gone to
great lengths to make sure the physics
textbooks have been well sanitized from
carrying anything which could lead an
inventive, creative young mind down any of a
number of roads which would all lead to the
development of “free energy” devices.
Starting before the turn of the century, the
great electrical scientist, engineer, and
inventor, Nikola Tesla, was mightily persecuted
because of the danger he posed to the status

quo due to his insights in this most fundamental
area of energy exchange. And in our more
modern era, there have been many, many
gifted, creative ones who have suffered all kinds
of life-threatening and life-ending “situations”
engineered to give the impression of them being
crackpots.
Moreover, considering the mind control
(disguised as higher educational schooling)
which the vast majority of the scientific
community has been subjected to, myself
included, is it any wonder that there are few
equipped to understand, much less stand up
for, those who have unlocked one of Mother
Nature’s free energy secrets?
Two excellent articles on this most
intriguing subject recently crossed my desk.
The first one, which is “tuned” more for a
general (rather than scientific) audience, was
generously offered for our use by Mr. Wayne
Green. Mr. Green is a widely talented and
accomplished and articulate person, who many
of you have heard periodically on Art Bell’s
late-night talk-radio program over the years.
Mr. Green does such a good job of providing
background about himself and this subject, in
the process of telling the story, that it is best to
simply turn over the podium to “professor”
Green in our first article below. We are also
providing an information box telling how to
contact Mr. Green and/or order some of his
wide range of interesting materials.
Then, while this first article was being
prepared for publication as a stand-alone
piece, another dynamite article “just
happened” to fall open under my nose from
one who is highly credentialed to speak on this
subject—professional scientist Hal Fox.
We thank NEXUS magazine (2940 E.
Colfax, PMB #131, Denver CO 80206; phone:
1-888-909-7474) for first presenting this
material in their December 1999-January 2000
issue, and we strongly endorse this fine
publication.
Hal’s gem is in two sections. The first
section is an update (from 10/18/99) on the
unarguable reality that is the current state of
cold fusion research, and the second section
(from 8/6/99) courageously relates his firsthand knowledge concerning the relentless and
diabolical covert effort desperately working to
suppress cold fusion research. (Mr. Green’s
article chooses to overlook the conspiracy

aspect of the cold fusion subject—an aspect
which only makes the more aware observer all
the more sure of The Truth, like when the FDA
intervenes to “protect” us by removing useful
items from the healthfood store shelves.)
Well, let’s shed some more Light on this
important scientific area—and see if we can’t
help to keep it alive and well and actively
threatening to lower our power bills!

Cold Fusion
Overview
SPRING, 1996

WAYNE GREEN

I came to the cold fusion controversy as
neither a true believer nor a skeptic (aka nonbeliever). In my chosen role in life as an editor
and publisher, I try to approach controversy
pragmatically. However, I do have to admit to
a bias. When I see any establishment group
fighting a new idea, I tend to side with the
bringers of change. This is a non-conservative
side to my nature, which is otherwise strongly
conservative.
For instance, I’ve found little evidence in
life to support the basic concepts of socialism,
and endless affirmation of the power of
capitalism. And while democracy has some
serious shortcomings, they’re not as many as its
competitors. So I’m resistant to socialized
medicine and our American socialized school
system.
Never have I seen any establishment group
to be progressive. Indeed, history provides
endless examples of the establishment fighting
off new ideas and technologies. So when I
discovered that the scientific elite was trying to
prevent research in cold fusion, my natural
instinct was to suspect that the elite were going
to be wrong again. I wanted to find out more
about this new field of research.
My publications helped the cellular
telephone industry grow from the experimenting
of a few amateur radio enthusiasts into a new
industry, where I was the only publisher
covering this field. I did this by publishing
hundreds of articles in my amateur radio
magazine on repeaters, then publishing a series
of books, and finally by publishing a magazine
devoted to the subject (The Repeater Bulletin).
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I held a series of conferences around the
country to get this new technology organized
and standardized.
I repeated this when the personal computer
was first invented by starting the first
microcomputer publication (Byte), followed by
the first computer-specific publication (80Micro), and many more publications and
software. I organized the first computer
industry standards conference.
My success with cellular telephones and
computers encouraged me to support the newly
introduced compact disc with publications
(Digital Audio, CD Review, Music Retailing,
the Independent Music Producer’s Society
Journal ), helping to make this become the
fastest growing consumer electronics product in
history.
Once I’d talked with a few of the scientists
researching cold fusion, I felt that a dedicated
publication might be able to help this grow into
an industry. But this industry would be even
more far reaching in its impact on the world
than the personal computer.
As I talked with researchers and read their
papers, I realized that Professors Pons and
Fleischmann had discovered something of
enormous potential. The researchers who
initially were unable to replicate the P&F
experiments apparently had been either careless
or, expecting nothing to happen, accepted this
result without question. But I also found that
several researchers had confirmed the excess
heat reported by P&F. As a side note, when
the Department of Energy (DOE) issued an
edict that any laboratory doing any cold fusion
research of any kind would be denied any
government funding for any of their research,
this quickly stopped all further thought of cold
fusion research by universities and any other
even partially government funded labs.
When I got interested in cold fusion I
remembered reading in the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute Review that students there
had early on sought to confirm the P&F
experiments and had, indeed, been able to
replicate the reported excess heat. But when I
wrote to the new president of RPI, he refused
to answer my letters on the subject. In
retrospect I can understand why. RPI is
heavily dependent on government funds for
research, so the last thing they need is to admit
to having done cold fusion research. That
could cost them millions of dollars.
As I looked into the state of cold fusion
further, I found that as a result of the DOE
chill on cold fusion research, one of the leading
American researchers in the field was Professor
Dennis Cravens, a young physics teacher at a
small community college in Vernon, Texas,
who was experimenting in his garage. Dennis
had invested around $5,000 of his own money
in his lab and was successfully generating
excess heat using the P&F approach.
Could the scientific establishment be
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wrong? Again? History told me that this was
not just possible, but probable. Sure enough,
researchers all around the world were making
progress.
They’d found that not only
palladium, but also rubidium, rhodium, titanium,
and platinum could also be made to generate
excess heat. Even nickel! Some labs were
reporting success with plain water, so the
reaction didn’t even require the use of the much
more expensive “heavy” water used by P&F.
Researchers were exploring different
temperatures, metals, electrolytes, pressures,
radio-frequency excitation, magnetic fields, and
so on, experimentally seeking higher ratios of
output to input energy. They had to go by
intuition because there was as yet no accepted
theory explaining the reaction.
Meanwhile, other sources of apparent excess
heat were turning up. Were they in some way
connected to the P&F phenomenon?
Sonoluminescence, hydrosonics, ball lightning,
all seem to, in some way, be defying Newton’s
Third Law, producing more energy out than in.
If these sources are real, do they involve
some sort of nuclear reaction, or can they be
drawing energy from the fabric of space
(whatever space is)?
I found myself in a new world of Nmachines, magnetic motors, and zero-point
energy. Alas, none of the research reported
seemed to have significant substantiation
beyond the enthusiasm of adherents.
Where does science end and science-fiction
begin? I’m still pragmatic, so I’m waiting to
see how all this shakes out.
The heralded end of the oil age is still off
somewhere in the future. I don’t doubt that
researchers will continue to improve the
efficiency of the P&F phenomenon as they
develop more data and understand better what’s
going on. But generating heat is only the first
step.
Power companies have settled for steam
turbines for turning heat into electricity. Maybe
it’s time to look for a more direct and efficient
method.
As I understood the situation, when Dr.
John Huizenga, the head of the DOE, put the
hex on cold fusion, complete with his book
Cold Fusion, The Scientific Fiasco Of The
Century, he also contacted the US Patent Office
and got their cooperation to reject all cold
fusion patent applications. I’d heard rumors
that one applicant had managed to get around
this blanket ban via applying as a senior citizen,
and thus going through a different route in the
Patent Office. Sure enough, on December 12,
1994, Dr. James Patterson of Sarasota, Florida,
was issued a patent for his microsphere
approach to generating heat. This was the first
cold fusion patent!
Jim already had patents for his process of
making microspheres, so that simplified his cold
fusion patent application. No, “cold fusion”
was not mentioned anywhere in the patent
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application. But the data presented did clearly
show that substantially more energy was being
detected coming out of the Patterson
microsphere cell during tests than energy was
being put in.
By coating microspheres of polymer first
with copper, which adheres to the polymer
much better than palladium, then a coating of
nickel for strength, and then adding a coating a
few molecules thick of palladium, followed by
another coating, also very thin, of nickel to
keep the palladium from flaking off under
pressure or heat, the surface area of metal is at
a maximum for the volume taken by the
microspheres. This, in turn, greatly speeded up
the ability of the nickel and palladium sandwich
to absorb hydrogen. With this approach to
loading the hydrogen into the metal lattice of
the metals, it could be accomplished in minutes
instead of taking days to weeks.
Once the metal lattice had absorbed over
85% of its volume with hydrogen, the
mysterious excess energy phenomenon could be
reliably started. Patterson, 76, is anxious to
supply his patented microsphere cold fusion
cells to researchers, to simplify their
experiments with various metals, electrolytes,
and other parameters.
The more I’ve tried to find out about what
may be going on to produce the excess energy,
the more I’ve run into scientific controversies
over atomic structure, and even implications
with cosmology. It turns out that once we get
beyond what we can see in the micro and
macro, we’re off into a welter of theories. We
don’t know how the universe started. We don’t
know how life started. We don’t know why
the force constants are what they are, except
that, if they weren’t precisely what they are, we
couldn’t be here, and neither could the
universe. Wow, talk about luck!
In the past, every time scientists developed
the means for extending their vision into either
the micro or the macro, they invariably
discovered that the previously accepted theories
had been wrong.
Having been involved with the
microcomputer since it’s inception, I see many
parallels with what’s going on in the cold
fusion field. I started the first microcomputer
magazine even before any manufacturer was
able to ship a microcomputer that actually
worked. Seeing the potential this new
invention promised, I decided to do my best to
help turn a laboratory curiosity into an industry.
When the minicomputer was first
developed, the mainframe manufacturers
laughed at it, and ignored it. Soon almost all
of them were out of business and
minicomputers had taken over.
The
minicomputer offered computing power at
about one-tenth the cost of the mainframe.
History has shown us that, any time there is a
ten times improvement in a product, it will be
successful.
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Then came the microcomputer (the personal
computer). The minicomputer firms sneered at
this “toy” and ignored it. They were led down
this garden path by Computerworld, the major
industry publication, which led the ridiculing.
The microcomputer, providing computing
power at a tenth the cost of minicomputers, has
almost put the minicomputer firms out of
business. Data General, Wang, Digital
Equipment Corporation, and Prime are all
basket cases.
In our field we’ve seen the mainline
journals ridiculing cold fusion mercilessly. It’s
a scam, a fraud, a fiasco. It almost reminds me
of Galileo trying to get his fellow scientists to
at least take a look through his telescope. And
failing. Pasteur suffered the same fate with his
microscope. As did Royal Rife with his supermicroscope.
The critics are right, there’s not enough
nuclear ash or radiation to explain what’s going
on by the old nuclear reaction theory. But
where theory and experiment diverge, it’s
theory that should give way, not experimental
research. And in this case we have a large and
growing body of carefully executed
experiments which confirm the data, even
though it conflicts with cherished theory.
One of the first things Dr. Patterson did
when he received his patent was to invite
Dennis Cravens to redo his experiments to
confirm his data showing that excess heat was
being generated. Which Professor Cravens was
quickly able to do. When you consider that Dr.
Patterson had been getting 200% excess heat
dependably, and up to 7000% at times, his
approach seems viable. And keep in mind that
he was not even bothering to measure the heat
lost through venting hydrogen and oxygen from
his cell, nor the substantial heat that would be
generated if these two elements were reunited
to produce water.
When I predicted in 1976 that we would
eventually have laptop computers with more
power than minicomputers, I got a big laugh.
This was just a year after the first crude
microcomputer kits had been developed. It was
a year before the first practical microcomputers
reached the market, made by Commodore and
Radio Shack. It was seven years before the
first laptop computer.
Today predictions of a new energy source
which will replace oil, gas, coal, hydropower,
and so on, are just as unbelievable for most
people. I believe we’ll be seeing as much
progress in developing new energy sources as
we
have
seen
in
computers
and
communications, but that this will change the
world far more than any previous technologies
have. Cold fusion promises power at less than
a tenth of today’s costs, so it cannot fail to
prevail. The energy companies which try to
ignore cold fusion could eventually find
themselves in the position of the disappeared
mainframe computer manufacturers, or in the
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precarious shape of Wang and Data General.
Very few things or even industries last forever.
The cold fusion discovery comes at a good
time.
Scientists have been becoming
increasingly concerned over the depletion of
fossil fuels, as well as over the pollution
burning these fuels is producing. These fuels
will become increasingly expensive as natural
gas, oil, and coal reserves peter out, leaving the
Earth pretty well stripped of resources for
future generations. It’s time to move on. But
how many oil companies have plans reaching
25 and 50 years into the future? How many
power companies are planning on how to
survive when transmission wires are no longer
needed? Will we even need gas stations in ten
years?
What will the power sources of the future
be? We can no more predict what they may be
than we could predict the PowerPC or Pentium
chips when the first transistors were invented.
But I won’t be surprised if our wrist
communicator/watches are self-powered by
minuscule cold fusion cells. Today’s rockets
are mostly huge fuel tanks with only a small
space left for the astronauts. Substantially
lower energy costs will make many
manufacturing processes economical that aren’t
now.
It’s too easy to rhapsodize over the what-ifs
of cold fusion. If it turns out to be even 10%
of what is expected of it by today’s dreamers,
this will be by far the most important discovery
of the 20th century.
It is probably too much to hope that the
“establishment” scientists learn from their
mistake of passing judgment on cold fusion
with too few facts, and thus make it easier for
scientists to make progress in other forbidden
areas. The other potential sources of low-cost
energy should be more carefully researched to
make sure that the establishment hasn’t
blundered again in counting them out. But that
holds true in a wide variety of areas where
research has been seriously underfunded
because they were not in the mainstream.
If scientists would treat anomalies as red
flags, waving to attract their attention, instead
of sweeping them under their mental carpets,
we’d have far more progress in many fields.
The work and ideas of Tesla, Rife, Reich,
Velikovsky, Rhine, Backster, O’Leary,
Naessens, Bob Beck, and many others needs to
be more carefully investigated. I wish I had the
time to start magazines to help more new fields
develop. The greatest shortage I face is in
finding people interested and willing to work
and help. For instance, in the medical field
alone I see areas which could be developed
which could cut our healthcare costs by about
90%.
Cellular phones, microcomputers, and
compact discs probably would have been
unstoppable new technologies without my
contributions, but then I look at the distressing
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number of potential new technologies which
have been successfully stopped by the
establishment, and I wonder.
Patterson and Cravens took the Patterson
cell to the Fifth Cold Fusion Conference in
Monaco in April ’95 and demonstrated it,
sitting there on a tabletop, generating from 200600% excess heat for the four days of the
conference. At the University of Illinois
conference in October, just six months later, the
Patterson cell was producing 100 times more
energy out than in, as observed by scientists
from 35 countries. The cold fusion movement
was now unstoppable.
The cellular telephone, pioneered by radio
amateurs, has changed communications world
wide. And we haven’t seen anything yet!
Look at the impact the personal computer has
had on the world. It’s changed the structure of
businesses. It’s opened up endless new
industries. Now we’re seeing the compact disc
developing into a data transfer device, and now
we’re even seeing movies on ’em (DVD). I
have the entire country’s phone numbers listed
on just five CD-ROMs.
And I helped. Now—what have you done
to help move the world along? Or are you one
of the people who are doing your best to stop
progress? Or are you just along for the ride?
It’s fun to reach out for that brass ring instead
of just riding life’s merry-go-round. Sure, it
takes some extra effort. But you’ll be surprised
at how little extra effort it takes before you find
yourself out in front.
1997 - UPDATE:
In the two years since the Monaco Fifth
International Conference on Cold Fusion
(ICCF-5), Jim Patterson and Dennis Cravens
have been very busy. Dennis has left his
Vernon, Texas teaching position to pursue cold
fusion research full time from a laboratory he
set up in New Mexico.
The result is that on June 11, 1997 Jim
demonstrated his cell working in a prototype
hot water heater on the Good Morning America
(ABC) show. It was running at about 150%
efficiency, but I expect they’ll surpass that by
the time a commercial model reaches the
market.
But even more astounding was Jim’s
demonstration of his cell decontaminating
radioactive uranium. Here was the promise of
a solution to the multi-trillion-dollar nuclear
waste problem. You may be sure that this got
some attention in high places and had a number
of scientists looking up crow recipes.
The scientific community had already been
shaken by a NASA research report (N9622559) which confirmed the generation of
excess heat using nickel and plain water. Heat
far beyond anything possible via a chemical
reaction. This report, which is “no longer
available” from NASA, has been reprinted in
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issue #22 of Elemental Energy.
Yes, cold fusion is not just real, it’s
impossible to sweep under the rug for even the
most reactionary of critics from the physics
“establishment”.
But why is all this happening? It defies
current atomic theory. So theory is just going
to have to change, no matter how resistant the
establishment is to this. There are no more
straws for Doug Morrison, Gary Taubs, or John
Huizenga, the most voluble of cold fusion’s
skeptics, to grasp.
One theory that I like is that the too small
amount of helium which is being detected,
presumably from the transmutation of hydrogen,
can be explained by some transmutation of the
palladium to silver, and some of the lithium
electrolyte to boron. Where potassium is used
as the electrolyte, this could be transmuting to
calcium. This effect is explained in rather good
detail in the Michio Kushi book The
Philosopher’s Stone. (The book is $10 from
One Peaceful World Press, Becket MA 01223,
for those willing to do their homework.)
The transmutation of elements may be an
anathema to some physicists, but only if they
are able to ignore a mountain of evidence going
back several centuries. This is cold fusion, not
cold fission, so we may be moving elements up
the periodic table, not down. Thus the lack of
radioactivity observed.
Recent spectrographic tests by Prof. Miley
at the University of Illinois have confirmed this
explanation for the generation of excess heat.
GRAVITY & INERTIA
The “standard model” for the atom has
generated some impossible situations, but that
hasn’t yet forced the true-believer scientists to
rethink their theory. Well, that’s what they
were taught in college, and it’s the model
they’ve lived with ever since. It even
influenced Einstein in his thinking. And may
have led him seriously astray. The old
paradigm-shift problem.
As I explained in my editorial in Cold
Fusion, after reading Eric Lerner’s The Big
Bang Never Happened, and seeing his model
for the creation of the solar system, the galaxy,
and then the super-galaxies, and its application
to known plasma experiments and ball
lightning, I remembered the model for the subquark, as published in 1908 by Besant &
Leadbeater in their book Occult Chemistry, and
then followed up in 1980 by Stephen Phillips
in his Extra-Sensory Perception Of Quarks.
These models applied the laws of fluid
dynamics, the same laws drawn upon by
Maxwell for his equations. And we know from
super-collider experiments that all particles have
spin, but for some reason the next seemingly
obvious step of reasoning hasn’t happened. If
electrons, protons, etc., all have spin, then they
are all much like miniature gyroscopes. A

group of spinning particles (wavicles?) is thus
much like a box full of tiny gyroscopes, all
with different orientations so they cancel
precession. We know that when we push a
gyroscope it resists changing direction. And
when it starts moving it tends to maintain its
direction and momentum. And that’s what we
observe as inertia.
Now, each of the spinning wavicles
(Feynman) is holding itself together with a
force generated by the energy (whatever that is)
spinning around the outside of the ball and up
into a vortex at the top, then back out the
bottom. The suction formed by the tight
vortex, just as we have in fluid dynamics, holds
the energy ball together. But this force also
extends to nearby balls, tending to attract them
with this small force. And this we perceive as
gravity.
Don’t you like that explanation better than
Einstein’s concept of gravity being a deflection
of the space-time continuum? Well, it sure is
easier to understand the concepts involved.
Now, I hope a math expert will apply the
equations to the system for us. I make no
pretense of math expertise, nor do I intend to
spend the time to develop any. I’ve found that
while math is helpful to some scientists in
dealing with abstractions, in my publications it
has been a barrier to explaining complex
matters to newcomers in any field. My feeling
is that if a scientist is unable to explain a
concept without equations, then he doesn’t
really understand what he’s trying to write
about.
In 47 years of publishing technical
magazines and books, I’ve always insisted on
authors using a minimum of math. It’s been
difficult for some authors, but the result has
been the opening of one new technology after
another to masses of newcomers, and their
growth into new industries.
COLD FUSION 1998
Most of the papers being submitted for
publication in Elemental Energy by foreign
authors seem to be concentrating primarily on
theoretical discussions. The nuts and bolts
researchers, other than Dr. Patterson, are either
making little progress or keeping their results
secret.
The work of Drs. Pons and
Fleischmann has been kept very close. I
suspect they are hiding an embarrassing lack of
progress. Dr. F. bailed out and is back in UK.
There are rumors that Toyota has lost its
enthusiasm for the project and is looking for
some other company to buy them out.
The most visible success in the field is the
Patterson Patented Cell, as promoted by Clean
Energy Technology Inc. (CETI). Laboratories
or universities interested in getting more
information and prices for research cells should
contact Jim Reding at 941-951-2384.
Patterson has been granted a series of
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patents (which I’ve been publishing in
Elemental Energy) covering both the generation
of excess heat and the amelioration of
radioactivty. It looks as if we’ll be able to turn
thousands of tons of radioactive waste into heat
and electricity!
The most recent International Conference on
Cold Fusion was held in April 1998 in
Vancouver, where not much really happened.
The previous ICCF in Sopporo, Japan in 1996
was a similar dud. The problem seems mostly
to be in the unprofessional approach to
organizing these conferences, where every
effort seems to have been made to exclude and
discourage the media.
The 1998 conference was organized by
Eneco, whose major contribution to the field so
far seems to be the sale of their stock. Efforts
to get information about their activities have
been ignored.
PAPERS REQUESTED
Papers are particularly requested from
researchers in the field as a way to help others
avoid dead ends, and to provide visibility for
possible funding.
RICHES GALORE!
Thus, as I hope you can see, the field is still
wide open for pioneers. The Patterson
microsphere cell seems to me to be more
complicated than is necessary. Jim has proven
that the action is a surface phenomenon, so the
obvious next step, it seems to me, is to use
finely powdered metals which should start the
reaction faster, be more dependable, and
provide greater efficiencies.
As Dennis has proven, it doesn’t take a
multi-million-dollar lab to be a cold fusion
pioneer, any more than it took that to be a
personal computer pioneer like Bill Gates, Paul
Allen, Steve Jobs, and Steve Wozniak. They
all started out on shoestrings.
Of course, if your pioneering spirit has been
totally crushed by our truly dreadful school
system, then all you can do is read about the
adventures the pioneers are having and be
jealous of their resulting riches.
Pioneering opportunities are wide open for
the adventurer at every turn. We know very
little about magnetism, water, and hundreds of
anomalies which have been ignored by
scientists.
Right now, if you wanted, you could start
from almost zero and learn enough about cold
fusion to do your own research at home and
have a good chance at making a breakthrough.
Opportunity is always there, knocking
quietly on your door. Now, with a new multitrillion-dollar industry about to get started, the
rapping is getting louder. Will you be able to
sleep through it, lulled by your TV and ball
games? No problem, right?
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Yes, researchers are going to constantly
improve elemental energy systems as they
experiment with different metals, electrolytes,
temperatures, SAF and RF excitation, and other
parameters. But right now the technology has
advanced enough for manufacturers to start
building small home or water heating units. I’d
like to see a hundred entrepreneurs producing
the first commercial products using this
technology. And, as with personal computers,
we’ll be seeing improved models being
marketed every few months.

magnets apart you have to do work, which is
another way of saying you have to use up energy.
It’s almost like rolling a rock down a hill.
Rolling the rock down a hill actually creates a
little heat, and pulling the rock back up the hill
takes energy.
In the same way, the positive charge of the
proton pulls on the negative charge of the
electron and they stick together, releasing
energy in the process. The result is a hydrogen
atom, designated H.
A hydrogen atom is nothing but a fuzzy
electron hugging a compact proton. The proton
NOW, LET’S TACKLE THE BASICS
is the nucleus of the hydrogen atom. If you
knock the electron off the hydrogen atom, you
This “Letter to Emma” was written to my get a positive ion H +, which is nothing more
granddaughter to help her in a science project. than the original proton. An ion is the name
— Talbot Chubb
applied to an atom or molecule that has lost or
gained one or more electrons, and hence is no
Dear Emma,
longer electrically neutral.
Thank you for your letter suggesting that I
help you with your independent study project
about cold fusion. It sounds like a good idea,
but it will require some work on your part since
you will need to have a certain level of
understanding about chemistry and physics. As
you know cold fusion is a very controversial
subject. If it is real, which I happen to believe,
it will change many things in the world,
probably even in my lifetime.
First it is important to recognize that there
are 4 distinct types of energy production: (1)
chemical energy, that powers our cars and most
of our civilization, (2) nuclear fission energy, as
used to generate about 15% of our electricity,
(3) hot fusion nuclear energy, which powers
the Sun and most stars, and (4) cold fusion
nuclear energy, which appears as unexplained
heat in a few experimenter’s laboratory studies
and which most scientists believe is impossible.
The three types of nuclear energy produce 10
million times as much heat per pound of fuel
than occurs with chemical energy.
How do these types of energy differ? To
understand this question, you need to know
some chemistry and physics.

LESSON 2

As you know, Nature has provided us with
more than one type of atom. We have oxygen
atoms, nitrogen atoms, iron atoms, helium
atoms, etc.
How do these atoms differ? The answer is
that they all have different types of nuclei
(plural of nucleus, from the Latin). And these
different nuclei all have different numbers of
protons inside them, which means they all have
different plus charges.
The nucleus of the helium atoms has 2
protons inside it, hence has plus-2 charge, and
requires 2 electrons to neutralize its charge.
When 2 electrons stick to it, it becomes a
helium atom.
The oxygen nucleus has 8 protons and has
charge 8. When 8 electrons stick to it, it
becomes an oxygen atom. The nitrogen atom
has 7, and the iron atom has 26.
But all the atoms are built more or less the
same way, with a compact, positively charged
nucleus embedded in a cloud of fuzzy
electrons. The difference in size between the
compact nucleus and the fuzzy electrons is
enormous. The Sun has a diameter only about
LESSON 1
100 times that of the Earth. The electron cloud
on an atom has a diameter which is about
Nature has provided us with 2 types of 100,000 times that of the nucleus. Cube these
stable charged particles, the proton and the numbers to get the difference in volumes.
electron. The proton is heavy, normally tiny,
and has a positive charge. The electron is
LESSON 3
light, normally large and fuzzy, and has a
negative charge.
We now are in a position to understand
The positive charge and the negative charge what chemical energy is. The atoms, all
attract each other, just like the north pole of a electrically neutral, can actually join with each
magnet attracts the south pole of a magnet. other and release more energy. This is another
When you bring 2 magnets together with the way of saying that they can join into more
north pole of one facing the south pole of the stable configurations.
other, they pull together—bang! When they
The electrons in an atom try to snuggle up
bang into each other, they release a little bit of to their nuclei as close as possible, but their
energy in the form of heat, but it is too small fuzzy nature requires that they take up a certain
an amount to easily measure. To pull the volume of space. However, if they join
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together with the electrons of another atom,
they can usually find a tighter configuration
that leaves them closer to their beloved nuclei.
For example, 2 hydrogen atoms can join
together in a snugger configuration if each
hydrogen atom contributes its electron to a 2electron cloud, which the separate protons
share. In this manner they form a grouping of
the two electrons in a single cloud, together
with the two isolated protons spaced apart from
each other but still within the electron cloud.
The result is a heat-producing chemical reaction
H + H --> H2. (The --> means “goes to” or
“becomes”.)
The H 2 configuration is the hydrogen
molecule, and when you buy a tank of
hydrogen gas, H2 molecules is what you get.
Furthermore, the 2 electrons of the H 2 molecule
and the 8 electrons of the O atom can find a
still snugger configuration by combining their
electrons to create the water molecule H2O,
plus heat.
The water molecule is really a single cloud
of electrons in which are embedded the three
point-like nuclei to form a minimum energy
configuration. So when we burn oil or coal we
reconfigure the electrons to produce more stable
configurations of point-like nuclei embedded in
electron clouds, liberating heat. So much for
chemical energy.
LESSON 4
We have slid over one point in the above
discussion. How does Nature make a nuclei
containing two or more protons in the first
place?
After all, each of the protons has a positive
charge, and the positive charges repel each
other very strongly when they are separated by
a distance equal to the distance across a
nucleus. The repulsion of like charges is just
like the repulsion between the north poles of
two magnets when they are pushed together the
wrong way. Something must overcome this
repulsion, or else the only kind of atoms we
would have would be those of hydrogen.
Fortunately, this is not what we observe.
The answer is that there is a second kind of
force which acts on protons, the nuclear force.
The nuclear force is very strong but requires
particles to almost sit on each other to have any
effect.
And also there is a second kind of heavy
particle, which is just like a proton, except that
it has no positive or negative charge. This
other kind of particle is called the neutron,
since it is electrically neutral. A peculiar fact
of life is that it exists in stable form only inside
a nucleus. When not in the nucleus, it changes
into a proton and electron and a very light
neutrino in about 10 minutes. But it lasts
forever inside a nucleus.
Anyway, the neutron and the proton really
love each other once they can get close enough
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together, and then they combine to form a very
stable pair called a deuteron, which we
designate by D+. Moreover, two deuterons will
embrace each other even more tightly if brought
into contact, despite the push apart by their two
positive charges. They then fuse to form a
doubly charged particle consisting of two
protons and two neutrons. This particle is the
nucleus of the helium atom, designated He++.
When neutralized by two electrons, it becomes
the helium atom.
The single deuteron, when it combines with
a single electron, forms the heavy hydrogen
atom called deuterium, designated D. Larger
groupings of neutrons and protons exist in
Nature and serve as the nuclei of carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, and iron, etc. atoms. All of
these groupings are made possible by the very
strong nuclear force, which is felt between
particles only when they are in contact or
partially occupy the same volume of space.
LESSON 5
We can now understand normal nuclear
energy, which is really nuclear fission energy.
In the explosion of massive stars, lots of
different types of nuclei were formed and
exploded back into space. Second and later
generation stars and planets were formed from
this mix, including our Sun. In the explosion
process, probably every possible stable
configuration of protons and neutrons has been
produced, plus some almost-stable groupings,
such as the nucleus of the uranium atom.
There are actually 3 different types of
uranium atom nuclei, called uranium 234,
uranium 235, and uranium 238. These
“isotopes” differ in their number of neutrons,
but they all have 92 protons.
The nuclei of all uranium atoms can go to a
lower energy configuration by ejecting a helium
nucleus, but this process occurs rarely, so that
the uranium has already lasted over 4 billion
years.
But the uranium nuclei are unstable in
another way. In general, groupings of protons
and neutrons are happiest if they have about 60
protons-plus-neutrons. The uranium nuclei
contain more than three times this number. So
they would like to split in two, which would
release a lot of heat.
But Nature doesn’t provide a way for them
to split apart, because they would have to go to
a higher energy configuration before splitting in
two. However, one of the three forms of
uranium nucleus found in Nature, called
uranium 235 and designated 235U, can be given
this energy if it captures a neutron. The
energized nucleus that results from neutron
capture then splits apart with enormous energy
release, and incidentally with release of
additional neutrons. The additional neutrons
can then split more uranium nuclei, keeping the
reaction going.

This is what happens in nuclear power
plants where the heat, which is the end product
of the nuclear splitting process, is used to boil
water, generate steam, and turn electrical
generators. (One also gets lots of radioactive
products, which are a nuisance to dispose of
safely.)
LESSON 6
We are now also in a position to understand
hot fusion nuclear energy. As mentioned in
Lesson 5, the groupings of protons plus
neutrons is most comfortable when the numbers
of neutrons and protons approximate those
found in the nucleus of an iron atom. Just as
uranium has too many neutrons plus protons to
be comfortable, so the light elements like
hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
have too few. If they can be made to snuggle
up under proper conditions, they can combine
to create more stable groupings, plus heat.
This is the process of fusion. Nature has
found a way of doing this in stars, like the Sun.
All Nature has to do is heat compressed
hydrogen hot enough, and wait long enough,
and hot fusion will occur. If Nature were to
start with deuterium, which already has a paired
proton and neutron, the task would be relatively
easy in a star.
Temperature is a measure of how much
speed an atom of a given type has as it bangs
around inside a cloud of such atoms. The
higher the temperature, the higher the speed
and the closer the atoms get to each other
momentarily during a collision. In a star, the
temperatures are high enough that all the
electrons quickly get knocked off the atoms, so
one is really dealing with a mixed cloud of
electrons and nuclei. At very high temperature
the nuclei occasionally get close enough during
collisions for the pulling-together short-range
nuclear force to turn on. Then the nuclei can
stick together and go to a lower energy
configuration of protons plus neutrons,
releasing heat.
Hot fusion nuclear energy is an attempt to
carry out this process in the lab, using
deuterium and mass-3 hydrogen (whose nucleus
is a compact grouping of 1 proton and 2
neutrons) as the gas. Hot fusion requires that
the gas be contained at temperatures of
hundreds of millions of degrees, which can be
done with the help of magnetic fields, but only
for 1 or 2 seconds.
The hope is to contain the gas for longer
times. During the period of high temperature
containment, nuclear reactions occur during
collisions. The main form of energy release is
ejection of high-energy neutrons and protons.
The proton energy quickly converts to heat.
The neutron energy can also be converted to
heat, but makes the equipment highly
radioactive. It then becomes difficult to repair
the equipment, which could make hot fusion a
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poor candidate for commercial power
production.
In any case, hot fusion power is a dream
that is still probably at least 50 years away.
But most scientists view hot fusion as the only
way to achieve fusion power, which produces
less radioactivity than fission power, is
environmentally benign, and has a virtually
limitless fuel supply on Earth (many millions of
years at present energy usage rates).
LESSON 7
So now we come to cold fusion. Cold
fusion may provide an easier and nonradioactive way of releasing nuclear fusion
energy.
Cold fusion relies on a different way of
letting protons and neutrons in nuclei snuggle
up so that the nuclear force can bring them into
a more stable configuration. The requirement
for any nuclear reaction to occur is that the
reacting nuclei occupy the same volume of
space. This condition is called particle overlap.
In hot fusion, particle overlap is brought
about briefly by banging the nuclei together so
as to overcome momentarily the repulsion of
the two positive charges which try to keep the
particles apart. In cold fusion, particle overlap
conditions are achieved by making deuterium
nuclei act as fuzzy objects, like electrons in
atoms, instead of like tiny points.
When either light or heavy hydrogen is
added to a heavy metal, it occupies positions
inside the metal where it is surrounded by
heavy metal atoms. This form of hydrogen is
called interstitial hydrogen.
With interstitial hydrogen, the electrons of
the hydrogen atom become part of the pool of
electrons of the metal. Each hydrogen nucleus
oscillates back and forth through a negatively
charged electron cloud provided by the
electrons of the metal. They can be thought of
as moving back and forth like the pendulum in
a grandfather clock.
This vibration exists even at very low
temperature, due to a peculiarity of a branch of
physics called quantum mechanics. The
vibration is called zero-point motion.
The nucleus then becomes a fuzzy object,
like the electrons in an atom. But this amount
of fuzziness is not enough to permit a hydrogen
nucleus to share volume with another hydrogen
nucleus.
To get two or more hydrogen nuclei to
share the same volume, one most go one step
further. In a metal, electrical current is carried
by electrons that act more like stationary matter
waves than like point particles. If electrons did
not become wave-like inside solids, there would
be no transistors and no present-day computers.
This wave-like kind of electron is called a
Bloch-function electron. [Editor’s note: This
model is named after Felix Bloch, who was one
of the contributors to the mathematical
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development of quantum mechanics in the
1920s and 1930s. Besides what is mentioned
here about a “wave-like kind of electron”, a
number of unusual or counter-intuitive
scenarios are connected with that mathematics.
As we come to better understand the way
matter is REALLY put together, and how it
actually manifests in our physical space, some
of those seemingly outrageous concepts and
experimental findings from early quantum
mechanics will make more sense. It is all an
issue of the relative frequency of vibration
between interacting “bits” of matter and
readily leads to such applications as invisibility
cloaking, shifting in space and time and, say,
one object passing through another solid object
like a wall or closed box. But this is getting off
the subject under discussion here!] The secret
of cold fusion is that one needs Bloch-function
deuterons: one needs wave-like deuterons inside
a solid in order that two or more deuterons
share the same volume of space.
But once the Bloch-function deuterons are
created, the nuclear force comes into play and
the protons and neutrons making up the
deuterons can rearrange themselves into a more
comfortable configuration, with a release of
heat. To study cold fusion, the experimenter
has to force deuterons to assume the wave-like
form and keep them in the wave-like state.
The successful cold fusion experiments
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show that this can be done. But at present only
one scientist team knows how to do it reliably.
These scientists are Drs. Yoshiaki Arata and
Yue-Chang Zhang. They work in a university
laboratory in Japan. Since cold fusion promises
millions of years of energy without the
problems of global warming or radioactivity, a
real effort should be made to learn from them
how to reliably release cold fusion energy.
WAYNE SAYS:
Chubb has done a nice job of explaining
something complicated. But perhaps I can help
a little when it comes to the last step, the cold
fusion phenomenon, which isn’t very difficult
to understand, with or without Bloch waves.
(Lordy!)
Back in 1989, Pons and Fleischmann
discovered that when they put some palladium
in heavy water and passed a current through it,
eventually it would start to heat up and produce
more heat energy out than the electrical energy
going into the system. Since this was
happening at around room temperatures, as
opposed to hot fusion at several million
degrees, they called it cold fusion.
The scientific establishment had no theory
to explain this, so they branded P&F as either
fools or rascals, forcing them to leave the
country.

Wayne Green

article use the above information and send $5.00+s&h.
(Shipping & Handling: $3 for total order. For Canada: US$
on US bank; add $3 extra ($6 total) for shipping. Foreign
orders, please add $10 for shipping.)
Wayne has a plethora of information available at
very reasonable prices. Here are just a few brief examples
of what Wayne offers:

Cold Fusion Journal — $30/six issues +s&h
I predict this will be one of the largest industries in the
world in a few years. Power at about a tenth the cost of oil, coal,
or natural gas! Even cheaper than hydro, solar or wind power!
My Journal publishes the patents and theory involved in this
new field of solid-state physics and the transmutation of
elements. For $5 I have an Overview available which explains
the history and, in simple language, how and why cold fusion
works. Or you can get a sample issue for $10. I publish about
six issues a year, but that depends on the rapidity of new
developments. Oh yes, this Journal won the Folio Magazine
prize as the best designed new technical publication.

Secret Guide to Wisdom — $5 +s&h
This is a review of a bunch of books which our school
system should have encouraged you to read. No, I don’t sell
these books—that would be a conflict of interest. I’m
recommending them because they are critically important to
helping you understand what a sham most of the things we’ve
been brought up to believe in are. I’ve had to read thousands of
books to find these few gems. You don’t.
Yes, I’m an iconoclast—that’s someone who challenges
conventional or cherished beliefs and institutions as being false or
harmful. Hey, that’s me, and I want to enlist you in my crusade.

Subsequent research has shown that a
number of the metals which have a lattice-like
structure can be made to produce excess heat.
Metals such as rhodium, rubidium, platinum,
and nickel have all performed well.
It was discovered that it was necessary for
hydrogen from the water to be absorbed in the
metal’s lattice, which acts like a sponge, before
the reaction could take place. This lead to the
use of a thin film of the metal being deposited
on tiny plastic spheres (by Jim Patterson) or the
use of powdered metal, both of which provide
a maximum of surface area per unit of volume,
and thus allows the hydrogen to fill the metal
lattice faster. With this advance, the “cold
fusion” reaction could be made to start up in
minutes instead of taking hours to days, as it
had for P&F. It also made it possible to use
nickel instead of palladium, which is much
cheaper, and plain water instead of the far more
expensive deuterium (heavy water).
What seems to be happening is that the
hydrogen is absorbed into the metal’s lattice.
Then, when an electric current is passed
through the metal, the hydrogen atoms get very
agitated, which is understandable (who doesn’t
get agitated when an electric current is passed
through them?) and, the hydrogen, constrained
by the lattice, has nowhere to go, and the
trapped neutron triggers a reaction which
produces energetic particles to start a breeding

entrepreneurs showed that virtually none of them ever completed
college. They either never bothered to waste the time and money
or, like Bill Gates, they dropped out. I spill the beans on the
whole job scam. If you work for someone else for more than a
couple of years, you’re a sucker. When I finally figured out
what was really going on, I started my own company, and within
a couple of years I was buying the toys of the rich—like a
yacht, an Arab horse, a plane, and a couple Porsches.
My guarantee: If you follow my instructions and aren’t a
millionaire withing seven years, you get your $5 back. Now, I
realize that gratitude is the least felt of all human emotions, but
Secret Guide to Health — $5 +s&h
maybe you could send me a check for the $5,000 I should charge
We are all brought up to believe in doctors. We eat and breathe
for this book when you make your first million? I’ll send you
what we want, including a bunch of poisons such as caffeine,
the $5 change.
nicotine, alcohol, and aspartame, and when we get sick as a result,
73 Magazine — only $25/year (a steal)
we turn the responsibility for our health over to our doctor. What
Most of the ideas in my books are first tried out on my
the AMA, the FDA, and other groups don’t want you to know
is how totally the pharmaceutical industry is in control of the 100,000 73 Magazine readers. As far as I know, I write longer
health industry. Well, sickness industry, actually. There are several editorials than any other editor in the world—and I’ve had over
well researched books which blow the whistle on this whole mess. a thousand published down through the years. Long editorials?
The American healthcare system is (a) the most expensive in the The 216-editorial 1997 reprint ran 260 pages! 1998 was only
developed world and (b) one of the worst in terms of longevity 248 pages, but that’s because I reprinted one of the threevolume set in smaller type. They cover any subject I think
and infant survival.
The Secret Guide to Health will help you avoid the poisons should interest you.
Oh yes, in addition to my editorials, there’s a complete
which are making you sick and help you add 30 to 60 healthy
years to your life. You need to learn about what foods to eat and ham radio magazine, with simple construction projects, reviews
which to avoid. You need to know about the importance of of new ham equipment, and a bunch of columns on special ham
drinking enough pure water. You’ll learn the truth about interests. Amateur radio has provided me with a lifetime of
vaccinations, dental amalgams, root canals, and other health threats. excitement and adventure, so I encourage everbody to get
Or you can do like most people and die of cancer, a stroke, a heart involved. The new no-code license is a snap to get for starters.
attack, or hobble around a nursing home as an Alzheimer’s veggie Heck, we have kids of four getting their license and girls of eight
getting the Extra, which is the top class license, so how difficult
like my mother did.
can it be? Once you’re licensed you can talk with people
Secret Guide to Wealth — $5 +s&h
anywhere in the world. And go and visit them, if you want to.
There are no known benefits to being poor, yet most people On my recent visit to Iceland I met 28 of the local amateurs and
settle for careers which will never net them much money—such as we had a great party. But then I’ve partied with hams in South
working for a big company, the government, or teaching. The basic Africa, Kenya, Sudan, Lebanon, and countries all around the
secret to making money is to own your own company. My book world. How about Nepal? Swaziland? Sabah?
explains how you can get others to happily pay you to learn what
These examples just scratch the surface of what Wayne
you need to know to be an entrepreneur, and do it even though
has to offer, and these descriptions were taken from his
you have no college degree, resumé, or even any experience! And
website where you can get a much more detailed
do it from 17 to 70.
An Inc. Magazine survey of America’s most successful description of what Wayne has to offer.

But to do that I need you to understand more about the world—
the stuff they don’t teach you in school. This guide will, I predict,
turn out to be one of the most treasured reference books you’ll
PO Box 416
ever get.
After reading these books you’ll be death to any party
Hancock NH 03449
because
you’ll know more about almost anything than anyone else.
E-mail: w2nsd@aol.com
You’ll be a social pariah unless you learn to keep your mouth
Website: www.waynegreen.com
shut—a skill I have not yet mastered. But it is fun to be able to
go on talk-radio shows like Art Bell, Sightings, and Laura Lee and
Fax: 603-588-3205
For a reprint of Wayne Green’s Cold Fusion Overview talk knowledgeably about a wide range of subjects.

To contact Wayne Green regarding this article you can write to:
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reaction, so the hydrogen neutron is forced into
the nucleus of one of the metal atoms, changing
it’s atomic weight, making it a new element.
For instance, let’s take nickel, which has a
weight of 58.7, picks up five neucleons,
bringing it up to 63.7. Copper has a weight of
63.5, so that leaves 0.2 that is turned into heat.
By the time we stick that into Einstein’s
E=mc2, the mass of 0.2 is multiplied by the
speed of light squared, so the resulting energy
released is enormous for a very tiny bit of
matter converted.
The leading theoretician in the field,
Professor Hideo Kozima, calls the process
Trapped Neutron Catalyzed Fusion (TNCF),
and he has done the field a great service by
showing that the research data from labs all
around the world all agree when this model is
used for calculations.
And when we look at the nickel (or
palladium) with an electron microscope after
it’s been used in a cell to generate heat for a
while, we can clearly see the craters left where
the mass has exploded, releasing energy (heat).
It’s much like microscopic hot fusion
reactions. And indeed, the temperatures
involved in the conversion of mass to energy
are in the millions of degrees, but only for a
nanosecond or so, but it’s enough to overcome
the nuclear repulsion force.
This process of changing one element to
another is called transmutation, and the old-line
physicists and chemists get really upset when
such a thing is suggested. Harumph, that’s
alchemy! Yep, sure is. Oh well, the scientific
establishment has, throughout history,
unfailingly ridiculed and fought every major
new discovery. Please let me know if you are
aware of any exceptions.
[Editor’s note: Shortly after the turn of the
century, one of the other pioneers of quantum
mechanics, Max Planck, said that the only
reason science moves forward is because the
current generation of scientists dies off, and the
younger ones, having grown up with what was
heresy to the oldsters, accept the new ideas!]
Scientists at several universities are now
taking elemental energy cells that have
generated excess heat and are examining them
with their mass spectrometers to see what new
elements have been created, and they’re finding
a bunch of them.
Not that the transmutation of elements is
very difficult to prove, even on your kitchen
table. All you have to do is take two pieces of
pure carbon and rub them together with an
electric current passing through them. Save the
carbon powder that rubs off and then check it
with a magnet. Presto, you’ll find the magnet
moves some of the particles.
How come? Some of the carbon has been
changed to iron. How’d that happen? Easy,
simplifying the reaction described by the TNCF
model, we have two carbon atoms (weight 12
each), plus two oxygen atoms (weight 16 each),
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added together give a weight of 56, which is
the weight of iron. Tell the physicists to stick
that in their ear.
René, in his Skeptic book, showed how he
and a friend transmuted elements when they
inadvertently created a miniature volcano.
There’s a great little book on the subject,
The Philosopher’s Stone. It’s only $10 and
worth it’s weight in embarrassing your
chemistry professor. (The author is Michio
Kushi; the book is $10 from One Peaceful
World Press, Becket MA 01223.)

Successes With Cold Fusion
& New-Energy Experiments
FALL, 1999

HAL FOX

As a professional scientist, I have spent the
past ten years (plus), since the announcement of
“cold fusion”, tracking down, investigating, and
reporting on a variety of proposed new-energy
devices. Our group (Fusion Information Center
and Trenergy, Inc.) has published hundreds of
articles and collected, read, and reported on
over 3,000 professional papers on various
new-energy devices, systems, proposals, and
theories. In a capsule, here are the results:
1. Cold fusion does work. Over 600 papers
from over 200 laboratories in 30 countries have
reported successes. However, none of the
varieties of cold fusion devices (as yet) is
robust and easily replicated, so there is no
threat to the hot-fusion community.
2. The Cincinnati Group has shown both
excess thermal energy and nuclear reactions
from a special electrochemical configuration.
The most important finding is the ability to
reduce the radioactivity in some aqueous
solutions.
We have replicated and extended this work
in Trenergy’s laboratory and have reported the
results in a meeting of the American Nuclear
Society.
Some similar (but different
configuration) low-energy nuclear reactions
have been accomplished and fully reported by
Professor George Miley, editor (until 1999) of
Fusion Technology, the international journal of
the American Nuclear Society.
This work is now being extended to the
on-site stabilization of high-level, radioactive,
spent-fuel pellets by the Trenergy group. This
work is being performed with private funds so
that the intellectual property rights are
preserved. Several patents are pending.
3. The newest work of Prof. Ruggero M.
Santilli has shown that a special type of
underwater arcing can produce a combustible
gas from carbon-containing wastes (sewage and
other types of contaminated water). This gas
can be produced to provide two-and-one-half
times as much energy output as energy input to
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create the gas. Patents are pending. The work
is being supported and commercialized by
Toups Technology Licensing, Inc. of Florida.
4. Dr. Randell Mills has shown that energy
can be obtained by the collapsing of the
hydrogen atom below its normal ground-state.
For further information, including a paper
presented before the American Chemical
Society in early October 1999, see the
www.blacklightpower.com website. Patents are
pending.
5. Kenneth Shoulders (see US Patent No.
5,018,180) has shown how the use of
high-density charge clusters can produce both
excess thermal and direct electrical energy. Up
to now, the devices have been small (about one
watt per device). Plans have been made and
private funding is being used to scale up these
thermal and direct electrical output discoveries.
According to the patent, the excess energy
apparently comes from tapping the vacuum
energy of space.
These are the unemotional facts about new
energy. There are several other developments
that could be cited. However, these are the
patented (and patent-pending) discoveries that
are being commercialized. In all cases, the
research and development has been done with
private funds (except possibly for some work
done by Prof. George Miley). The US
Department of Energy has yet to discover and
officially announce these new-energy processes.
Anyone who desires to condemn all
new-energy projects as fraudulent is, of course,
either vastly misinformed or working under
someone else’s agenda.
The genuine,
new-energy development program is vigorous,
scientific, privately funded, patented, and (as
with the above items 3, 4, and 5) is being
commercialized.
There is nothing that the new-energy
detractors can do that will prevent the
increasingly rapid commercialization of
new-energy devices and systems. The most
important aspect is the following: there is no
need for government funding. Government
funds only delay projects and add to
paperwork.
The end result is that the Department of
Energy will find it increasingly difficult to get
funds for energy development when it has been
so reluctant to fund anything but hot fusion for
so many years. It has really failed in its
assigned mission to develop new energy
sources.
COLD FUSION CONSPIRACY?
The following is edited from a briefing
paper by Hal Fox, President of the Fusion
Information Center, submitted to an inquiry by
the US Commerce Department’s Office of the
Inspector-General.
The department is
investigating complaints that the Office of
Patents and Trademarks is not allowing any
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patent applications for cold fusion or [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] stating challenge any positive cold fusion results. Two
low-energy nuclear reactions to be processed that they could not replicate cold fusion (this is of these are (were) Dr. Douglas R. O. Morrison
the paper where the authors removed the data (CERN, Switzerland) and Professor John R.
beyond being rejected. - Ed.
showing that they did get a small amount of Huizenga (University of Rochester), chairman
excess heat).
BACKGROUND
of the ERAB subcommittee (if my memory is
A person (representing powers-that-be in correct).
As the director of the first research Washington, DC) called many of the physics
One of the most active protagonists has
laboratory at the University of Utah Research and chemistry departments at major universities been Robert Parks, with some association with
Park, I was intensely interested in the March in the United States. Here was his message as the American Physical Society. (The current
23, 1989 announcement of cold fusion, called relayed to me from one such department: “If president of the American Physical Society
by the University of Utah administration (not you have so much as a graduate student denied in a recent conversation that Robert
called by Pons and Fleischmann). The working on cold fusion, you will get no Parks speaks for the Society.) Parks was
announcement of a new source of energy was contracts out of Washington.”
instrumental in preventing a recent conference
All editors of the major scientific journals from being held in a proffered auditorium in a
most exciting to me. That day I began the
plans for trying to be of some help (systems were contacted and were instructed not to government facility. Parks has an email list of
engineering background, missile system publish articles on cold fusion. All editors but many people in the Department of Energy and,
specialist for several years). By mid-April one then set up barriers against cold fusion about once a month or more often, sends out
1989, we had organized the Fusion Information publication. The one editor who did not accept statements that ridicule any cold fusion or
Center and obtained offices at the University of that type of instruction was Professor George low-energy nuclear reaction experiments,
Miley of Fusion Technology.
Utah Research Park.
papers, books, etc.
An amount of US $30,000 (or $40,000
By July 1989, we had decided that
Please recognize that this anti-cold fusion
information-gathering and publishing such according to different sources) was given to program was a very well planned and
information would be our best role. Our first Random House to have a “hatchet job” done orchestrated scheme to destroy cold fusion.
edition of Fusion Facts was published in July against cold fusion. The result was the widely These were clever and well-executed
1989 and continued as a monthly publication acclaimed (by orchestration) book by Gary operations. We have been told that, were it not
for several years before being incorporated as Taubes, Bad Science: The Short Life And for Fusion Facts and its rapid exchange of
part of the Journal Of New Energy, a Weird Times Of Cold Fusion (1993). For one information of successes in various parts of the
peer-reviewed, quarterly, scientific journal knowledgeable about cold fusion developments, world, cold fusion would have been dead.
(abstracted from the first issue by Chemical it is obvious that this book was a deliberate That is more credit than we deserve.
Abstracts, the world’s foremost scientific hatchet job.
(Source: Hal Fox, President, Fusion
In addition to the above well-orchestrated Information Center, Institute For New Energy,
abstracting organization).
activities, some appointed or self-appointed Utah, USA; tel: 801-466-8680; email:
scientists have been very active in traveling to halfox@mail.slkc.uswest.net;
ATTACKS ON COLD FUSION
website:
conventions, etc., and doing their best to www.padrak.com/ine.)
By the fall of 1989, it was apparent that
someone had organized and was carrying out a
campaign against the new technology of cold
fusion. All of this was done in secrecy (except
for the ERAB [Energy Research Advisory
by Ray Bilger
Board] Subcommittee). Here are the facts,
insofar as we have been able to gather and
This book shatters the image that has traditionally been port rayed as
publish them.
American History, by exposing the high-level corruption that passes for business
A subcommittee of the Energy Research
as usual in the Halls of Congress, the White House and throughout our entire
Advisory Board traveled to various laboratories
Judicial system.
where successes in cold fusion had been
The Untold History Of America was written for the specific purpose of providing
claimed. If the researchers were measuring
a high school textbook for all American schools that would educate students about
neutrons, they were told that it was background
the real nature of our national situation. With a clear understanding of things as
radiation. If the researchers were getting
they exist in reality, students will then be in a much better position to go on in life
tritium, they were told that it was
and do something to correct our current downhill course.
contamination. If excess heat was being
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it is today,
produced, they were told that they didn’t have
where we went wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what we can do to
proper calorimetry. Except for one small
bring back the American Dream our forefathers and mothers fought so hard to
paragraph, demanded by one of the honest
establish and gave their very lives to defend.
members of the committee, the ERAS final
Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original inhabitants of
report was entirely negative about cold fusion.
America, the Native Americans. They lived for thousands of years on this continent
An arrangement was made for someone in
in complete harmony and balance with the Earth. With their help we may yet be
the Office of Patents to ensure that no cold
able to turn things around so that our tomorrows will be something we will all be
honored to pass on to the children who are our future generations.
fusion patent application was accepted for
patenting (whether any type of coercion or
reward was involved is unknown). Each
The first 16 parts of Ray Bilgers ongoing research are compiled into the book:
person, as far as we have been able to
The Untold History Of America, Vol. I.
determine, was sent the same information: a
copy of a newspaper article from the New York
Available from Wisdom Books & Press
Times, saying that cold fusion doesn’t work,
(Please see order form on Back Page)
and a copy of the paper by 16 PhDs from MIT
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Vaccination: An
UnGodly Practice
Editor’s note: The following message is
more or less self-explanatory for those of you
who are exploring religious and moral avenues
to counter the kinds of vaccination strongarm
tactics which are in full force at this time. In
addition to an awakening population-at-large,
we have all been hearing for months now, even
on the controlled major print and broadcast
media outlets, about the refusal of many, many
military personnel around the world to accept
vaccinations—no matter how ominously the
coercion sales-pitch is made. These military
people would rather lose their jobs, pensions,
livelihood, and go to jail if necessary, than
accept the latest “mandatory” vaccinations.
What do you think they know that the average
school nurse and parent doesn’t?!
Dr. Horowitz has specifically asked that we
share the following message with you. Len is
certainly no stranger to the pages of this
newspaper, having shared outstanding
information with us on several occasions—and
most recently giving us a “flu bug” update for
the Front Page story of our January, 2000
issue. His scientific credentials are, to say the
least, of the very highest calibre. Moreover, he
has long championed The Truth and he has
found it in some of the most interesting
documentation this side of the secret Vatican
underground archives!
In the event you are unfamiliar with Len
Horowitz, D.M.D., M.A., M.P.H., he is a
Harvard graduate, independent investigator,
and internationally known authority in public
health education. He has authored eleven
books, including the dynamite Emerging
Viruses—AIDS & Ebola: Nature, Accident, Or
Intentional? and his most recent Healing Codes
For The Biological Apocalypse.
Additionally, for those of you with access to
the Internet, Dr. Horowitz’s website address
www.tetrahedron.org contains a wealth of
information on diseases, viruses, illnesses,
vaccines, and also has important links to other
primary sources of cutting-edge information. If
you would like to phone Tetrahedron directly to
order any of Dr. Horowitz’s books, or to
inquire for other information, you may do so
by dialing 1-888-508-4787, which is also good
from Canada.
Otherwise, for more information regarding
any of the books or tapes mentioned below,
please contact: Tetrahedron Publishing Group,

P. O. Box 2033, Sandpoint, ID 83864; phone:
1-800-336-9266; fax: 208-265-2775; e-mail:
tetra@tetrahedron.org; or visit their website
catalog at: http://www.tetrahedron.org for some
of the most astonishing, infuriating, and well
researched information you will ever read on a
number of health and medical subjects—
information which may just save your life and
the lives of your loved ones.
2/19/00 DR. LEN HOROWITZ
(with Pastor Norm Franz
and Errol Owen)
Many people believe that vaccinations are
safe and “mandatory” for school and/or
workplace attendance. They are clearly
deceived in most cases.
Vaccines are not “mandatory” in most
American states that allow for personal,
religious, and/or medical exemptions.
Furthermore, the practice of vaccination is far
from safe. In fact, if you were to seriously
consider the suppressed facts, you would likely
conclude that the alleged benefits of vaccination
do not outweigh the severe and extensive risks.
For parents who elect to forego these risks,
in celebration to God and His blessings, among
which are health and natural immunity, the
following message includes Bible verses that
should be copied and then attached to your
vaccination waiver or declination form(s).
These Bible excerpts serve as a supplement
to the ninety-minute audio tape entitled
Horowitz On Vaccines. This tape provides a
lengthy discussion of a citizen’s right to refuse
vaccination for spiritual and religious reasons.
Ways to avoid vaccinations and assertively
respond to coercive vaccine proponents and
shot administrators are discussed. Moreover,
the tape presents stunning admissions by
vaccine industry experts, including 1998 Sabin
Gold Medal of Honor awardee Dr. Maurice
Hilleman, and others who admit to the
contaminated and deadly nature of many of our
most trusted vaccines.
Biblical support for those who wish to
avoid vaccinations for spiritual and religious
reasons include the following law prohibiting
genetic engineering or the use of its products:
Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou
shalt not let thy cattle gender with a
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diverse kind; thou shalt not sow thy
field with mingled seed; neither shall a
garment mingled of linen [plant] and
woolen [animal] come upon thee.
— Leviticus 19:19
Relevant reasons for God’s warning in this
regard include the fact that bovine (cow) fetal
serum is commonly used in the manufacturing
process of vaccines. So are monkey kidney
cells, chicken embryo parts, bacterial or viral
genetic materials, RNA and DNA, as well as
yeast and human proteins.
Using the example of cows, bovine fetal
serum is mixed with bacteria or viral particles
and other vaccine ingredients, including toxic
metals, such as mercury and aluminum, and
immune-destructive chemicals. Thus, proteins
and genetic materials from the cattle, viruses,
and bacteria are mixed before these particles are
injected into you or your children.
Once the vaccine ingredients, including
foreign RNA and DNA, and genetically
engineered bacteria and/or viruses, or their
parts, enter your blood, they may cause genetic
mutations of your cells. Then you have sown
your bloodstream “with mingled seed” that not
only taxes your immune system further, but
may cause the development of cancer cells as
well. These may go on to become full-blown
cancers, particularly in the presence of a
weakened immune system, made weak by
vaccine “adjuvents”. Likewise, this crossspecies transfer of infectious particles often
initiates autoimmune diseases. These are major
reasons why vaccination is “an unGodly
practice”.
Your blood contains vital white blood cell
“bodyguards” (i.e., lymphocytes) that provide
for surveillance and destructive responses
against cancer cells and malignant tumors.
Therefore, overly taxing these cells, as
vaccinations often do, is unclean and unhealthy.
Elsewhere in the Bible, God recommends that
you maintain your blood clean and healthy.
Integrating this knowledge further, some
vaccines are made from “pooling” human blood
taken from people, including social drop-outs
and drug addicts, who were exposed to various
infectious agents (e.g., bacteria and viruses).
Once vaccine makers have these people’s
blood, their laboratory technicians separate their
serum from the whole cells, and then this serum
is used to make the final vaccines.
This was the case with the Hepatitis B
vaccine that was given to gay men in New
York City and Blacks in Central Africa in
1974. This vaccine, according to all the
suppressed scientific evidence, as well as
testimonies from insiders, most likely initiated
the international AIDS pandemic.
In essence, the routine vaccine practice of
sacrificing animals to grow infectious cancer
viruses is obviously risky. This was the case
for the cancer- and AIDS-linked Polio and
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Hepatitis B vaccines.
Merck vaccine makers took dead or dying
animal tissues, including their blood, in an
effort to extract these infectious agents. Then
they mixed these animal incubated contaminants
with human blood. This blood ultimately got
mixed to make the final vaccine. In this
manner, cross-species transmission of infectious
agents most easily and commonly occurred as it
does today. According to the Bible, this is a
sin.
There are several Bible references to the
importance of maintaining clean blood. A few
of these are listed below. It should be recalled
that, as I detailed in my book Emerging
Viruses: AIDS & Ebola; Nature, Accident or
Intentional?, the Rockefeller family largely
established and controls the international blood
banking industry. Laurance Rockefeller, in
particular, assembled the New York City Blood
Council—the council of doctors that established
the New York City Blood Bank.
This was the organization that allowed
10,000 hemophiliacs throughout the United
States, and countless others around the world,
to receive the AIDS virus (HIV) through their
contaminated blood supplies. They knew, in
advance, that the blood was infected with these
viruses and others. More recently, the
Canadian and American publics learned that
Hepatitis C-contaminated blood (another cancer
trigger) and protein “prions” (the “mad-cow”
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease agent) also flowed
from these blood “bankster” labs to millions
more.
It is well known that the Rockefeller family
also established a virtual monopoly over the
American medical and pharmaceutical industries
as early as the 1920s. This was the same
decade they heavily funded and directed the
fledgling cancer industry, as well as the
eugenics movement.
The Rockefeller-led eugenics effort began
the study of human genetics. DNA differences
between the races began to be mapped by their
research foundations and organizations long
before Hitler’s Third Reich got involved in
what later eugenicists called “racial hygiene”.
Rockefeller-funded research focused on the
genetic predispositions for cancer and other
diseases between various races of people. In
1928, the Rockefeller family fortune then built
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology,
Eugenics, and Human Heredity in pre-Nazi
Germany.
This Institute gave rise to the majority of
Hitler’s top racial hygienists, including Ernst
Rudin. Rudin later directed Hitler’s “Racial
Hygiene Society”.
Stunningly, previously secret documents
show the Rockefeller family was heavily
invested in a partnership with Hitler’s Third
Reich.
Germany’s leading industrial
organization during World War II was IG
Farben. Top Farben directors were among
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Hitler’s highest ranking SS officers. With the
help of the Dulles brothers, and their Wall
Street law firm, Sullivan and Cromwell, John
D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Company
secured the patent rights over the synthetic oil
and rubber the Holocaust victims were about to
produce in the factories they built adjacent
Auschwitz and elsewhere.
It should also be known that IG Farben,
Rockefeller’s intimate partner, held the patent
on the gas that killed the millions of Holocaust
victims as they entered the “showers” allegedly
for “public health” and “disinfection”.
[Editor’s note: And remember that the
Rockefeller family, like the Rothschilds in
England, were of Jewish extraction, which only
makes The Truth behind the “official” version
of the events in this dark chapter of modern
history that much more interesting—and sad.
Is it any wonder, then, that it is against the law
in some countries (and a matter of great and
noisy rebuke in others) to even dare to question
the “official” version of such historical matters
as the Holocaust? There are many yet-to-be
uncovered skeletons in those dark closets!]
The book and tape cited above also details
the development of the 1974 experimental
Hepatitis B vaccine that most likely transmitted
HIV to New York City’s gay men, and Blacks
in Central Africa. This vaccine was developed
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), and the National Institute for Allergies
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). The project
was directed by Dr. Maurice Hilleman, vaccine
chief at the Merck pharmaceutical company.
Astonishingly, this company received a
major share of the Nazi war chest near the
close of WWII. At that time, the company’s
president, George W. Merck, was America’s
biological weapons industry director. He had
been personally appointed by President
Roosevelt and Secretary of War Stimson.
Following WWII, most of Hitler’s top
biological weapons developers were secretly
sent to work for the allies. Several infamous
medical experimenters came to America under
the covert operation called “Paperclip”
administered by the OSS and later the CIA.
Among the Nazi transplants was Erich
Traub and his assistant. This world-class
cancer virologist, Hitler’s top biological
weapons expert, was assigned to the U.S. Navy
Biological Research Laboratory affiliated with
the University of California. He was paid more
than $65,000 of U.S. taxpayer money (plus
benefits!) to continue his nefarious genocidal
weapons experiments for many years during the
cold war.
Another fact worthy of considering is that
today the Rockefeller Foundation, and the
Merck Fund, whose parent companies were
previous partners with Hitler, are leading
funding sources for world “depopulation”. A
gift-wrapped form of genocide, and a
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continuation of their early eugenics efforts,
today their work is positively heralded and
allegedly needed for “population control”.
These associations, their related histories, and
ties to contemporary vaccine agendas, are
deserving of investigations by governments
around the world.
Following a storm of criticism by many
Third World nations during and after
international “population control” conferences,
several U.S. Government officials decided to
phase out institutionalized reference to
“population control”. Newly chosen surrogates
included the phrases “Family Planning” and
“Maternal and Child Health”.
Could this be the real reason why “Family
Planning” centers and “Material and Child
Health” clinics allegedly “require vaccinations”
and promote their use so ardently?
Given this alarming background, the
following Bible passages have special
relevance:
Lamentations 4.13-15 foreshadows the
AIDS pandemic, and other current and coming
plagues. It also relays the fear and avoidance
surrounding HIV-positive and other infected,
sick, and dying people. As you read the first
paragraph, consider the fact that religious
leaders are encouraging their followers to get
vaccinated. Many are even inviting “public
health” nurses and vaccine administrators into
their congregations to deliver the toxic, and too
often lethal, doses:
“It happened because of the sins of her
prophets and the offenses of her priests (and
rabbis) who, within her walls, shed the blood
of the righteous. They wander in the streets
like the blind; they are so polluted with blood
that nobody is able even to touch their clothing.
“ ‘Keep away! Unclean!’ people shout at
them, ‘Keep away! Away, don’t touch us!’
They flee, to wander here and there; but no
nation allows them to stay.”
Ezekiel 3:18-20 provides a pretty good
argument why it’s important to relay these facts
concerning vaccines, blood transfusions, sin,
and death:
“When I say to a wicked man ‘You will
surely die’ and you do not warn him or speak
out to dissuade him from his evil ways in order
to save his life, that wicked man will die for his
sin, and I will hold you accountable for his
blood. But if you do warn the wicked man and
he does not turn from his wickedness or from
his evil ways, he will die for his sin; but you
will be saved yourself.”
Ezekial 5:17 provides another blood-related
warning and prophecy that may relate to recent
outbreaks, particularly the hemorrhagic fever
virus Ebola. As documented in my book
Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola; Nature,
Accident or Intentional? this virus was
apparently produced by Litton Bionetics—
America’s sixth leading biological weapons
contracting laboratory:
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“Yes, I will send famine and savage beasts
upon you to leave you without children; plague
and bloodshed will sweep through you; and I
will bring the sword upon you. I, God, have
spoken it.”
Luke 13:1-5 states that those who mix
human blood with the blood of sacrificed
animals are “sinners”. This is precisely what
pharmaceutical industrialists do to many
vaccines.
“There were present at that season some
who told him of the Galileans, whose blood
Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices. And
Jesus, answering, said unto them: ‘Suppose ye
that these Galileans were sinners above all the
Galileans, because they suffered such things?’”
Finally, Revelation provides an “End
Times” prophecy in which the kings,
merchants, and wealthiest men of all the nations
were deceived by “magic spells” or “sorcery”.
Biblical references to the practice of “magic
spells” or “sorcery” come from the Greek root
word of “sorcery”—that is, pharmacopoeia
meaning pharmacy. This “sorcery” is not only
associated in the Bible with spilled and impure
blood, but with the great plagues, and
onslaught of deadly “beasts”.
Strong’s Concordance Hebrew root word
for “beasts” is #2416 “chay” meaning “alive,
raw (flesh), strong . . . appetite”; in the Greek
Lexicon, the word #2342 for “beasts” is
“therion” meaning “a dangerous animal,
(venomous, wild) beast.” Thus, the Earth’s

greatest depopulation event is predicted to be
associated with dangerous beasts and the great
plagues. Could these “beasts” be bacteria,
viruses, and pieces thereof—infectious
microorganisms most insidiously spread
throughout the world, most precisely and
extensively, in contaminated blood and
vaccines? That’s exactly what many experts
say is occurring today.
Those who “fornicated” with the devil, and
stole “the blood of prophets and of God’s
people” would surely be severely judged by
God in the last days. (See Revelation 18:2319:2.) The Bible predicts that around the time
“Babylon the great” falls, its deadly wine, also
symbolic of blood, will flow out full of
impurities into the “rivers and streams” that the
Bible says are the Earth’s “people”. They will
likely then be infected with agents, little
“beasts”, associated with great plagues that will
wipe out more than a third of the world’s
population.
Indeed, a reasonable interpretation of these
sections of Revelation includes the suggestion
that vaccine/pharmaceutical/blood industrialists,
all largely directed by the Rockefeller family
and their friends, have deceived international
leaders, merchants, and the wealthy.
Finally, in Revelation, God’s judgement and
great wrath comes upon those who have
worshipped these Babylonian idols above the
Lord. Today, as modern medical science is
idolized, and continues to dramatically alter the
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gene pools of plants, animals, microorganisms,
and humans, Babylonian scientists are
destroying the perfection that God created over
all the Earth.
Additional Bible verses of interest on these
topics include:
“Or if I [Lord God] send a pestilence into
that land, and pour out my fury upon it in
blood, to cut off from it man and beast.”
— Ezekiel 14:19
“And when I passed by thee, and saw thee
polluted in thine own blood, I said unto thee
when thou wast in thy blood, ‘Live’; yea, I said
unto thee when thou wast in thy blood, ‘Live’.”
—Ezekiel 16:6
“And the angel thrust in his sickle into the
earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and
cast it into the great winepress of the wrath of
God...and blood flowed from the winepress.”
—Revelation 14:19-20
“And I heard another voice from heaven,
saying, ‘Come out of her, my people, that ye
be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive
not of her plagues’.”
—Revelation 18:4
“The Lord our God...hath judged the great
whore, which did corrupt the earth...and hath
avenged the blood of his servants at her hand.”
—Revelation 19:1-2
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The Indigo Children
An Interview With Co-Author Jan Tober
[Continued from Front Page]

some time. There are those who say that the
“forerunners” to this modern-day phenomenon
started being birthed as long as 20 years ago.
Futurists, such as Gordon-Michael Scallion,
have been speaking of their planetary entrance
for some years now, labeled by him as the Blue
Children. To Nancy Ann Tappe, gifted with
the ability to see the auric field of the human
body, they are simply referred to as Indigos.
These are very special children,
tremendously gifted. Many of you have
probably seen on television, in recent months,
the angelic teenage opera-singer Charlotte
Church. If ever there was a perfect example of
a “musical Indigo”, she’s it.
What does the presence of these “super
kids” mean? What is their message? What is
their purpose for being here, right now? Is this

just a fanciful idea or a reality? What are the
Indigos and what makes them “Indigo”?
Although it took some months to coordinate,
on January 17 I was finally able to speak with
Jan Tober, the co-author of the provocative
book called The Indigo Children, about this
fascinating subject. While my investigation into
this matter could have remained “normal”—that
is, rather academic and linear, in a traditional
interview fashion—once appraised of the
knowledge base and orientation of our
readership, Jan Tober became comfortable
enough in the conversion to open-up to some of
the more spiritual, and some might say esoteric,
aspects of this subject centered around these
“little” gifts from Heaven.
The book, while merely an “introduction”
into the subject, is one that every teacher and
school administrator should be
required to read. If you have a
child who is “a handful”, if you
have a child who has been
diagnosed with Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) or Hyperactivity
(ADHD), then by all means go get
and read this book! It should be in
every library across the land.
Authors Jan Tober and Lee
Carroll have done a great public
service by also providing a
comprehensive, free-access website.
Here (at www.indigochild.com) they
have
collected
information
concerning alternative schools,
health professionals, and a wide
range of other useful information
pertinent to the Indigo children and
where to seek help or assistance, if
needed. Their book The Indigo
Children is available through most
major bookstores, and the book’s
ISBN is: 1-56170-608-6.
Jan Tober is also associated
with
another
website
(www.kryon.com) which contains
channeled spiritual material which
may be of interest to our readers.
When inquiring, during the
interview, about “alternative”
schooling for those economically
disadvantaged Indigo families,
you’ll see there was mention of a
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particular group in Texas. However, after the
interview, I received a call-back from Jan
Tober asking me to include within this story the
mention of a book called Home Schooling
Handbook, by Mary Griffith, which has just
come to her attention, and is available through
Amazon.com on the Internet.
It is obvious that, in an hour and a half, we
were only able to scratch the surface on this
subject. But if you have been feeling there’s
no hope for the world, you’ll get a definite
“boost” from this story!
The great Master Teacher of 2000 years ago
said: “Blessed are the children.” These
children will be the guides to return us, as a
world, to the path of love.
Turning now directly to the book The
Indigo Children, we read:
[QUOTING]
Here are ten of the most common traits of
Indigo children:
1. They come into the world with a feeling
of royalty (and often act like it).
2. They have a feeling of “deserving to be
here” and are surprised when others don’t share
that.
3. Self-worth is not a big issue. They often
tell the parents “who they are”.
4. They have difficulty with absolute
authority (authority without explanation or
choice).
5. They simply will not do certain things;
for example, waiting in line is difficult for
them.
6. They get frustrated with systems that are
ritual-oriented and don’t require creative
thought.
7. They often see better ways of doing
things, both at home and in school, which
makes them seem like “system busters”
(nonconforming to any system).
8. They seem antisocial unless they are with
their own kind. If there are no others of like
consciousness around them, they often turn
inward, feeling like no other human
understands them. School is often extremely
difficult for them socially.
9. They will not respond to “guilt”
discipline. (“Wait till your father gets home
and finds out what you did!”)
10. They are not shy in letting you know
what they need.
[END QUOTING]
This is no small challenge for parents
because, on top of all the normal requirements
of parenting, these children take the matter a
large step into the spiritual. That is: “Indigos
come into this world with self-respect and an
unshakable understanding that they are children
of God. Your Indigo will be quite confused
and dismayed if you do not have the same
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knowledge that you, too, are a spiritual being
above all else. Therefore, it is crucial that you
respect yourself. Nothing turns an Indigo off
faster than parents who do not earn their child’s
respect, but who instead give away their power
and parental responsibility to the child.”
— Melanie Melvin, Ph.D., from The Indigo
Children.
With that said, let’s move now directly into
my discussion with Jan Tober on the subject of
these wonderful, wild, provocative, and often
exasperating “old” children.
Martin: Let’s begin with a fundamental
definition; exactly what are the Indigo children?
Tober: The Indigo children, the definition
that we are sharing, that rings true for us, is:
an Indigo child is one who displays a new and
unusual set of psychological attributes, and
shows a pattern of behavior generally
undocumented before.
Martin: How did you arrive at the phrase
“Indigo children”?
Tober: Indigo children comes from the
color of the aura around these children.
There’s a dear friend of mine, whom I’ve
known since the early 1970s, by the name of
Nancy Ann Tappe. Nancy has authored a
book called Understanding Your Life Through
Color. It was printed in 1982. In that book,
that is the first documented information about
what she has “coined” the Indigo children.
How does she see the color? How accurate
is it? Nancy has been diagnosed with a
situation where two of her neurological systems
cross, and it creates a situation where she,
literally, can see the human aura. She’s like a
Kirlian camera, if you will, and she sees
electromagnetic fields and the colors and the
frequencies. She’s a fabulous gal and a
wonderful counselor and metaphysician and
teacher.
She noticed, very early on, that there was
another auric color associated with all those
whom she’d been working with, who she had
been studying, working on her Ph.D. with this
project. It became apparent that this was not
that infrequent, which gives us a breakdown
that, basically, Nancy has said that from 1980
on, about 80% of the children born are Indigos.
And, since 1995, we have a much higher
percentage, so much so that we need to look at
what’s happening here.
Metaphysically speaking—and we do not
say this in the book—and the reason that we do
not say, in the book, what I’m going to say
here is that we wanted this book to go out to
the “mainstream” public. Because those are the
people who had the least chance of hearing
about alternatives and ways of working with
these children.
We’re seeing a new generation of Masters
coming into the planet, and they have been
called “Star Children”, “Blue Children”, and
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through Nancy’s work they are called, from our
perspective, the “Indigo Children”. They are
our hope for the future. They are our hope for
the present. And that is, esoterically, what’s
really happening.
We try to keep the focus as pragmatic as we
can, because we’ve got a lot of parents out
there dealing with very OLD souls, in very tiny
bodies, who, in most cases, know more than the
parents!
And then, what do the parents do with that?
There are metaphysicians who still have some
ideas of alternatives. Mainstream, I don’t know
where they go, except to our book and a few
other books that are getting out there.
[Editor’s note: Sadly, at this stage of
general un-awareness, many “mainstream”
parents have fallen into modern medicine’s
drug trap for controlling their children. See
the article at the end of this interview called
The Ritalin Generation: Drugging America’s
Youth for some unsettling details. Of course
the goal is to derail these formidable old souls
into a useless stupor. How better to cancel out
their potential threat to the dark, so-called
“elite” crooks in high places who are
attempting to keep we-the-people asleep so as
to move ahead with their New World Order
planetary control plans.]
Martin: I’m sure you’ve been asked a lot
of standard questions, and I’m not sure if my
questions will be quite as standard. One
question that I’m just curious about—I want to
move right into some of the deeper aspects—
but have you been surprised or overwhelmed
about the response you’ve gotten since this
book has come out?
Tober: Yes, and no. One is always a bit
overwhelmed when they’re in the middle of
something that is in its perfect timing.
Martin: Good answer.
Tober: This information about the children
came to me, intuitively, in the early ’70s, about
the time I met Nancy, without realizing that she
would be so connected with this. Because at
the time, she was not talking much about the
Indigo children at all, but I would have dreams
where children would come to me and they
would tell me who they are, why they came,
who their parents were, why they came
karmically to be with these parents.
And it was fascinating. I would wake-up
from these dreams and I would start being
drawn to various babies and small children, and
I’d look in their eyes, and I saw these littlebodied old souls. So, I would look around me
and I would talk to my friends and say: “Have
you noticed a difference, or is this just me?”
And they’d go: “Well, kind-of.” You
know? And then, of course, that progressed.
I knew this was part of one of the reasons
that I’m here. And I know, from the work that
Lee and I do, that it certainly is a part of his
mission, if you will. So, from that aspect, I
was not surprised.
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I knew it HAD to be done. It was like two
very powerful hands pushing me forward into
that area of my life. And then, as we work
with people—we travel throughout the world,
so we speak to different continents of people.
We’ve been doing that for about nine years,
and over the last four years, I would say, there
is such a frustration coming back and such an
acknowledgement coming from parents, daycare workers, teachers, that they are working
with some very unusual old souls.
And the question “What do we do?” is
coming from the parents. And how on Earth
do they help that child interface with the school
system? There was so much frustration, and so
much interest, that by the time we actually got
the book out, we KNEW it’s time had come.
Martin: Are you working on a follow-up?
Tober: Oh, gosh. (Laughter) Yes, Hay
House has asked us to do a second book and,
as a matter of fact, I will ask your readers to
help us. It is what we call “warm and fuzzy”
stories from parents about their Indigo children.
If your readers would share their stories with
us, I would really appreciate it. And I’ll give
them an email address, if they want to do that;
also a Kryon email and website address.
Martin: And what is Kryon?
Tober: The Kryon email address?
Martin: This is different than the Indigo
children address?
Tober: Oh! (Laughter) This is a whole
other interview for you. Have you ever heard
of the Kryon writings?
Martin: No.
Tober: Well, Lee and I don’t talk much
about this because, again, the book is aimed at
the mainstream public for those parents who
need help, who have their nose right up into a
prescription of Ritalin. You know what I
mean?
Now, concerning Kryon: Lee and I travel
around talking about the writings and teachings
of Kryon. Kryon is a Master from the Great
Central Sun. Lee does live channeling,
channeling Kryon much like Ramtha would be.
That type of energy. And we have actually
spoken at the UN for the last three years. He
channels Kryon. And I also channel the
feminine aspects of the Kryon entourage. I do
the meditations. We do balancing. We spoke
to 3,000 people last year, in France alone, for
one day, the two of us. It’s amazing. The
work is, basically, centered around “we create
our own reality”, which is certainly not a new
term, but it is our job to be clear channels for
that information to come through repeatedly, to
help people take back their power.
Martin: This is just an aside. Have you
heard of the book called China’s Super
Psychics, by Paul Dong and Thomas E.
Raffill?
Tober: That’s who Drunvalo’s speaking
about?
Martin: Right.
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Tober: People have been emailing us stuff
about it, and Drunvalo promotes our book in
his workshop.
Martin: Yes, he does.
Tober: And the information that I get is
that these super-psychics are all Indigos.
Martin: I assumed that.
Tober: They’re all Indigos.
Martin: And, I would imagine, the same
thing is happening in just about every country,
but nobody has written a book about it; they
just happened to choose the ones in China.
Tober: Well, China is very interesting.
According to Nancy Tappe—let’s see, we just
got back from our second trip to Singapore.
Two years ago, the Kryon entourage, which I
call them, because Kryon is not an entity.
Kryon is an accumulation of the Archangels,
the whole group focusing on helping us
through Earth changes.
Martin: This is a subject our readers are
very familiar with.
Tober: And I know your readers would
be familiar with Kryon. The Kryon entourage
created the energy, through the audience in
Singapore, to open up a portal. This year we
then had to go back and balance the portal out.
Nancy Tappe told me all children coming
into Singapore would be Indigos, before I told
her about the portal. And then, when I told her
that I was instructed that Kryon would be
opening a portal, that I needed to do a lot of
clearing, cleansing, before we even started the
workshop—
Martin: That makes sense.
Tober: —two years ago, she just smiled.
She said “Well, of course. There you are.
That’s why it’s in Singapore.” It was a bit of a
challenge. I sent her to Singapore with our
promoter to talk to some parents there, too.
The trip was difficult for us in many ways, but
very rewarding in the fact that we know we’ve
helped become a channel for getting some of
this movement going to help these souls come
in.
You know, Rick, we’re dealing, basically—
the Masters are coming in as right-brained
individuals, coming into a left-brained world.
Martin: Its gotta be tough.
Tober: I suppose you’re hearing this as
much as we are, but we’re talking about the
Divine Feminine coming in at this time. And
not a moment too soon, may I add!
And the Divine Feminine and the Indigos
go hand-in-hand. Who is to say where one
starts and the other finishes off, or what came
first? My feeling is that the Indigos have made
the way for the Divine Feminine to be
accessed. We needed a “critical mass”.
That’s what the Kryon work is about, to get
a critical mass going who accept that through
their consciousness, their thoughts, through
their words and deeds, they create their reality;
hence, we could create the reality here on Earth
called Heaven.
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That critical mass needed to be up and
running, as the Indigos were dribbling in, so
that there was a frequency that was refined
enough so that they could come through into
the physical vehicle, and have a frequency
environment where they could stay, where they
wouldn’t have to crib-death themselves out of
here, or sooner [such as spontaneous abortion].
Martin: Along this line, I want to talk to
you about the misdiagnosis of Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) and (ADHD), and the use of
Ritalin to drug these children. Have you
encountered a lot of Indigos who have been
drugged and, in your opinion, misdiagnosed?
Tober: Again, I work as an intuitive
counselor. I do not work out in the area where
a lot of my clients would put their children on
Ritalin. They would go to alternatives,
innately. However, in our audiences, which do
have a bit of broad cross-section, we are
experiencing where, maybe not our audience
member would go that route, but they would
say: “My sister-in-law’s child, my niece, my
nephew...”, where they are not the primary
child caretaker. And it is so prevalent, for
instance, when you look at—if I jump around,
it is because I’m also intuitive, and a channeler,
so sometimes we get a little bit of extra help
here, so I’ll just try to stay right on line.
Martin: That’s fine. Take it wherever
you’re guided to take it.
Tober: Yeah, I will. I’m giving you a lot
more information than I normally feel
comfortable giving on, let’s say, a call-in radio
show. I’m thumbing through this book as I’m
talking. I want to quote the percentages we
shared in the book, about the increase in the
production of Ritalin: “Ritalin production has
increased seven-fold in the last eight years, and
90% of it is consumed in the U.S.”
The trend over the past few years has been
clear: the percentage of children with an
ADHD or ADD diagnosis, walking out of a
doctor’s office with a prescription, jumped from
55% in 1989 to 75% in 1996. And, if the truth
be known, it’s higher than that; but I’m not in a
position to quote.
What’s happening? What’s happening is,
we have a new paradigm of soul, of entity,
coming into the Earth who are, primarily, rightbrained. We have them being shoved into a
left-brained society where, to be left-brained is
to be honored; to be right-brained, i.e., the
artist, the musician, dancer, painter, writer, is
not to be honored, in this country, for instance,
as much as it is in Europe.
So, they’re coming into a left-brained world.
To get your kudos, to get your strokes, to be
really honored and respected, they have to try
to fit into that. These souls, as Masters,
KNOW the truth and know that we are now
moving into honoring the right-brain mode, and
they are a part of that.
So, they’re not going to fit in, even if they
choose to. They’re here on a mission
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lifetime—and that’s a very important statement.
They’re here on a mission lifetime. They’re
NOT here to fit in. We are here to understand
them, to learn from them, and allow them to
teach us a new way of being.
Back to your question. Because they’re
new and different, where do doctors go?
Where do parents go? Where do teachers go?
They’ve got children who would appear to be
hyperactive, who have a low attention span,
who can’t stand in line—all of the symptoms
that fit into something like the chicken or the
egg.
I mean, which came first: ADD or the child
of ADD? It’s fitting into a type of pattern.
They don’t know what to do with it.
Now, if Ritalin healed the process, it would
be different. I don’t want to get into an AMA
discussion, but there are so many incredible
alternatives that take, maybe, a little bit more
work, but my goodness, is your child worth it?
Shouldn’t that be the most important thing?
So, there are so many alternatives to that.
If the drug healed, then fine. It doesn’t. It just
prolongs. It just puts them into suspended
animation. Eventually they’ve got to get off
the drug, and they have to deal with whatever
it is that they’re dealing with.
I have a book on ADD and ADHD; it’s
The ADD And ADHD Diet, written by Rachel
Bell and Dr. Howard Peiper. I want to include
this, although your audience is very savvy, but
just for us all to stop, take a deep breath, and
think.
“People with ADD/ADHD lack sufficient
supplies of neuro-transmitters, especially
seratonin. Seratonin is manufactured in the
brain in the presence of B6 and tryptophan.
Tryptophan is an essential amino acid. If
tryptophan and B6 are in short supply, the
body cannot make seratonin.” I’m quoting
from the book.
“Therefore, people with ADD/ADHD may
require supplements of tryptophan and/or B6.
Protein supplies amino acids to the body. If the
body contains sufficient protein and tryptophanrich foods, the supply of amino acids will not
usually be a problem. The calcium/magnesium
ratio is a key factor, also. Insufficient
magnesium can result in high insulin levels,
which reduce seratonin. Therefore it is
necessary to insure an adequate supply of
magnesium, in addition to B6 and amino
acids.” It goes on. This is one of several
books we recommend. This book is very short,
and sweet, and concise.
[Editor’s note: Remember a number of
years ago when, all of a sudden, there
occurred a tryptophan “scare” of “tainted”
product on the healthfood store shelves,
especially from what was a particularly good
supplier? All the tryptophan supplements
quickly disappeared under hasty recall and
FDA/AMA scare tactics over the major media.
Many people had also found this to be a very
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good natural sleeping aid—it’s what puts you
to sleep after eating turkey. Considering the
number of Indigo children who were known to
be coming into the world, who would otherwise
be a formidable threat to the New World Order
crooks, maybe now it becomes clearer why
those who orchestrated the disappearing act
were so compelled to “protect” us from this
supplement!]
First, we’ve got the Indigo constitution.
We’ve got Indigo Masters coming in on a
mission, saying: “We’re going to help this
planet shift into the Divine Feminine, one way
or another. We’re going to do it by coming in
and being an example of love. You’re going to
learn how to treat us, and as you learn how to
treat us, you’re going to learn how to treat each
other, with love.” I mean, that’s the bottom
line to all of this. When we learn how to love,
be with, parent, if you will, the Indigo child,
we’re learning how to operate at the highest
level with each other. That’s the bottom line,
and that’s what they’re teaching us.
So, we’ve got ADD/ADHD, ok. We’ve
got a new paradigm coming in. They carry a
lot of what has been labeled Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder. It doesn’t mean it is.
What we’re saying to parents is this: please
look at alternatives. We know it’s challenging.
That’s why the book is out, so you can pick
the book up and look at the list of traits, which
I can go through, and I feel I should now, and
you can see that maybe there’s not something
wrong with your child; that your child is part of
this new paradigm.
Now, how do we work with that? That’s
what the book is filled with—healthy
alternatives, from diet to techniques. There’s a
technique called sleep-talk, where you work
with the child in their sleep state. It’s very
powerful and it needs to be taught. I’m bringing
some teachers with me, as I put together Indigo
workshops, who teach this. They’ve had a
wonderful success rate with this, so far.
Proactive formula, heart-map—there are all
kinds of choices that parents can look at. Does
your child respond to this, to food allergies,
environmental poisonings? We all have to get
very, very savvy to all of this stuff, and these
children are going to force us into doing it—for
ourselves, as well.
Martin: Because I’m aware of the time
restraints we have here, let me ask you: You
have a fantastic list on your website of
Montessori and Waldorf schools. And you talk
about those as being excellent places for
Indigos. What about those Indigos born into
families that are economically disadvantaged?
What do you say to people who just can’t
afford that kind of education?
Tober: There have been some wonderful
results we’ve been hearing about with home
schooling. There’s a group in Houston, I
believe there’s about 40 families, maybe more,
as of this interview, and they are successfully
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working with home schooling. That might be
an alternative. That, certainly, would be an
inexpensive alternative, and they’re getting
wonderful results, and the children are walking
right into Ivy League colleges.
I also know, within my heart of hearts, that
there will be, I believe, other forms of
schooling coming up that may be not as cost
prohibitive to families who don’t have a
comfortable income. And I know there is such
a huge interest in Indigos, and what we can do
to help them, that there are a lot of educators
now, who are also metaphysicians, who are
joining forces and working at putting this
schooling together.
I just worked with a client last week, and
she asked me what did I see for her, and it was
very, very clear that she was going to be
working as part of this group. This was part of
an intuitive counseling session that I did, and it
turns out that she is ready to get her degree,
and she does have people who are principals
and vice-principals who want to interface with
her. So, where there’s one, there’s many.
I know that books are stirring—this book,
and there will be many more. I’m in the
process of about four more at this time; one
with Lee, and three or four with other people in
various areas of education, health, who can get
these books out and get the attention of the
people, because we must make an inroad
enough to make a “wedge of light” into the
educational system and make space for these
children, because now they are coming in such
a high percentage that it can’t be overlooked.
Martin: Are there any foundations or
clearing houses for information, other than your
website, for the Indigos? Is there a central
place, or places, that are being established to
study and work with these special children?
Tober: Not that we’re aware of, but my
information is that it will just be a matter of
time before these are set up. It’s too important
and its right in our face; and it is the next step
in our evolution. So it will be done.
Martin: You’ve been around a lot.
You’ve been traveling a lot. What do you
think people need to know? What is the most
useful information that you can pass on to our
readers about this subject?
Tober: There are two words that, if we
could say nothing more to you, we would say,
in the parenting of the Indigo child. In relating
to the Indigo child, the two words are:
CHOICES and NEGOTIATE. If you can
remember nothing else, if you do not read our
book, give them choices and negotiate
everything. I mean, certainly, they’re not to
run rampant over you. But that is the parenting
guide. If we can remember that they’re here to
teach us, that gives more of a balance to those
words.
I want to share with your readers what
parents can do to make a difference. In
addition to giving them choices and negotiating
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with them, you can make a big difference by
guiding them, rather than giving them explicit
directions. Treat them and interact with them
as your best friend, because in truth, they are.
Treat them with respect. Honor their existence
in your family. Help them create their own
disciplinary solutions. You’ll be amazed as a
parent what they will come up with. And give
them choices about everything. Never belittle
them, ever. This is just good parenting advice.
If we wanted to be the perfect parent, we
would say: “This is the list I will follow.” So,
they are very simply saying: “Now is the time,
and you get to practice being the perfect parent.
Now is the time on the planet to do this.”
Always explain why you give them the
instructions you do; never say: “Because I said
so.” Instead say: “Because this will help me
today. I’m a bit tired today. I need some help
from you” knowing that honesty will always
win out with them because they’re intuitive.
They know what’s going on, because you’re
thinking it.
Make them your partners in raising them.
This is EXTREMELY important. This goes
with choices and negotiation. Make them your
partner. Let them know they always have a
vote. Be PRESENT with them. And, of
course, as a friend, as a grown-up family
member, we ask always to be present when
we’re in a situation with people. I mean, that
is “be here now”. That’s being in the moment,
all of this metaphysical stuff. Metaphysicians
innately know a lot of this. And explain
everything to them, if you think they don’t
understand something—of course, we know
that they DO understand at the soul level. And
we know we can talk to them before birth.
If serious problems develop, and you feel
you want to test them, do not say “Do not go
to doctors.” What you should say is: “Try
some alternatives. Look at diet. Look at
supplements. Look at nutrition. Look at
homeopathy. Look at chiropractic. Look at
polarity.” We offer a list, a large list, and we
offer access to alternative authors, alternative
teachers who you can email, and ask, and take
that even further.
Provide safety in your support. Avoid
negative criticism. Encourage them in their
endeavors. I mean, this is all stuff we know.
An Indigo is not a follower. Let them decide
what THEY are interested in, and what they
want to do. Talk TO them, not AT them.
That, basically, is the information we have
found from therapists, from very conscientious
parents, from Nancy’s work, that seems to
really help guide the Indigos.
They know who they are. They come in
feeling and knowing. It does not serve us to
try to mold them into a pattern that possibly we
had to learn to break out of, the pattern of how
our parents raised us.
There is a new way of being. There’s a
new way of parenting, and it’s about moving
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into love. The bottom line is love—being
present and loving and understanding. In the
months and years ahead, we’re going to see
school systems, we’re going to see our types of
areas, where we’re going to get help as parents.
At an esoteric level—again, something I
don’t normally talk about on TV or radio
shows, unless they are very holistic, but still, I
would tend not to—is that the Indigos come
from the 10th dimension. Considering we’re in
the 4th, moving into the 5th, and hopefully,
many of us are in the 5th, moving and getting
really comfortable with our ascension process,
we’ve got these beautiful souls coming in from
the 10th dimension.
The 10th dimension is about sound and
color, and radiates this opalescence. As an
intuitive, if you’re intuitive, you can go in—if
you’re intuitive, and I believe most of your
readers are—you can go in and ask to access
that dimension. When you do, you will sense
an opalescence, if you have clear ascension.
That says a lot about, going back to, this
honoring of the right brain, the honoring of the
arts and honoring of the intuitive process,
listening to the children.
Let their knowledge out. Let them know
who they are, so they choose to stay. Create
harmony in your home. Learn about cleaning
space. Learn about sage-ing. Learn about
preparing energy in your home—burning
alcohol and Epsom salts—certain types of
incense. Keep your home a clear temple, so
that the child can come home, if they’ve had a
difficult time at school, they can come home to
a loving parent.
Even if you’re tired, at least let them know
and make some time to be present with them,
so it’s safe to come home to their buddy; and
they can say: “Gee, mom, the teacher, I knew
this was right, but the teacher didn’t understand
it.” The parent can come in, not make the
teacher wrong, but at least understand and be
there, and be present, and listen to the child,
and let the child know that the parent
understands who the child is and that they do
see things this way, and it is different and
maybe challenging.
So you come home to a loving, present
parent, and you come into an energetically
clean home, whether it’s the tiniest little
apartment, or a very lavish, large home. It
doesn’t matter, if the energy is not made clean
and kept clean through loving thoughts and
through actually—physically and spiritually—
cleansing the house. All of these things add to
making it safe for the child, and easier for the
child.
I am starting to do Indigo workshops, and I
will be doing the first one in Indianapolis on
February 4. I’m going to bring with me, always,
some people who can show some techniques
that we’re getting wonderful results with.
Martin: Do you have anything scheduled
for March?
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Tober: As a matter of fact, I’ve done a
workshop in Singapore, a smaller one, but this
will be my first larger one. And, no, I don’t
have anything scheduled yet. I’m very open.
We’re working with a minimum of 50 people,
so we can actually use a large home or a recroom or a community church, something like
that, and keep it small. This has got to be done,
and this is something that I am very open to do.
Martin: Have you done much work in
Europe? Have you gotten responses about
Indigos in Europe?
Tober: Yes. We’ve worked in France.
We only started a couple of years ago. We do
get wonderful responses there. You have to
remember, if the book isn’t out yet, we
wouldn’t get a response. This last trip we had
3,000 people for one day, in France, just
outside of Paris. They had just received, I
believe, The Indigo Children book.
Our French publishers have also published
The Indigo Children book in French, along
with the Kryon books. The last Kryon book,
called Letters From Home, had a chapter on
Indigos. And of all the things that we’ve put
together and written, that chapter received more
interest, and more letters, and more questions
than anything. So, wherever that book went,
and it went around the world, we got queries.
Australia is very interested in it. They don’t
seem to have the same situations we do. We
seem to have more problems here. But they
still have a more intimate way of being in the
family and being with their children there, just
because of their very culture. We’re not as able
to be with our children—if you’re out there
working two or three jobs a week, and things
like that. Australia is a slower-paced existence,
and easier living.
We’re going to England, Ireland, and Israel,
and my feeling is that we’re going to get a lot
of interest, particularly in Israel, on the Indigos.
I’m going back to France, again, so the book
will have been out even longer. Yes, this is
something that is happening. Certainly in
Singapore and Hong Kong there is a
tremendous amount of interest because they’re
English-speaking and they’ve read the book.
Martin: At the end of the book you have
some information on the message that the
Indigo’s bring. Can you comment more about
that?
Tober: Specifically, which part, Rick,
were you talking about?
Martin: The message that they bring, the
message of love.
Tober: Oh, yes! The message IS of love;
it is of honoring that piece of us—again, I
mention the Divine Feminine, which comes in
and honors love, compassion, the intuitive
process, all of the pieces that need to come
together to make this Heaven on Earth—and
they are here to show us, one way or another.
They are going to mirror to us what’s
happening. If we don’t get it—which, I
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personally feel, we are getting it—if we don’t
get it, it’s going to be “in our face” and they’re
going to act it out in some ways that may be
violent to us, saying: “Look at the violence in
your computer games. Look at the violence on
your films; we’re manifesting this out.”
They’re going to be a mirror for us, as Masters
they will do that. So it’s up to us to get it, and
to take it and run with it, run interference, and
make the way clear for them so that they can
do their teaching through love, which is really
what they want.
Martin: You talk about them as being
“systems busters”. What do you mean by that?
Tober: We were told, many years ago, that
the first things that would break down would
be the old, established institutions and systems.
Do you remember that?
Martin: Yes.
Tober: We were told that, as we move
into this New Age, this Golden Age—well,
they don’t fit into the mold—so they’re right
out there as those who will break, for instance,
the educational system as it has been for a
hundred years or so. They will not put up with
something simply because that’s the way it has
always been.
So, knowing that we’ve got a large group
of entities coming onto the planet, and that they
are “system busters”, it can really give you a
pretty good picture of where we are going.
In my mind and in my heart, it’s awesome.
It’s just so awesome to know that they’re here
working with us!
Years ago I would say to my friends, when
I was having the dreams about the babies, I
said: “You know, it’s like we who are
conscious are the ‘rainbow bridge’ from this
civilization, from this group of entities, to the
new group of souls coming in. We’re the
‘rainbow bridge’ for them.” It fills my heart
with great hope.
We’re seeing amazing things happen, and
we who know who they are, can certainly help
the parents who are having difficulty and don’t
understand. We can share with them our
knowledge, as these little ones are getting old
enough to speak for themselves.
Martin: Let’s talk about using the old
tricks of guilt and shame as behavior tools with
these kids.
Tober: Won’t work. It won’t work. They
know who they are. It will just frustrate,
devastate the parents. It will bring in a very
agitated energy-field around the parents and
around the child, which will defeat any
discussion, any real help. It just won’t happen.
They KNOW who they are. They’re on a
mission. They are aware of that. So, this is a
challenge, because we have a whole culture
who have been raised on “You just wait until
your father gets home!” I’m sure you probably
heard that a few times. I heard that a few
times, and that won’t work!
I don’t have children. I’m around them a lot,
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but I can appreciate what parents must go through
when they go back to the old modus operandi for
parents, and find out that it doesn’t do anything.
The children will test them. The children will test
them to see how far they can get.
However, these children are not brass. That
is not in their consciousness. They will test the
parent, in this respect, to see what the groundrules are. How far can I do this? What can I
do? What, really, is important to my parents?
What isn’t important? And they’re going to
learn to see how they can negotiate with the
parents. So, if a parent comes back with a
negotiation point-of-view, then they’re going to
be on the same page.
There’s a story about a little boy. We were
doing a workshop, and went to dinner with
some of the people from the workshop. They
had a little child. I would say he was
somewhere in the “terrible 2s”, 2 or 3,
absolutely bright, an Indigo, so aware.
What the parents did was, when it was time
for dinner, they said: “Johnny, it’s dinner time.
Now, would you like to sit in your high-chair,
or your junior chair, or you can sit with us,
here, or you can have your own little table”. In
other words, he looked, and he saw he had his
choices, and instead of saying “I don’t want to
have dinner now”, he came out and he picked
where he wanted to sit. And he chose to be
with the adults, because they interact so well
with the adults, because look at who they are.
And they had a very successful dinner with this
2- or 3-year-old at the same table.
So, it’s quite amazing. It’s quite amazing to
see them in action. It’s joyful to see them in
action. And it’s joyful when you see them in
action with conscientious parents, who are
coming from love, who certainly are coming
from a mind/body/soul integration, through
love. That’s the bottom line.
Martin: Well, coming from the right brain,
it’s going to be interesting to see, in the years
ahead, what kind of new professions open up
as a result of these children.
Tober: And inventions, new ways of
doing things!
Martin: I mean, it kind-of takes the old
doctor, lawyer, fireman rut right out of the
choice equation. (Laughter)
Tober: It does. And it’s going to really
move us into new ways of being.
And, you know what? Years ago, when
we would talk about moving our frequencies
and lightening-up our frequencies, and the
planet is evolving and lightening-up, and we’re
going to move into this ascension process, and
we all wanted to believe it. We all knew, in
our hearts, it was the truth. But then it was
very easy to get into “How is that going to
happen?” And then, all of sudden, here’s this
whole, wonderful new group of Teachers
coming in, and they will make it happen. So,
it’s ALL SOOOOOOOO PERFECT. We just
gotta get out of their way! (Laughter)
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Martin: (Laughter) Right. Have you had
contact with many parents, who have Indigos,
who are just totally beside themselves?
Tober: I’ve had a lot of mail from parents
who are so thrilled when they read the book,
and they knew that their children may not be
sick, that they may be Indigos. Then they start
working with a lot of the principles we talk
about, find success in their parenting, and it’s
been a revelation to them.
And there are also emails from parents who
are having problems, in many cases, with
teachers, because they don’t know how to
interface with the school system—the parent
and child, and what to do. But they’re all
helping each other, you know? They go online and they interact, and they offer each other
solutions, and certainly ideas and alternatives,
and the parents are helping the parents.
I feel that’s going to be the way a lot of this
is going to work. The parents are going to have
to get real proactive, and put together support
groups, where they can help each other because
we’re making it up as we go along here!
Martin: That makes a lot of sense.
Tober: Yeah.
Martin: You’re in the Los Angeles area; is
that right?
Tober: I’m actually in the San Diego area.
Martin: Are there groups forming down in
your area on this topic?
Tober: You know, it still feels like it’s a
little new. What I do notice is that there’s a lot
of interest, and I feel that groups are starting to
form throughout, at least, the United States.
Remember, we don’t do a lot of work in our
area. So, I wouldn’t know as much about this
area as I would about the rest of the United
States, and the email that’s coming in.
Martin: Is there an area of the United
States that you find is more aware or tuned-in
for this subject than others?
Tober: Well, anywhere where you would
have more metaphysical groups. Colorado is
quite active.
Martin: That is one place that came to
mind.
Tober: Any place where you’re going to
find a lot of people who are aware, you’re
going to find interest.
Martin: Do you find much awareness
among family therapists?
Tober: Again, if they honor their intuitive
process, yes. And, of course, in this area, we
do have a lot of people who are counselors and
do honor their right-brain, intuitive side.
This new book that Lee and I are writing,
again, I want to just mention: If parents out
there have some stories about their children—
we call them “warm fuzzies”—that make you
laugh or make you cry, that really emotionally
will help other parents to relate to their children
more, by reading these stories from parents who
have Indigo children.
And, again, I think most of your readers
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have [or know!] Indigo children. I think that
would be a pretty safe assumption—or at least
one out of their brood, if they have more than
one child. And we would appreciate if they
would send those in—to that Kryon email
address I gave you would probably be best.
We really need to get these stories in. I know
it’s going to make a big difference.
When you start reading about these
children, and see the wisdom from the stories
that we have already received, it helps parents
emotionally. It really gives them help. They
go: “You know, my child said something like
that. Maybe I better look at my child being a
little different than I thought.” Anything that
opens up the heart of the parent, and so I’m
asking for parents out there to share their
stories about their children.
Martin: You mentioned, when we were
talking about China’s Super Psychics, the book
that Drunvalo has talked about—I have a copy
here that I’m looking at while we’re talking—
you made a passing comment about China
being interesting, or something like that, and
then you went on. Was there something about
China that you wanted to say?
Tober: About Singapore having the portal,
because it’s actually micro-Asia, Singapore,
technically, but it’s really in that corridor.
Well, I’m being told right now that the reason it
was Singapore is because Singapore is an
island, and having water all around it, it was
easier, once it was purified, to hold the space,
rather than going into the mainland of China,
for instance.
Martin: That makes sense.
Tober: So, again, that’s quite esoteric, but
I know your readers understand that.
Martin: Let’s talk about Kryon. What is
the Kryon message?
Tober: The Kryon message is that we
create our own reality. The Kryon message is
that love is the bottom line and love is all.
These sound really “unusual”—I bet you’ve
never heard these things before. (Laughter)
Martin: Oh, once or twice! (Laughter)
Tober: I think the Kryon message is,
basically, Universal Truth, and it comes through
Lee and I. Lee Carroll actually does the
channeling, live, on stage. We deal a lot with the
Earth changes. A lot of the work was to get us
all through Y2K, and to change the consciousness
about that, because there was so much fear.
Martin: A lot of fear.
Tober: And we had to counteract it by
honoring our God-given power—for us to
acknowledge the power of who we are—and to
realize that we can create a critical mass where
LOVE is in charge.
Enough people heard, enough people
prayed and pray, enough people meditate,
enough people envisioned the planet circled
and surrounded with Love and Light, that the
planet can go through these changes with a
minimal amount of discomfort. That’s,
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basically, the bottom line.
[Editor’s note: As should always be the
case when information is Truth, the above
meshes well with many of Geophysical
Commander Soltec’s lessons about Mother
Earth over the past many years, including his
preliminary geophysical aside at the beginning
of his general spiritual message in the recent
January 2000 issue of this newspaper. If the
receiving is accurate and truly coming from the
Lighted Masters and other Hosts of God, there
should be a great deal of overlapping
agreement, and the messages should have
strong positive, uplifting, and constructively
instructive components overall.]
Kryon is a magnetic Master, so he works
with the magnetic grid. And, a lot of it had to
do with—again, very esoterically—getting this
planet’s magnetic grids realigned, and buffering
for any discomfort we would go through.
Because “as above, so below”, as the Earth is
realigned, we are realigned. It is the
preparation for what some call “ascension”,
which is moving into the next frequency range,
where we walk on the planet in a manner
where we actively acknowledge that we are
co-creators with Spirit. And that as we change
ourselves, we change the planet—we change
the world, and we change it through pure
intent. That we are co-creators with Spirit
would be another “bottom line” point brought
forth in the Kryon work.
Martin: Well, our readers can easily
identify with that message! How have you
found your reception to be at the United
Nations—for example, speaking of Kryon.
Tober: Well, they invited us back three
times, so it is always very surprising to us. We
speak in one of the smaller rooms. We speak
for SEAT, which is the Society of Enlightenment
and Transformation, which is one of the charter
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members, meditative members—which, of
course, there were many originally.
So, it’s a smaller group. It’s about 75
people or so, and we’re always amazed, when
we’re in the middle of the group, that we’re in
a room where major treaties between countries
and leaders have been signed. And here we
are, talking about ETs, bringing in a Council of
Elders from the indigenous peoples of the
world, talking about such things as it’s time to
look at what’s happening with HAARP [Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Program].
Martin: Yes, we’re familiar with that.
Tober: We were honored and we’re
welcomed there.
Martin: Ok, let’s shift back to the Indigos.
What would you like to leave our readers with,
to think about, with regard to this infusion of
new energy in the form of these children?

'

call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free.

'

Tober: If you had a knock on your door,
and you opened the door, and you saw a great
Master in your doorway, you would be
honored. You would be joyful. You would be
thrilled. And you would ask the Master in.
And you would probably sit down, thank
him or her for coming, and you would say:
“What is it you want me to know? How can I
help you and how can I help the planet? What
wisdom do you wish to share with me?”
That is the way to regard the Indigo child.
Martin: That’s a good place to end.
Thank you for a thoughtful and “inspired”
interview. Our readers will truly enjoy this and
I’m sure some of them will be contacting you!
Editor’s note: For those of you who may
wish to contact Rick Martin by email,
rm888@mindspring.com is his new email
address.

The Ritalin Generation:
Drugging America’s Youth
Editor’s note: The following timely report
is closely linked to the subject of our Front
Page interview just presented. To simply call
what is going on a tragedy is to miss the
point—that such can only happen because we
ALLOW it to happen. No excuses, please,
especially where the children are concerned!
Hopefully the influx of Indigo children at
this time is sufficient to overwhelm such a
diabolically directed agenda of incapacitation
as is reported here. You can be sure that any
statistics mentioned are merely the tip of the
iceberg, since it is easy to mask or explain
away (and thus hard to scientifically quantify)
the range of subtle and complex interactions
possible when such psychotropic drugs are part
of the mind equation.
We give special thanks to The SPOTLIGHT
newspaper for daring to present this
information. If it makes you uneasy, then that’s
a good first step in the right direction. How
did our country slip to such a point of sleepy
acceptance where the outright drugging of our
children is openly conducted and passively
condoned on such a massive scale? The
answer to that question is the same answer
which applies to so many of the ills of our
modern world.
1/7/00

F. C. BLAHUT

(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)

TO SUBSCRIBE—
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Drugging more than 2.5
million American children into a
cooperative zombie state to

achieve classroom harmony is
being questioned in some
quarters.
Not everyone agrees that pumping children
full of psychotropic drugs is the answer to all
classroom problems.
For instance, the Colorado Board of
Education recently passed a resolution to
discourage teachers from recommending
behavioral drugs like Ritalin and Luvox to
solve classroom problems.
The action, according to published reports,
has intensified a national debate over the
growing use of prescription drugs for children.
The resolution, the first of its kind in the
country, carries no legal weight. But it urges
teachers and other school personnel to use
discipline and instruction to overcome problem
behavior in the classroom, rather than to
encourage parents to put their children on drugs
that are commonly prescribed for attention
deficit and hyperactive disorders.
Proponents of the resolution, which passed
by a 6-to-1 vote on November 11, said they were
motivated, in part, by evidence that they said
suggested that dozens of violent crimes, including
the massacre last spring at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado had been committed
by young people taking psychotropic drugs.
One of the teenage shooters at Columbine,
Eric Harris, had been taking Luvox, an antidepressant, although there is no evidence that
the drug had anything to do with the shootings
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or that a teacher recommended the use of the the violent crimes involving young people, in
medication.
which investigators said the perpetrators were
using psychotropic drugs.
BROADER ISSUES
Accounts of those incidents also persuaded
a Colorado state lawmaker, Penn Pfiffner of
Patti Johnson, the school board member who Lakeland, to hold a separate hearing on the
organized a hearing on the issue and proposed the prescription drugs issue, which, by coincidence,
resolution, told reporters that a small number of came two days before the school board voted
teachers in Colorado had insisted on a child on Johnson’s measure.
taking prescription drugs as a precondition to
Dr. Peter R. Breggin, director of the
returning to class. The resolution, she said, International Center for the Study of Psychiatry
was largely intended for them.
and Psychology, a nonprofit research
But the resolution reflected broader issues, organization in Bethesda, Maryland, also a
as well, as parents, mental health professionals, Washington suburb, testified at both hearings
and school officials debate the use of and said doctors have become too eager to
behavioral drugs by more than 2.5 million prescribe psychotropic drugs at the expense of
children in the United States.
conversations among parents, teachers, and
Experts in mental health issues point out children to learn why children are acting in
that children who take the drugs do so because antisocial ways.
they are having difficulties to begin with. They
Breggin said in an interview: “It’s a
acknowledge that impulsive or violent behavior tremendous mistake to subdue the behavior of
is a side effect in a small percentage of people children instead of tending to their needs.
taking the drugs.
“We’re drugging them into submission
Pro-drug forces, arguing that a majority of rather than identifying and meeting the genuine
the children who use the narcotics are needs of the family, the school, and
benefiting from them, contend that the community” Breggin told reporters. “It’s
Colorado resolution is irresponsible and perhaps wrong in principle.”
even dangerous in that it could lead school
Editor’s note: This subject is far more
personnel to ignore signs of serious mental
disorders in children, and that it would
discourage communication between teachers
and parents.
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sinsiter and convoluted—if that’s possible—than
the above even conveys. In an upcoming issue
of The SPECTRUM we expect to present an
in-depth interview with Dr. Ann Blake Tracy—
if she can stay a step ahead of those trying to
silence her for having the courage to tell The
Truth!
Dr. Tracy is the Director of the
International Coalition For Drug Awareness, a
nonprofit organization, and the author of The
Prozac Pandora and Prozac: Panacea Or
Pandora? She has often been called upon to be
an expert witness, and has long studied the full
range of drugs being given to our children and
the adverse reactions to these drugs.
She has much to reveal about the drug links
to the recent shocking school killings—matters
you haven’t heard about, naturally, through the
carefully controlled print and broadcast media
outlets. And to answer the question from those
of you with a good memory, yes, we have
already presented some information by this
daring person in our September 7, 1999 issue
of The SPECTRUM. But that information, as
disturbing as it was, hardly scratched the
surface of this subject—according to a recent
in-person conversation between her and our
Rick Martin. So stay tuned.

News Desk Special Report:

DRUGGING YOUTHS
The use of Ritalin and other psychotropic
drugs has steadily increased among
schoolchildren, according to Children and
Adults with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder, a national nonprofit organization
known as CHADD, in Landover, Maryland, a
Washington suburb.
In Colorado, increased usage has turned a
new focus onto the role that teachers and
administrators play in the lives of students.
Johnson told reporters that, in the five years
she has been on the board, she has received
“numerous complaints” from parents who
claimed a teacher had insisted that their child
go on Ritalin or another drug before returning
to class.
The board member cited the case of one girl
who was showing signs of attention deficit
disorder through mood swings and napping in
class. She said the girl was later diagnosed with
hypoglycemia and needed to change her diet.
According to the girl’s parents, Johnson
said, the teacher told them: “You need to get
her a prescription for Ritalin.”

MSG—The Deadly
Mouth Aphrodisiac

Editor’s note: In conjunction with our
Front Page story, and especially the addendum
about the massive drugging of our children
with such as Ritalin, we present the following
as an important, related News Desk Special
Report.
Right up there with the flouridation and
chlorination of our drinking water (which we
will be addressing in a future article), is this
most widely used, yet often cleverly disguised,
poison in our food. We thank Dr. Overholt for
bringing our attention to this through the
interesting and often daring sightings.com
Internet website.
While many of you are aware of the
dangers of MSG through firsthand experience,
this author covers a lot of the history and other
typical, money-oriented shenanigans which
explain how MSG managed to arrive at the
DRUG-CRIME CONNECTION?
“popular” position it now enjoys. The only
In addition to complaints from parents about important point missing from this otherwise fine
insistent teachers, Johnson told reporters she article is taking the step beyond the usual
was also motivated to propose the resolution by money-making explanation for MSG’s “rise to

fame” and including the more sinister and
well-hidden “New World Order” goals of
depopulation and people control through such
as covert, poisoning drugs in our food and
water—an agenda which circles back to the
larger picture of our Front Page story.
Hopefully, if enough people raise their
voices in justified outrage, at least an “honesty
in ingredients” list may be achieved both for
product purchases and restaurant decisions.
When that is done, and consumers can actually
start to make INFORMED choices about which
foods they eat, it won’t take long for the bottom
line profits of many companies to speak
loudly—and in a language they understand—
about product changes which promote better
health rather than simply make large profits.
2/6/00 JANET ALLEN
<janetplanetl@earthlink.net>
“The worst piece of information I have
when I am in the midst of the reaction is that I
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am going to live. I only want to die. It will
not happen; I know I will live through this, and
that’s torture.”
“I come across embarrassingly as if I have
brain damage, even though I graduated from a
good college, top of my class.”
“If I don’t make it, I don’t eat it. I have to
make everything from scratch. I can’t eat in
restaurants. It’s just really pathetic and I’m
really depressed.”
What do the people who made these
comments have in common? What devastating
condition could they possibly be referring to,
the one factor which makes their lives at times
akin to a living hell?
The answer is a condition termed “MSG
Symptom Complex” by the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology
(FASEB), an independent body of scientists
sponsored by the U.S. government’s Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in September 1992
to review all available data bearing on the
safety of the food additive Monosodium
Glutamate and related substances. For a full
one third of the U.S. population (70 to 75
million Americans), consuming this chemical
(as well as the close relative Aspartame, also
known as “Nutrasweet” and “Equal”) [See
update article in NEWS DESK about these.]
will result in mild to moderate physiological
and emotional reactions.
For a small minority of people, accidental
ingestion could prove to be severely debilitating
and sometimes even life-threatening. What’s
worse, the New England Journal Of Medicine
and Science magazine have both published
articles linking Glutamic Acid and other
excitatory amino acids (namely Aspartic Acid
and L-Cysteine) to the development of various
neurological diseases.
The FDA-funded FASEB report was in
response to a set of laws on the books designed
“to protect the public health, to prohibit the use
in food of additives which have not been
adequately tested to establish their safety”.
In 1958, the Code of Federal Regulations
(Title 21) established a Food Additives
Amendment which subsequently required that
manufacturers show “proof of a reasonable
certainty that no harm will result from the
proposed use of an additive”. This included
the Delaney Clause, which demanded a federal
ban on any food additive shown to cause
cancer when fed to either animals or humans.
At the Fourth Annual NOMSG (National
Organization Mobilized to Stop Glutamate)
Conference held in Los Angeles in October
1996, members flew in from all over the
country to hear lectures by respected doctors,
scientists, authors, and activists, receive
legislative updates, medical findings, food and
nutritional tips, and a chance to gain more
information on how to cope with MSG
sensitivity. The following attendees agreed to
share their unique stories with us:
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Erik J. of New Jersey has been experiencing
symptoms since college. For a period in excess
of 24-hours after ingesting MSG, Aspartame, or
sulfites, he develops a cloudy head, faded
memory, an inability to concentrate, and excess
nervous energy. It has impacted his life enough
to motivate this cross-country journey.
Kaye W. of Montana watched her infant
daughter react negatively to MSG-infused
babyfood back in the 1950s. Her own typical
reactions have included stomach aches, swollen
abdomen and gums, frequent urination,
difficulty in focusing her eyes, and extreme
“gallbladder pains” that have lasted for up to a
week. In addition, her rectal and genital
regions become highly irritated and inflamed,
complete with hardening of the tissues and
vaginal bleeding. After a particularly serious
attack from eating an offensive salad dressing,
her doctor even suggested performing a
colostomy. After eliminating MSG from her
diet, the condition resolved itself completely
and surgery was cancelled. She happily lost 20
pounds within 2 months from this change in her
food intake.
Natalie M. of Los Angeles suffers severe
12-18 hour migraine headaches that don’t hit
her until 8-10 hours after she has swallowed
MSG. At that point, she can’t ingest anything
and even regurgitates her own saliva. Her
ability to function plummets to zero until the
reaction abates. It is a self-described nightmare.
Ten years ago, Pat Conway of Palm
Springs, California would meet her mother for
lunch every Wednesday at the same Chinese
restaurant. By the end of the meal each week,
like clockwork, she would become clammy and
sick, plagued by diarrhea. Progressively over
time, the symptoms became worse: chest pains,
heart pounding, depression. The doctor
diagnosed her condition as “panic attacks” and
accused her of being a hypochondriac.
Previously affluent and happily married, this
“mystery illness” destroyed her relationship.
Eventually she learned that she was acutely
sensitive to MSG.
Today, a single bite of food laced with this
flavor enhancer will trigger full respiratory
arrest for Conway within 30 seconds. At a seafood restaurant, one nibble of shrimp cocktail
(which the waitress had assured her contained
no MSG) landed her in the hospital emergency
room for 4 hours with a heartrate of 200 beats
per minute, followed by severe depression.
In another instance, eating a little bag of
flavored nuts during an airplane ride resulting
in the stewardess having to drop her the oxygen
mask. The numerous breathing crises she has
endured have caused her to develop asthma.
She’s moved to a house only two minutes away
from the E.R.
The paramedics have been summoned to her
rescue so many times that she not only knows
them by name, but has begun educating them
and the hospital staff on this affliction of which
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most medical professionals are largely ignorant.
She feels it just as necessary to inform the
general public, especially those employed in the
food service industry. “People who work in
restaurants are as much a problem as the
problem. Because of my MSG sensitivity, they
treat me like a space alien, embarrass me, tell
me not to worry. They believe that my allergic
response would consist only of a little itching
and a few hives.”
Los Angeles resident David Livingstone has
been taken for a wild ride of his own on the
MSG rollercoaster as a result of the food
industry’s lax attitude toward the problem. In
July 1993, during a business lunch, he ordered
vegetable soup at a Marie Callender’s
Restaurant after his waitress represented to him
that it was free of monosodium glutamate. He
had clearly advised her of his health concerns,
after which she assured him that the chefs made
all the soups from scratch daily.
Walking back to his office, he felt the
symptoms of an asthma attack coming on. His
inhaler did not provide him with the usual
relief, so he promptly drove over to his primary
care physician, who was a close 5 minutes
away. Experiencing intense bowel discomfort,
diarrhea, and profuse perspiration, it was there
that he passed out and went into massive
anaphylactic shock (a chemically-induced
poisoning of the system), which triggered
severe respiratory arrest.
Apparently, the MSG had triggered a
response for his lungs to shut down. His
doctor began applying CPR, which was then
taken over by the paramedics who arrived to
transport him to the hospital by ambulance.
Once there, he went into full cardiac arrest and
lost his pulse for 7 minutes. More CPR was
administered, during which time some ribs were
cracked.
After being worked on for an hour, David
was finally resuscitated and stabilized. For the
next 3 days, he was unconscious on a respirator
in the Intensive Care Unit, then remained
another 3 days in the hospital for observation
and treatment. An MRI determined that there
was some deadening of the grey matter of his
brain due to Hypoxia (lack of blood flow to
deliver oxygen). He still remains with a slight
neurological deficit.
Back on his feet and more than a bit
perturbed, this less-than-satisfied customer
returned to the same restaurant to do a bit of
investigation. Inquiring about the exact recipe
of the vegetable soup, he discovered that it
actually contained “beef base”, a pasty, tar-like
material on whose label MSG was clearly listed
as an ingredient. Because soup is hot and
liquid, the glutamate it contains is absorbed
very quickly into the human system and causes
a more severe, immediate reaction.
Because he claims his “near-death
experience” was a direct result of Marie
Callender’s providing him with wrong
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information, David Livingston initiated, in June
1994,
a
Products
Liability
and
Misrepresentation Lawsuit against the company.
Intending to protect other consumers as well as
himself, he feels that “restaurants need to be
more proactive in providing information about
their food’s internal ingredients to sensitive
individuals, especially those who ask.”
Restaurants making false allegations about
their use of MSG may just be more the rule
than the exception. Jack Samuels, who
founded the Illinois-based Truth In Labeling
Campaign with his wife Adrienne (both are
MSG-sensitive), recounts the tale of an ABC
news station in San Diego that investigated 10
different Oriental restaurants, each claiming
they didn’t use any MSG. After a laboratory
tested food purchased from each venue, the
chemical was indicated to be present in all
samples. A similar venture pursued by a New
York station uncovered an equivalent amount
of fraudulent claims by that city’s eateries.
David Livingston and ABC are not alone in
their pursuit of honesty and integrity in the
culinary MSG minefield: In 1988, a Pasadena,
California District Attorney successfully sued
Union Foods for mislabeling their Golden
Ramen soups as containing “NO MSG”, when
in fact it did. Under Section 403 of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the FDA has
acknowledged that such a practice would be
considered deceptive mislabeling of a product.
A California Civil Code also permits such a
lawsuit if a company makes untrue
representations. The Japanese-owned company
agreed to pay a $153,000 fine and recall
455,000 cases of the soup.
In December 1994, a Citizen Petition was
filed by the Truth In Labeling Campaign (in
conjunction with 29 independent citizens,
including 10 physicians) requesting the FDA
take specific action. It asked that all processed
foods be tested for the presence of glutamates
and, if present, that MSG be identified and its
amount listed in grams on the label.
It’s estimated that the total investment in
these testing and relabeling procedures would
be around $3 billion, resulting in a price
increase of only one quarter cent per product.
When the FDA failed to respond within the
prescribed 180 days, lawyers for the petitioners
filed suit in Federal Court in August 1995. As
the FDA first attempted to have the Court
dismiss the Complaint, then was withholding
important documents and evidence in their
possession, the trial date has been continually
postponed.
HOLD THE MSG!
If all this uproar over a simple seasoning
has taken you by surprise, then pull out your
chopsticks and get ready to burst a wellestablished bubble, for the “Chinese Restaurant
Syndrome” has gone international. If you

thought the only place you had to exclaim
“Hold the MSG!” while ordering a meal was at
your local chow mein eatery or egg roll takeout
joint, read on. Its presence has spread like a
virus, in epidemic proportions, into almost
everything we eat (at least anything that’s
“convenient”), and we’ve all been fooled.
This article is to shed light on the
deleterious effects of Monosodium Glutamate, a
dangerous “excitotoxin” which is currently used
in some form in almost every single processed,
pre-cooked,
and
pre-packaged
food
manufactured today, whether frozen, canned,
boxed, or dried. Not always detectable by
examining the product label, it may be hidden
under any one of a number of seemingly
innocuous, even wholesome and healthysounding ingredients. So buyer beware, as it
may not alway be where you expect to find it.
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Consumed over a long period of time, in great
enough quantities, monosodium glutamate poses
a serious threat to one’s physical, mental, and
emotional well-being.
Like a cobra curled up in a basket, this
toxic substance has insidiously slithered its way
into the cuisine of an entire generation and
waits, coiled and silent, ready to pounce on
even the most unsuspecting victim. Its venom,
its poison accumulates invisibly—a predator
that may strike now or later, sparing some
fortunate individuals, striking others without
warning. So, Mr. Grocery Store Manager, no,
I’m not allergic to MSG in the classic sense (as
far as I know, although I don’t keep track of
every headache or bout of minor depression),
but yes, I definitely am allergic to death. So
give me my money back, please.
AT THE ORIGIN OF FLAVOR

A WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING
If ever there was a wolf in sheep’s clothing,
this was it. Until recently, the wool had been
pulled securely over the eyes of even this health
food advocate, and I was adamant to reverse
the damage now that my blindfold had been
lifted. I had just finished devouring two
incredible books on the subject, and this
powerful new knowledge inspired the activist in
me to take my first action. Armed with a bag
of product “rejects” in one hand and a list of
food additives in the other, I ventured into the
grocery store and sniffed out the customer
service desk, determined to take advantage of
the company’s “satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back” policy. (Many supermarkets and
health food stores have such policies in place,
even if the products have been opened or used.)
I knew it would be the first time that a
customer returned items because they contained
not just MSG, but “hydrolyzed vegetable
protein”, “natural flavorings”, “corn syrup”,
“barley malt”, or “calcium caseinate”, so I came
prepared—documentation close at hand—to
explain the whole story should any argument
ensue. Surprisingly, the manager quickly and
cheerfully refunded my money, casually
commenting, “So you’re allergic to MSG, huh?”
Allergic? Tip of the iceberg, I thought.
Try brain cell destruction; try Alzheimer’s
Disease; try neurodegenerative ailments. If he
only knew the extent to which I yearned to
spew two volumes worth of statistics, scientific
data, and case studies at him like so many
cognitive bricks, shattering an ignorance that
permeates the food industry and consumers
alike. Because although approximately onethird of all Americans are sensitive to MSG
consumption, reacting with symptoms running
the gamut from fatigue, headaches, nausea, and
diarrhea, to heart irregularities, asthma attacks,
and depression, the down-and-dirty bottom line
of this excitotoxin’s detrimental effects on the
human organism is devastatingly simple:

Who would have dreamed that at the root of
this whole fiasco was an innocent little piece of
seaweed? For thousands of years, Japanese
chefs had been spicing up their cuisine by the
simple addition of a flavor-enhancing ocean
plant called “kombu” or “sea tangle”
(Laminariajaponica), which can still be
purchased in many specialty or natural foods
outlets. A chemistry professor at the Imperial
University of Tokyo named Kikunae Ikeda
began to investigate this seaweed’s amazing,
yet mysterious, qualities, and in 1908 was
successful in isolating its active ingredient as
the sodium salt of the amino acid Glutamic
Acid, or Monosodium Glutamate.
Aware that a potential treasure chest sat
bubbling in his test tube, Ikeda quickly patented
his newly discovered food secret and teamed up
with another enterprising businessman,
Saburosuke Suzuki, to form the Ajinomoto
Company (literal translation: “At The Origin Of
Flavor”). Their intention was to synthesize this
substance in the laboratory and introduce it to
the world in a massive campaign of
development, marketing, and distribution. By
1933, production had escalated to 10 million
pounds yearly, and “Ajinomoto” (the term is
used interchangeably with MSG) was the
Orient’s most popular seasoning.
Its consumption has doubled in every
decade since the 1940s, with the United States
alone using in excess of 80 million pounds
annually. Additionally, this figure fails to
include the enormous quantities of hydrolyzed
vegetable protein used (an ingredient also
produced by the Ajinomoto Co.), which
contains between 12-20% MSG and is mixed
into everything from canned tuna fish to baby
food to those vegetarian meat substitutes you
thought were safe. Today, this same company
is responsible for manufacturing more than half
the world’s supply, and has managed to make it
a staple within the processed food and restaurant
industries. What wheat is to bread, MSG is to
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almost anything in a box, bottle, or can.
STOWAWAY IN OUR FOOD SUPPLY
“How can this be?” you ask. You are an
avid label reader at the supermarket, and very
few products have Monosodium Glutamate
listed as an ingredient. Due to the fact that this
additive was proven harmful years ago and has
a negative reputation in the minds of countless
individuals who are highly sensitive to its
effects, MSG is cleverly disguised beneath a
myriad of deceitful monikers that the average
consumer wouldn’t blink twice at. Therefore,
under such bland generalizations as “natural
flavorings” (which may contain 20-60% MSG),
“spices”, “seasonings”, “broth”, “gelatin”, or
“bouillon”, one may stumble upon the
Glutamate snake coiled up in its basket, waiting
to thrust a concoction of unpleasant symptoms
onto its unwary dinner guests.
It may be injected into poultry or lurking
within the cured tobacco leaves of that cigarette
you’re taking drags on. It sneakily snugs
within the grains of the myriad baked goods
enhanced with malted barley (added to most
flour to help it rise) or the yeast used for the
same purpose (Red Star Yeast consists of 911% MSG).
This free-form Glutamate does occur
spontaneously in some whole unadulterated
foods, such as tomatoes, mushrooms, potatoes,
grapefruit, and parmesan cheese. However,
consumer groups want to make it crystal clear
that this natural form of free Glutamate is not
dangerous and does not cause adverse reactions
in people allergic to MSG.
According to Mrs. Wanke, a spokesperson
for NOMSG: “The FDA is purposefully
clouding the issue and deceiving the public by
comparing the naturally-occurring Glutamate
found in some foods to the kind that is
chemically added or created during processing.”
It is the breakdown of proteins during any of a
number of manufacturing procedures
(pasteurization, fermentation, enzyme
modification, hydrolysis, protein fortification,
chelation, etc.) which poses the risk to humans.
Jack Samuels of the Truth In Labeling
Campaign compares it to breaking apart a pearl
necklace, on which is strung a long chain of
bonded amino acid beads, after which they fall
off into “free form” units and lose their
relationship to each other. He relates that
“some neuroscientists feel that perhaps
hydrolyzed proteins are worse than pure MSG
because in effect you’re ingesting a ‘neurotoxic
amino acid stew’ containing Aspartic Acid and
L-Cysteine as well as Glutamates.”
Most people learn to live with the minor
physical reactions, which may occur daily or
regularly if one’s diet consists even in part of
processed or fast foods. They attribute their
discomfort to stress, lack of sleep, the weather,
or the flu, coping with the pain by merely
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popping an aspirin or antacid whenever
symptoms strike. In the scheme of things, a
cramp here, a wheeze there, an itch or ache
elsewhere, may easily be overlooked, but snap
together all the pieces of the MSG puzzle and
what materializes is the partial crippling of a
substantial slice of this planet’s population.
A minimum of 20 million people in the
United States, and in excess of 100 million
worldwide, experience prominent reactions.
Thirty percent of the population will react when
given 5 grams MSG (an amount easily
consumed in one day of eating convenience
foods) and 90% when administered 10 grams.
So why does the FDA continue to allow
this substance to inundate our food supply
when over 10,000 individual case studies have
proven its danger? Because, having an
undeniably suspicious allegiance to the large
pharmaceutical and chemical industries, the
FDA has decided to ignore documented
incidents by passing them off as “anecdotal”
evidence and, therefore, scientifically invalid.
At least four of the eight men on FASEB’s
expert panel had conflicts of interest (MSG
industry connections), and even though the
original study was advertised as an independent
review of existing data pertaining to
Glutamate’s safety, some important data were
omitted, and other data were distorted.
This was not the first time the FDA’s
sources were less than impeccable. An early
1970s committee set up to evaluate MSG in
baby food included toxicologists from DuPont
and Dow Chemical, as well as scientists tied to
Gerber Products and the International Mineral
and Chemical Corporation (producer of Accent
and 80% of the MSG sold in this country). Yet
another “expert” had acted as an industry
spokesman on behalf of the Grocery
Manufacturers’ Association.
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MSG lobby group (so what’s new?) titled The
Glutamate Association.
Composed of
representatives from major U.S. food
manufacturers in addition to (surprise, surprise)
the Ajinomoto Company, these powerful
monied interests have banded together to fight
anyone who would dare criticize their precious
seaweed derivative. So if their synthesized
chemical neurotoxic time bomb happens to
interact with your personal human organism in
anything less than a fortunate manner, well,
that’s just par for the course.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE

In 1948, the first symposium was held in
Chicago to introduce Monosodium Glutamate
to such companies in attendance as Campbell’s
(as in soups), Nestlé, General Foods, Libby,
Borden, Pillsbury, Oscar Meyer, United
Airlines, and the National Livestock and Meat
Board. The almost-too-good-to-be-true, flavorenhancing attributes of this substance were
described: its ability to intensify existing flavors
and increase odor appeal without contributing a
strong aftertaste of its own; suppress
undesirable bitterness or sourness; remove the
tinny taste from canned items; provide a meaty,
chicken-like flavor; add zest to low-fat, diet, or
bland foods; mask inferiority in quality or
freshness; and remove the stale or spoiled taste
from frozen or mass-produced meals (as in
cafeterias).
Needless to say, the bait was irresistible and
the big fish bit. The far-reaching consequences
of this eight-hour event to revolutionize
American food processing and adversely affect
the future health of many millions of its citizens
was at that time unforeseen. Over the years, as
the use of MSG increased, evidence began
trickling into the scientific community that
something was gravely wrong. The first case
WIZARD OF AHHS
studies were ridiculed, ignored, or swept under
the rug. Today, the tragedy of this spiking of the
An entire economy revolves around the American food supply has become crystal clear.
MSG phenomenon, and the multi-billion-dollar
TOXIC TIME BOMB
industry at stake has a huge investment in
protecting its reputation. As most people are
aware, addictions are big business, and greedy
Almost 30 years have elapsed since
corporate empires have more than once been physicians and scientists began publishing wellknown to sacrifice human welfare for the sake documented accounts of serious, even lifethreatening effects from the ingestion of small
of profit.
Whether the fixation is tobacco, alcohol, amounts of MSG (as served up in a bowl of
sugar, sex, or the almighty tastebud, human won-ton soup containing only 2.5-3 grains). In
beings (my friend calls us “pleasure units”) on sufficient quantities, it is toxic to everyone (the
the warpath toward sensory fulfillment will degree of reaction depends upon individual
always be easily manipulated by the tolerance levels and dosage), but for those who
propaganda geniuses of our day. So just who can’t metabolize it effectively, it acts like a poison
is the Wizard of Ahhs (as in: “Ahh, that sure that can trigger a combination of gastrointestinal,
tastes good!”) lurking in the shadows behind neurological, and psychological symptoms.
It has a peripheral effect on blood vessels
the MSG stage show?
The conspiracy to keep consumers in the and the lower esophageal sphincter, on the
dark about the hidden forms of MSG and its brain and central nervous system. Particularly
deleterious nature has been waged by the food severe reactions in some individuals can mimic
industry itself in conjunction with a special those signaling a stroke (slurred speech, loss of
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balance) or heart attack (pressure in chest area
radiating to the arms and neck); produce
disabling, arthritic conditions in the joints and
tendons; debilitating migraine headaches; severe
hives or rashes appearing to be “atopic
dermatitis”; acute asthmatic episodes requiring
hospitalization (artificial ventilation and
cardiopulmonary bypass); and prolonged attacks
of depression requiring psychiatric intervention.
Considering that 100 million persons
worldwide suffer from clinically recognized
depression (with teenage and childhood suicide
rates on a drastic upswing), and that asthma has
been identified as “the leading cause of
absenteeism among schoolchildren” by the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, it’s urgent that health professionals
begin considering whether MSG toxicity might
in certain cases be the real culprit.
THE SPICE OF DEATH
MSG intolerance is not merely an allergic
reaction, but demonstrates a classic toxic
reaction, a true drug effect. Technically, it can
be classified as a drug since it initiates changes
in the physiology and functioning of tissues and
organs while fulfilling absolutely no therapeutic
purpose. In essence, Monosodium Glutamate
works by tricking the body.
In his book In Bad Taste: The MSG
Syndrome, author George Schwartz, M.D.
describes the substance as a “mouth
aphrodisiac”. The brain resembles a television
set receiving a variety of signals. MSG placed
on the tongue increases the sensitivity of our taste
buds and feeling receptors, stimulating electrical
discharges and creating a more intense picture.”
In addition, Glutamates act as excitatory
neurotransmitters which stimulate brain cell
activity. In Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills,
neurosurgeon Dr. Russell Blaylock presents the
latest research findings to illustrate how
exposure to this class of chemicals (including
MSG and other glutamates, Aspartame/
Nutrasweet and other aspartates, and cystoic
acid/cysteine) can damage cerebral nerve cells:
“When neurons are exposed to these
substances, they become very excited and fire
their impulses very rapidly until they reach a
state of extreme exhaustion. Several hours later
these neurons suddenly die, as if the cells were
excited to death.” In the May 1997 issue of
Food Science magazine, contributing writer
Shirley Corriher confirms: “there is evidence
that glutamic acid is responsible for 75% of the
excitatory transmission in the brain.”
What’s more, the devastating implications
extend into the realm of our offspring’s health:
“Experiments will demonstrate that glutamate
and other excitotoxins can alter the way the
brain is formed during development....
Exposure to these powerful compounds early in
life could cause developmental brain defects
that would produce learning difficulties and

behavioral problems as the child grows
older...[and] may contribute to violent behavior
as well.”
Suspicions are mounting that the recent
increased incidence of hyperactivity and
attention deficit disorder (ADD) in children
may be attributed to the widespread use of
these toxins as food additives, and they may
play a major role as well in a whole group of
degenerative brain diseases in adults (especially
the elderly) including Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s,
Huntington’s, and Lou Gehrig’s Disease (ALS).
Even an FDA-sponsored FASEB report (the
scientific panel mentioned earlier) released in
July 1995 finally concluded that, due to the
controversy relating to the safety of Glutamic
Acid, they suggested it prudent that
supplements containing MSG not be used by:
infants, children, pregnant women, women of
childbearing age, and people with affective
(mood) disorders. Yet not only did the Food
and Drug Administration suppress this finding,
they then approved a new chicken pox vaccine
containing two sources of the chemical—
Glutamic Acid itself, and hydrolyzed gelatin
(vegetarian parents take note)—thereby
indiscriminately advocating it for the very
young as part of a standard, aggressively
prescribed medical procedure, when expert
opinion exists that it could be dangerous to
exactly these recipients. So much for child
protection in America, from C-note to shining
C-note. Do money and corporate influence
ever stop talking? Apparently not.
IN THE MOUTH OF BABES
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examining their brains, discovered that
specialized cells in the hypothalamus (the area
critical for both memory and learning) were
destroyed after a single dose of MSG. Brain
lesions also appeared in an infant Rhesus
monkey.
Obesity, behavioral disturbances, endocrine
changes, stunted bodies, seizures, and infertility
in the test animals were also reported.
(Leading Edge Research makes an interesting
comment in their literature on Glutamates: “If
MSG could solve the rodent population
problem, it could also help solve the population
problem for humans—in theory, that is.” Could
the spiking of the American food supply with
this chemical possibly be contributing to the
widespread epidemic amongst men of low
sperm count?) In all species tested, immature
animals were found to be much more
vulnerable to MSG’s toxic effects.
Dr. Olney was shocked to learn that the
concentrations of this substance added to
commercial baby foods was equal to that which
created brain lesions in the experimental
models.
After the Food and Drug
Administration refused to take action, Dr.
Olney testified before a Congressional
committee and finally succeeded in getting food
manufacturers to remove MSG from their infant
product lines.
Ironically, they simply
substituted a more dangerous ingredient in its
place: hydrolyzed vegetable protein (HVP),
which contains three known excitotoxins.
(HVP, though advertised as a safe, natural,
plant-based protein, is actually a mixture made
from “junk” vegetables unfit for sale.)
The extraction process involves boiling
them in a vat of acid, then neutralization with
caustic soda. The resulting brown sludge,
extremely high in glutamates, is scraped off the
top, dried, and sold. Then we eat it. (Yucch!)
Shamefully, millions of school children are fed
cafeteria meals laced with these poisons on a
daily basis, and we wonder why there is a
marked decline in scholastic performance,
concentration, and discipline in the classroom.
Who is protecting the innocent from this
chemical bombardment? According to one
government official: “There are no federal
regulations or policies which prohibit or limit
the use of monosodium glutamate in the
National School Lunch program or any of the
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture’s federally funded
programs.” ’Nuf said.
Once again, good conscience must fall on
the shoulders of ordinary citizens uniting in
grassroots coalitions.
The Feingold
Association, a children’s advocacy group
focused on reducing dangerous color additives in
food, wholeheartedly supports NOMSG’s efforts.

As far back as the 1950s and ’60s, the data
started rolling in. Although I do not condone
any kind of vivisection or animal
experimentation, I will present some startling
observations from which you can draw your
own conclusions. I don’t believe these
experimental results can necessarily be applied
to humans, nor do I believe they are ethical.
One of the first major indicators that implied
an MSG-disease link occurred in 1957 when
Dr. D. Newhouse and Dr. J. P. Lucas noticed
that baby mice forced to ingest glutamates
experienced rapid, irreversible destruction of
the majority of the nerve cells in the inner
layers of the animals’ retina (the visual receptor
cells of the eye) within minutes of exposure.
Coincidentally, an opthamology conference
held in Chicago last year (1996) found that
people stricken with Glaucoma happen to
contain anywhere from 10 to 50 times as much
glutamate in their eye tissue as persons without
Glaucoma, and their optic nerves are being
destroyed at a much faster rate.
In the late 1960s, John W. Olney, M.D., a
SPREAD THE WORD!
neuroscientist working at the Dept. of
Psychiatry at Washington University in St.
If you want to further your knowledge on
Louis, repeated Lucas’ and Newhouse’s
experiment on neonatal mice and, upon the subject, please contact: The NATIONAL
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ORGANIZATION MOBILIZED TO STOP
GLUTAMATES at 1-800-BEAT-MSG, or see
their webpage at <http://www.nomsg.com>.
They have an active membership and publish a
quarterly newletter. The Truth In Labeling
Campaign may be contacted at: P.O. Box 2532,
Darien, IL 60561; phone: 312-642-9333. To
order the books mentioned, Health Press may
be reached at 1-800-643-BOOK.
Since MSG sensitivity increases with age,
we may all eventually find ourselves in a
position of having to become food detectives
and legislative advocates in the quest for health
freedom and personal choice. For now, we
have a few courageous individuals to thank for
helping to protect the rights of all American
citizens—folks like the Samuels in Chicago
who are fighting for stringent labeling laws,
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and like David Livingston who awaits his trial
against a major restaurant chain.
Armed with a new understanding after his
July 1993 brush with death sparked by that
Marie Callender’s bowl of soup, he warns all
consumers to be aware: “The bottom line is, do
you really know what you’re putting in your
mouth when you buy food? Where it’s been,
how it’s been processed, what it has gone
through to get to your plate? The answer is
that, especially at restaurants—moreso than
with food you buy at supermarkets, where at
least you have a listing of the ingredients—you
really have no clue.”
Let’s take a clue from these pure food
pioneers. Become an informed, discriminating
consumer. Take action, take control, take
charge of your future and your health!

— Part IX Of A Series —

Native American Perspectives:

Toward Sovereign Indian Nations
2/22/00 RAY BILGER
Prior to the arrival of the Europeans on these
shores, the native, indigenous tribes of America
were sovereign by nature. They conducted their
own affairs, as they had done for thousands of
years, living in harmony with the Great Spirit
and All of Creation, and depended upon no
other source of power to uphold their acts of
government.
From the earliest beginnings of relations
between the U.S. Government and the
Indigenous American Nations, those relations
were “sovereign government” to “sovereign
government”. Dealings between the U.S.
Government and the Indigenous American
Nations went through the same treaty process as
European or other sovereigns, such as Great
Britain or Germany or France.
However, by 1876 the U.S. Supreme Court
had clearly acknowledged that “the acquisition
of territory has been the moving cause of all
Indian treaties” (U.S. v. Forty Three Gallons of
Whiskey, 93 U.S. 188). Statements to the
contrary avoid this simple truth and make
excuses for barbaric and oppressive government
actions which persist to this day. For the most
part, no really meaningful government
recognition of Native rights was present then or
now.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.) was
created in 1824 as part of the War Department.

This leaves little doubt as to the real purpose for
its creation. In 1849 the B.I.A. was transferred
to the Department of the Interior, but there was
no substantive change in the overall policy
toward the original inhabitants of this land.
Today, the B.I.A.’s Mission Statement
claims they are working “to enhance the quality
of life, to promote economic opportunity, and to
carry out the responsibility to protect and
improve the trust assets of American Indians....
Our priority is to support and enhance tribal
government.” The facts, however, paint quite a
different picture.
With the B.I.A. managing hundreds of
millions of dollars of tribal trust assets, why have
places like the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
(Oglala Lakota Sioux) in South Dakota suffered
with 80% unemployment, ramshackle housing,
and hunger, for decades? And the situation is
the same on reservation after reservation. How
does this equate with “enhancing the quality of
life?”
The Indians gave up their lands through
treaties, in exchange for continuing concessions
from the U.S. Government. The truth of the
matter is that those trust assets have been
mismanaged in case after case. Why? Because
the U.S. Government doesn’t want any more
Indians. They would like nothing more than to
see the Indians just dry up and blow away with
the wind.
John “Bud” Shapard, the B.I.A. official who
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was in charge of creating the federal recognition
process in 1978—the exceedingly long and
demeaning process whereby the government
dictates the terms and conditions that must be
met for a tribe to be officially recognized, and
thus eligible for federal funds—has said:
[Quoting]
I created a monster.... The B.I.A. and other
federal agencies had 35 defintions of Indians.
Nobody’s ever clearly defined what a tribe is. I
wrote the damn things and I didn’t know what a
tribe was, so for God’s sake, what have you
got.... You had dueling historians and dueling
genealogists and it got to be a joke, a serious
joke. The standards got to be impossible....
There’s a conflict of interest there...[because] the
government doesn’t want any more
Indians....[End quote]
Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Indian
Affairs, Kevin Gover, recently told a coalition of
23 tribes that the B.I.A. “was meant to fail—to
see that the tribes disappear.” Gover admitted
that there are “more than 300,000 mismanaged
accounts [ for individual Indians] that total
upwards of $500 million.” But he promised that
things are getting better: “The Bureau is poised
to serve Indian country in a more responsive and
effective manner.”
Is the B.I.A. somehow going to straighten
itself out? Are we to believe that the foxes are
now going to make things better for the hens—
especially after they have been successfully
devouring them for so many years? This is just
more whitewash and lies, and until real and
meaningful change is made in the U.S.
Government’s policies and relations with regard
to the Native Americans, they can only expect
more of the same.
Wampanoag Indian Chairwoman Beverly
Wright said of Kevin Gover’s speech: “We have
these people who come to our tribe to sell us
products. That is what his speech reminded me
of.” Tribal leaders said they have been hearing
about a new and improving B.I.A. for years.
When the B.I.A. states that their “priority is
to support and enhance tribal government” they
fail to state for whose benefit. When one reads
such a statement, it appears on the surface that
what is meant is to enhance tribal government
for the benefit of the Indian tribe—but nothing
could be further from the truth. Shouldn’t the
Indians be accorded the opportunity to have their
own traditional governments if that is what they
want?
The U.S. Government established the
reservations, and then put the B.I.A. in charge of
setting up tribal councils for all the tribes.
Under the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act
(I.R.A.), the Indian Nations were reorganized by
having their traditional governmental structures
replaced by tribal councils directly patterned
after a corporate board. Although not openly
disclosed, the real reason for this has been to
facilitate outside corporations (like oil, gas, coal,
gold, and uranium companies) being able to
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lease Indian lands.
Well, the Indian Nations got reorganization
whether they wanted it or not. On the Pine
Ridge Reservation, quite a number of dead
people somehow managed to vote for
reorganization. After this was revealed and
documented, the votes were allowed to stand
and reorganization proceeded.
On the Hopi Reservation in Arizona, 85% of
the Indians opposed and actively boycotted the
vote for reorganization. Their abstentions were
counted as “yes” votes. The list of such
examples could be extended, but doesn’t
anybody find something just a bit unjust about
all of this?
The tribal councils set up by the B.I.A.
consist of Indians who are paid well for being on
the councils, while other Indians on the
reservations get nothing. This arrangement
helps to create dissention between those Indians
who have and those who have not. It is the old
game of divide and conquer. Those on the
councils want to keep their income, and so they
“go along to get along”—allowing the leasing of
prime reservation land to large corporations for
next to nothing, while millions of dollars of
profit flow off of Indian lands.
The Hopi and the Navajo in Arizona don’t
want the Peabody Coal Company (a subsidiary
of Lehman Brothers) raping and destroying
Mother Earth for millions of dollars in profits.
But they now have virtually no say over the very
sacred land that is supposed to be theirs—land
given to their care by the Great Spirit. The
B.I.A. wants to evict them off of their lands
because of fabricated “irreconcilable” tensions
between the two tribes.
Do you remember the Indian protests of the
1970s? In 1973, 200 members of the American
Indian Movement (A.I.M.) occupied the village
of Wounded Knee (on the Pine Ridge
Reservation) for 69 days, demanding a U.S.
Senate investigation into the condition of Native
Americans. The Oglala Sioux were protesting
the continuing injustices to their people and the
government’s violation of their treaty rights
under the 1868 Treaty. But, to this day, there
have still been no real substantive policy
changes on Pine Ridge.
By the way, if you have not yet done so, you
should go out and rent the video of the excellent
1992 TriStar Pictures movie, Thunderheart,
which is a very serious dramatization of events
in the 1970s on the Pine Ridge Reservation.
This is a disturbing yet powerful movie that
embraces the real spirit of the Indian people,
seldom seen by non-Indians. This is a must-see
movie.
Tensions continued throughout the 1970s as
Indians continued to demand their rights to have
the treaties honored. And—just as we still find
today—mysterious deaths of Indians were
rampant. As former U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark pointed out: “In March of 1975
alone, seven Indians were killed [at Pine Ridge],
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their deaths going virtually uninvestigated
despite the presence of an army of F.B.I. agents
and other federal, state, and tribal lawmen.”
What was not revealed publicly, however,
was the fact that, on the same day of the shootout at the Jumping Bull Ranch (on Pine Ridge),
on June 26, 1975 (where two F.B.I. agents were
killed), one-eighth of the Pine Ridge Reservation
was transferred to U.S. uranium- and goldmining interests! With Pine Ridge being over
1.7 million acres, that translates to over 220,000
acres, or 347 square miles, given over to the
raping of Mother Earth! And who do you
suppose gets all the profits that are realized?
Remember—there is still rampant poverty and
80% unemployment on Pine Ridge.
The two F.B.I. agents who were killed had
chased a pick-up truck onto the isolated ranch
where there was an Indian family with small
children. What happened immediately after the
shoot-out at Jumping Bull has aptly been called
“The Reign of Terror”.
The Tribal Council President, Dick Wilson,
and his vigilante, self-termed “GOON Squad”,
along with more than 300 combat-clad F.B.I.
agents, armored vehicles, and helicopters, turned
the reservation upside down in their search to
find those responsible for the deaths of the
agents.
Ramsey Clark doesn’t hold back from
pointing a finger directly at the U.S.
Government: “With government complicity, a
rogue paramilitary group that proudly called
itself the GOONs—Guardians Of the Oglala
Nation—were provided with weapons, training,
and motivation to create a wave of
violence...against traditional Indian people and
their supporters.”
Former Director of the Rocky Mountain
Regional Office of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, William F. Muldrow, recalls what
happened next:
[Quoting]
The Commission on Civil Rights
immediately began to receive calls from
reservation residents regarding abuses by the
F.B.I. As a Civil Rights Analyst for the
Commission, I was sent up to observe and report
on the happenings. Terror reigned. Roadblocks
were set up and all vehicles were stopped and
searched. There were reports of numerous
incidents of isolated farmhouses being
surrounded by military vehicles, with a
helicopter overhead, and the occupants ordered
by megaphones to leave their homes. More
firsthand accounts told of agents with automatic
weapons breaking down doors to search houses
without warrants.
Joe Stuntz, an Indian, was also killed during
the shoot-out, but no charges or arrests were
ever made in connection with his death....
In the period which followed, Anna Mae
Aquash, a Canadian citizen, who was seen as a
key witness, and who was allegedly threatened
and abused by the F.B.I., was found shot to
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death and her body dumped in a ravine. An
F.B.I.-ordered autopsy failed to reveal the large
bullet wound in the back of her head, leading to
more criticism of the F.B.I. and their methods....
[Between 1973 and 1976] there were over 60
unsolved murders on the reservation for which
the investigatory responsibility lay with the
F.B.I.
[End quoting]
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is an
independent, fact-finding agency of the federal
government. It collects and studies information
related to the denial of civil rights and makes
recommendations for corrective action.
Charged with the murder of those two F.B.I.
agents was A.I.M. member Leonard Peltier, an
artist and writer, well known for his non-violent
style of defending Indian rights. And, although
all of the available evidence points
overwhelmingly to Peltier’s innocence, the
F.B.I. needed (and apparently still needs) a
scapegoat, so Leonard sits today in Leavenworth
for a crime he didn’t commit. Now well known
around the world, Peltier has been called the
Nelson Mandela of the American Indian people.
(See Peltier’s book, Prison Writings—My Life Is
My Sun Dance, published by St. Martin’s Press,
Spring 1999.)
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, in a
Memorandum to the U.S. Justice Department,
reported that the F.B.I. was an extraneous force
on the Pine Ridge reservation, and that the
agents had no understanding of Indian ways. It
was noted that the F.B.I.’s actions were seen as
biased and the source of much tension and
controversy. Although the Commission
recommended that the F.B.I. be relieved of its
responsibility to investigate felonies on the
reservation, that recommendation has never been
implemented.
Since the F.B.I. is an agency of the
government that set up the reservations (and
does not want any more Indians), the same
government that put the corrupt B.I.A. in charge
of installing the “tribal councils”—why would
anyone expect the F.B.I. to support the Indians
and their rights? It seems only too obvious that
they are there to cover-up the truth and help
perpetuate the injustice. They appear to be the
enforcers for big business and the government
(essentially the same conglomerate in this case).
Still think brutality against Native Americans is
a thing of the past?
On January 16, 2000, about 100 traditional
Oglala Sioux protesters peacefully occupied the
Red Cloud Tribal Building on the Pine Ridge
Reservation, demanding, among other things,
the ouster of Tribal Treasurer Wesley “Chuck”
Jacobs, a White man. The Indians have had
enough. Jacobs has been accused of the
mismanagement of $7-$9 million.
Considering the highly tense atmosphere, the
situation has remained relatively calm. On
Monday, January 31, a turbulent and rocky
council meeting got underway at the Billy Mills
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Hall in Pine Ridge Village. The meeting was
expected to continue through Friday, February
4. On the first day, the treasurer was suspended.
Since he was only suspended, the protesters said
they would stay in the Red Cloud Building until
he was removed permanently.
The second day of the council meeting lasted
only two hours. Councilman Floyd Brings
Plenty introduced a motion to suspend the tribal
president for misappropriation of funds. Tribal
President Harold Dean Salway immediately
adjourned the session, declaring that no business
could be conducted with council members and
audience members disrupting the proceedings.
Council members were stunned by Salway’s
action.
This was the second time Salway adjourned
a meeting when a motion for his suspension was
introduced. The last time was on November 23,
1999. Councilman Gerald Big Crow said
Salway’s move today was enough to consider
impeachment. So much for the B.I.A.-installed
tribal council being a body representative of the
Indians’ needs and interests. Salway certainly
appears to be working for someone else.
We shall watch and see how that situation
unfolds and sorts itself out. The county where
Pine Ridge is located is still the poorest county
in the United States, even with all that vast
mineral wealth beneath their feet!
At the meeting mentioned earlier, that
Assistant Secretary of the Interior Kevin Gover
had with 23 tribes, Gover fielded questions after
his speech. But the tribal leaders were not
interested in talking about the B.I.A.’s plans to
“fix” the trust fund accounts. They wanted to
talk about self-governance issues, and the lack
of response from the B.I.A. concerning this.
Many tribes now want to initiate a selfgovernance policy in which they would assume
complete control over how federal monies are
spent for their tribes. That would be something
new, for they have never been allowed to do so
before. However, working out a selfgovernance policy with the B.I.A. has been
nearly impossible.
Wampanoag Chairwoman Beverly Wright
asked why, in the last two years since her tribe
voted for self-governance, have they not had
even one meeting with the B.I.A. about this?
Gover said he was unaware of the issue, but
promised to look into it. More lies and empty
promises?
The Native Americans have never wanted
tribal councils imposed on them by the U.S.
Government. They had functioned and lived
very well for thousands of years without the
White man’s government, so why would they
suddenly want it now?
The answer, quite simply, is that the U.S.
Government does not want the Native
American tribes to truly grasp the idea that they
are Sovereign Nations which don’t need the
U.S. Government. Rather, the Indians are
supposed to believe and consider themselves a
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dependant people.
As you can see, there are ample reasons
why the American Indian nations might want to
again become Independent Sovereign Nations,
like France or Germany.
Up in northwest Montana, things were
pretty much the same on the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation—with ramshackle housing,
unnecessary poverty, 50% unemployment, and
a corrupt tribal council mismanaging funds.
But the Blackfoot people (this is their true
name; it was the White man who told them they
must be called Blackfeet because there are more
than one of them) have had enough, and began to
initiate change which has now resulted in the
Blackfoot Nation issuing a Declaration Of
Independence from Canada and the United States.
But we need to back up here to set the
stage for this momentous event. It is important
to realize that the situation with respect to the
Blackfoot people is just a bit different than it is
for other Indians. The 1851 treaty, which
established the boundaries of the Blackfeet
Indian Reservation, was not signed by any
Blackfoot. In fact, there was not even one
Blackfoot present for any of the treaty
negotiations! But the federal government didn’t
seem to notice, or at least they didn’t seem to
mind.
By 1855, however, further treaty
negotiations were held, but this time only four
Blackfoot band chiefs were present to
(supposedly) represent thousands of Indians
(see The Blackfeet, by John C. Ewers,
copyright 1958, by the University of Oklahoma
Press). It seems doubtful, however, that those
four chiefs could comprehend the magnitude of
what they were agreeing to.
But now the Blackfoot people have had
enough of broken treaties, empty promises, and
the corruption of the White man’s imposed
“tribal business council”. On December 14,
1999, The Blackfoot Nation formally submitted
their Declaration Of Independence to the U.S.
Government and the Canadian Government.
The Governor General of Canada (the Head
of State, equivalent to the U.S. Secretary of
State) personally called a leader of the
Blackfoot Nation to acknowledge their
announcement, and expressed her personal
apologies at not being able to attend an
upcoming event related to this Declaration.
President Bill Clinton has been requested to
call the Blackfoot Nation and congratulate
them, but to date there has been no response
from Washington, D.C.
Perhaps his
acknowledgment might be seen as a “green
light” to other tribes that they too might seek
freedom from the oppressive federal
government.
The American Indians are treated like
slaves, with what is rightfully theirs stolen from
them every day. They are the worst treated
people in America, and they always have been
(see my book, The Untold History Of America,
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page 67). Even the Black slaves were given
their freedom in 1865. But the Indians remain
slaves on the reservations—there to be
exploited by the big corporations, and to live in
poverty to remind them constantly how they are
less than human (remember, even our
Constitution still considers them so).
Perhaps what the Blackfoot people are
doing is what we need at this time—Sovereign
Indian Nations (free from any connection to the
corrupt White man’s government) showing us
the way we can begin to live again in harmony
and balance with Mother Earth and with All
Creation. They can set an example for the rest
of us, of how we can clean up the land, and
the rivers, the lakes, the streams, the air we
breathe, and the water we drink.
Think back for a moment. We have already
seen what the White man has done with the
environment in the short time we have been on
this continent. Surely the Indian’s example can
be no worse. The example they originally gave
us, when the Europeans first came here, was a
land of pristine lakes and rivers that were the
source of fresh drinking water, unspoiled
breathtaking vistas of natural beauty, and pure
clean air to breathe—surely unlike what the
Europeans had left behind to come here.
We need to look at this new development in
a positive light, for that is the atmosphere in
which the Blackfoot people are attempting to
move as they take a stand to define and shape
their own destiny.
Long Standing Bear Chief is one of the
leaders of the Blackfoot Nation responsible for
submitting the Declaration Of Independence.
Although the word Chief is part of his name,
he says he is not actually a Chief. You can
find out more about him and the Blackfoot
Nation at the www.blackfoot.org website.
Long Standing Bear Chief consented to be
interviewed about the Blackfoot Nation, why
the Declaration Of Independence, and why
now, about life on the Blackfeet Reservation,
and about his hopes and dreams for the future.
In the next segment of this series we will share
some of that interview.
Let us close with some appropriate words of
wisdom from an unknown Native American
source:
[Quoting]
I know that all must be brought into the
Sacred Hoop for it to be mended. I often
wonder how we will bring those who do not
see even the simplest of Circles into the
greatest Circle of all. Then I remember it is a
thing that has been promised by Spirit. That is
how I know it will come to be.
[End quoting]
These are times of great change and
purification on a planetary scale. It should
probably thus not come as a surprise that the
Native peoples of the American continent may
play a pivotal role in this Season of Renewal
and Healing.
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News Desk Special Report:

A Fancy Trail Of Money
Laundering By Greenspan,
Bush & The Twiglets
Editor’s note: The following information
was assembled by our News Desk guru, Dr. Al
Overholt, from the sightings.com website. It is
not likely this data will be part of the dizzying
verbiage parade by the implicated presidential
candidates that is already monopolizing the
major media outlets.
1/28/00

SHERMAN H. SKOLNICK

THE REPUTED COCAINE BANK
MONEY LAUNDRY WIZARD FOR
GEORGE BUSH FAMILY
ARRESTED IN CHICAGO
The reputed cocaine bank money laundry
wizard for former President George Herbert
Walker Bush and two of his sons has been
arrested in Chicago. The matter is tied as well,
reportedly, to corrupt top IRS officials, Chicago
Region Office, fingered by our work.
Giorgio Pelossi, a prominent Swiss
accountant, was arrested January 20, 2000, at
O’Hare International Airport, after officials of
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) found he was wanted on an
international arrest warrant issued in Milan,
Italy, about a year previously. Pelossi, 61, was
somehow actually traveling under his own
name. His name showed up on a passenger
manifest in a routine check provided to officials
of the INS. (Savvy sources, however, dispute
that it was so “routine”, but was rather a
follow-up of matters outlined in our TV
documentary, 11/29/99.)
In his appearance before a Federal
Magistrate in Chicago, Pelossi agreed not to
oppose being sent back to Italy by extradition.
Pelossi signed papers in Chicago’s Federal
District Court waiving his right to a hearing in
Chicago.
Pelossi is reportedly the cocaine bank
money laundry expert for the former president
and two of his sons, Texas Governor George
W. Bush and Florida Governor Jeb Bush.
Some claim that the matter also reportedly

implicates the other son, Neil Bush, who
escaped federal prison through a reputedly
corrupt arrangement upon the downfall of
Denver-based Silverado Savings & Loan
Association, an apparent CIA proprietary
operation of which Neil Bush was an official.
Some contend Silverado, at the hands of Neil
Bush, was likewise a money laundry for illicit
funds, including reportedly narcotics trafficking.
For a year or more now, journalists and
commentators in Spain have been writing and
talking about the Elder Bush and two of his
sons, George W. and Jeb, being reportedly
implicated in billions of dollars of dope money
laundered through banks in Spain, Italy,
Mexico, and the United States. The cocaine
banking cartel, for which Pelossi reportedly was
the kingpin and brains, was centered in Milan
and Barcelona. According to stories, some
date-lined Rome, in December, 1995, by
Reuters, United Press International, and other
news and law enforcement personnel, Italian
authorities contended they had proof leading
them to assert that the Archbishop of Barcelona
was implicated with the Vatican Bank and
others in a vast money laundry ring reportedly
involving, among others:
[1] FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
CICERO (a Chicago suburb, Al Capone land, a
long-known mafia enclave). Later it became
the flagship of PINNACLE BANC GROUP.
Still later, to confuse matters, the bank was
called Old Kent Bank, a unit whose head office
is Grand Rapids, Michigan. Pinnacle was the
successor and alter ego to the mysterious,
scandal-wrecked BANK OF CREDIT AND
COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL, which
supposedly (although not actually) went under
in 1991. BCCI was a reputed assassination and
espionage funding apparatus for various
intelligence agencies, including the American
CIA, the French CIA, and Israel’s The Mossad
(The Institute).
Bishop Paul Marcinkus, head of the
VATICAN BANK until 1991, was also the
dominant force controlling First National Bank
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of Cicero. Marcinkus was originally from
Cicero and ran a church there. Marcinkus fled
the Vatican, sheltering himself with his Vatican
passport, when Italian authorities sought to grill
him and possibly prosecute him for various
criminal offenses he reportedly committed as
Vatican Bank chief. He returned to the U.S.
and lives in Sun City, Arizona.
[2] Roger D’Onofrio, an American CIA
official with dual citizenship, U.S. and Italy,
living near Naples, Italy. Italian authorities, in
the wire service and other stories of December,
1995, described him as the CIA’s secret
paymaster in Italy to fund political
assassinations of those not liked by the
American CIA, and to pay-off or destroy
opposition parties in the Italian government.
The Pelossi-Marcinkus-D’Onofrio ring
reportedly, through Vatican Bank and other
financial institutions, trafficked in smuggled
gold, osmium nuclear bomb triggers, high
quality counterfeit foreign currencies, and other
illicit goods and services. With the corrupt
connivance of top officials of the INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE, Chicago Region office,
Pelossi reportedly arranged the laundering of
billions of dollars through concealed and
dummy accounts, reportedly in the following
banks (among others, and for and on behalf
reportedly of George W. Bush, Jeb Bush, and
the Elder Bush, their father): HARRIS BANK
OF CHICAGO, and their Foreign Exchange
section, called ForEx, a unit of BANK OF
MONTREAL owned principally by the
whiskey-soaked Bronfman family (Seagrams
booze, Cineplex Odeon movie theater chain, as
well as numerous operations of recordsentertainment in California).
The former major owner of Harris Bank,
now also a major stockholder of the Bank of
Montreal, is U.S. Sen. Peter Fitzgerald (R-IL).
Harris Bank/Bank of Montreal are interlocked
with the worldwide Mexican bank cartel,
Grupo Financiero Bancomer. In May, 1998,
Bancomer pleaded guilty to U.S. federal
criminal charges of vast dope money
laundering. They tried to whitewash the matter
with
an
explanation
on
their
www.bancomer.com website.
Bancomer has operated in the U.S. through
branches in Los Angeles and New York. Their
attempt to open a branch in Chicago was
opposed by one or more City of Chicago
Alderman who referred to the Bancomer
criminal guilty plea. Yet, the Federal Reserve
apparently is ready to let Bancomer operate
throughout the U.S. in various units.
Bancomer is not only reportedly implicated
in the Russian embezzlement caper, where
many billions of dollars disappeared or were
laundered. They also are reportedly implicated
in the ring of which Pelossi has been the brains
and kingpin, for the Bush Family and others,
in Portugal, Spain, Italy, and elsewhere,
including Morocco and Colombia.
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Harris Bank also has secret and dummy
accounts of reputed terrorist Osama bin Laden.
His concealed accounts are reportedly jointly
with Sharon Percy Rockefeller, top official in
Washington, D.C. of PBS, and her family. She
is the wife of U.S. Senator John D. Rockefeller
IV (D-WV). Her family reportedly are in the
construction business with bin Laden.
(President Clinton says he cannot “find”
reputed terrorist bin Laden’s accounts to freeze
them. Really?)
In October, 1998, we confronted top
officials of Harris Bank in Chicago with their
secret accounts of the mysterious $50 million of
federal agency funds originally parked with
Household Bank, which merged with Harris
Bank. The funds, belonging to Joseph
Andreuccetti, were secretly transferred without
his permission to Little Rock, Arkansas, to try
to cover up the embezzlement of Madison
Guaranty S&L, for which Bill and Hillary
Clinton are subject to federal criminal
prosecution for stealing bank funds.
REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK OF NEW
YORK: The bank is a reputed money laundry
for smuggled gold as used by the intelligence
agencies, such as the American CIA. The
principal owner of the Bank, Edmond J. Safra,
was murdered in December, 1999, supposedly
by the acts and doings of his purported male
“nurse”, an unstable former member reportedly
of the Green Berets, apparently part of one of
their “hit” teams. As to the murder of Safra,
visit our www.skolnicksreport.com website and
see the story “Murder In The Gold Market” as
well as the update.
The arrest of Giorgio Pelossi is apparently
just another event related to our one-hour
public-access cable TV documentary cablecast
within Chicago to some 400,000 viewers on
November 29, 1999. Our program, called
Broadsides, showed pictures of an ocean-going
boat, renamed California Rose—a reputed
traveling money laundry, plying between
Mexico, through the Caribbean, including
stopping at the Dutch Island of St. Maartens, a
dope laundry haven, and then on to Portugal
and Spain.
The boat, as we stated, is a reported
gambling casino, apparently owned and
operated by current, recently current, and
former top U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE officials, Chicago Region Office.
For some twenty years, they reportedly
operated a dope traffic “immunity” zone in a
western suburb of Chicago, four large buildings
called Kingspoint Condominiums.
The
buildings, originally owned by Joseph
Andreuccetti, were seized by the corrupt IRS
officials, NOT for the public treasury, BUT
FOR THEIR OWN PERSONAL INTEREST.
Andreuccetti was kept in an apparent fraudulent
INVOLUNTARY bankruptcy for almost 14
years, at the connivance of First National Bank
of Cicero and the nephew and godson of

Bishop Paul Marcinkus.
Reportedly participating in all this was
Congressman Henry Hyde (R-IL) who lived
near Kingspoint.
For details, see the three-part series
“Corrupt IRS Officials Face Exposure In Dope
Bust”. Part 3 has pictures of the IRS boat.
Visit our www.skolnicksreport.com website.
Our sending six heavy volumes of
corruption documents to the Inspector General
of the U.S. Treasury apparently caused the
dope bust situation in January, 2000, as well as
the arrest of Pelossi.
Pelossi is reportedly interwoven with the
German political scandal that has tarred former
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his conservative
political party, the Christian Democratic Union.
Pelossi, according to published reports, has
provided German prosecutors with information
about alleged pay-offs to German political
figures.
(The Chicago Sun-Times on January 27,
2000, had a much-censored, watered-down
story about Pelossi leaving out many details that
the presslords are well aware are involved
about the Bush family and the corrupt IRS.)
2/10/00

SHERMAN H. SKOLNICK

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY BRIBES &
AIDS BUSH IN GOLD SWINDLES
PART 1
More than three hundred reportedly
authentic secret Federal Reserve wire transfer
records show how the Chairman of America’s
private central bank has apparently bribed and
aided in corrupt deeds George Herbert Walker
Bush and his family, all over a period of time.
Later, Greenspan, reportedly jointly with Bush
and a swarm of major financial entities, derived
a horrific benefit in a major gold swindle.
In clandestine meetings, over a period of
months, the reportedly genuine documents were
turned over to our research and investigation
group by government officials clearly in an
inside position to possess and confirm such
data.
A conversation at one such meeting: “Tell
Sherman, if you or he ever reveals our identity,
we are all dead, every one of us. Also in
jeopardy of life and limb would be more than
eight others in key government and financial
positions.” Some of the records purport to have
the wire transfer signature of A. Greenspan
whose term as Commissar of the Federal
Reserve was renewed in the new century.
Because he is like a corrupt Soviet dictator,
answerable to no one, we coined the term
“Alan Redspan”.
The document delivery team was assured of
confidentiality by our past record. As the
founder/chairman of our group, Citizen’s
Committee To Clean Up The Courts, since
1963, I have been imprisoned some eight times
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in four decades, not for committing crimes, but
for so-called “contempt of court”, for refusing
to reveal the identity of long-reliable sources of
high-level corruption data turned over to us on
the sly. Our sources, cross-checked with
others, and backed-up by over one million
documents already in our possession, have
enabled us, over a period of decades, to
spotlight what some describe as the biggest
judicial bribery scandals in U.S. history.
Briefly stated, this includes the downfall we
caused in 1969, of Illinois’ highest tribunal, the
Illinois Supreme Court, with half the high court
being put to the wall. In the 1970s, our work
led to the jailing for bribery of the highest level
sitting federal judge in U.S. history, a federal
appeals judge in Chicago, who had also been
former State Governor, and his aide, former
head of the Illinois Department of Revenue, the
tax collectors. 7th Circuit Federal Appeals
Judge Otto Kerner, Jr. went on all the media
and said “Skolnick is a liar”. Kerner died an
ex-convict, convicted as I accused him to his
face, as is our long-time policy.
From 1983 to 1993, our work set off a
series of scandals, by which 20 local judges
and 40 lawyers were sent to prison for bribery,
including the Chief Judge of the Traffic Court,
who in a taped interview said: “Mr. Skolnick,
you are imagining things, there is no corruption
in this courthouse.”
The Federal Reserve wire transfer data,
which is also corroborated by matters already in
our possession, among other things, confirms
the following:
[1] That George Herbert Walker Bush,
starting back at the time he was Vice President
and continuing long thereafter, reportedly
corruptly benefitted from billions and billions of
dollars transferred at the behest, of among
others, Alan Greenspan, to private corporations
worldwide, in which the Elder Bush apparently
has a beneficial interest, and/or is a major stock
or bond holder, and/or is a kingpin therein, in
other capacities. Included are enterprises in
Saudi Arabia, North Korea, Hong Kong,
Denmark, England, Red China, Taiwan, Japan,
and Germany, among others. Some of the
purported secret wire transfers of massive
amounts were jointly for the Elder Bush and
his brother, Prescott, a financial broker in New
England. According to published accounts,
Prescott Bush arranged vast, unsavory deals
with the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza, as well as
dictator-types in Red China, including
reportedly with the top officials of the Red
Chinese Secret Police (who also operate greatly
in North America).
[2] Holding as well a large beneficial
interest, and/or as major stock or bond holder in
those accounts has been Jackson Stephens, the
Little Rock, AR-based bond broker, largest
such operation outside of Wall Street.
Stephens, tied reportedly to the ethnic Chinese
gangsters like the Riady family interwoven with
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Clinton and Ollie North and the dope traffic,
has been a major backer of Sludge Willie. The
nefarious worldwide reputed corrupt deals of
the Stephens family have been covered up by
Alan Redspan and what some call the highly
secretive, conspiratorial Federal Reserve.
[3] Some of the firms and enterprises, to
which the massive wire transfer assets were
sent, are reportedly CIA proprietary operations
set up by Bush as the head and former head of
America’s secret political police. (Now a
Chicago-based bankruptcy expert, William A.
Brandt, Jr., has been a worldwide expert in
quietly terminating CIA proprietaries once their
espionage function is completed, as shown by
documents released under Freedom of
Information by the U.S. Justice Department.
Brandt’s activities overlapped those of the Elder
Bush.)
[4] Some of the billions and billions of
dollars of reputed wire transfers went for the
beneficial interest of the Elder Bush, and his
son Neil, an official of a CIA proprietary,
disguised as Denver-based Silverado Savings &
Loan Association. The S & L went under and
Neil Bush should have been sent to prison for
causing the downfall by reportedly misusing
large amounts of federally-insured thrift agency
funds. On the other hand, as accused in stories
in the press in Spain, the Elder Bush and his
sons George W. Bush (Texas Governor) and
Jeb Bush (Florida Governor) and Jeb’s wife, a
native of Colombia, are reportedly incriminated
through huge money laundering of dope
proceeds through banks owned by criminals in
Spain—dope proceeds reportedly from
Colombia, Morocco, Portugal, and Italy. We
publicized the quiet arrest in Chicago in
January, 2000, of the reputed Bush family
cocaine bank money laundry wizard, Giorgio
Pelossi, a prominent Swiss accountant. (Visit
our www.skolnicksreport.com website for the
details.)
The Elder Bush has been with the CIA
since at least 1959, when he helped set up
Zapata Petroleum Co., later called Zapata
Offshore, with upwards of 600 branches
worldwide in international hotspots for the
reported purpose of gathering intelligence for
the spy agency. Some news sources have
contended that Zapata’s offshore drilling rigs,
located beyond the U.S. jurisdiction limit, are
reported centers for transferring large quantities
of illicit drugs and other contraband.
[5] Some of the reportedly huge secret wire
transfers were for or with the Elder Bush
jointly with the Queen of England, through her
accounts in the British Monarchy’s Coutts
Bank, London. The secret account numbers
are contained in some of the more than 300
apparently authentic Federal Reserve wire
transfer records. The British Monarchy has
long been accused of being worldwide kingpins
in the narcotics traffic, going back over 150
years, starting with the Opium Wars in China.
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[6] Others of the more than 300 documents
relate to a situation started in the 1970s, when
the Elder Bush arranged to overthrow the Iraqi
government by political assassination. Bush
helped install Saddam Hussein.
Others of those and other documents relate
to the decade 1980 to 1990, when the Elder
Bush was a secret private business partner of
Saddam Hussein in extorting billions of dollars
per year from the weak sheikdoms in the
Persian Gulf oil industry kick-backs to
supposedly assure security. A little-known
Federal lawsuit in Chicago dealt with the secret
partner of Saddam Hussein—namely George
Herbert Walker Bush.
I and my associates were the only
journalists attending the federal appeals court
hearing. I later did an exclusive group of
interviews with the participants, confirming that
Bush and Saddam were private business
partners in extortion of the sheikdoms. Only
one populist paper dared publish the details, in
1991, of my interviews on the federal case.
In a typical sort of falling-out of business
partners, Bush suckered Saddam Hussein into
seizing a portion of Kuwait long challenged by
Saddam as being an Iraqi province and part of
Saddam’s oilfields. Bush used a top U.S.
official to mislead Saddam into thinking the
U.S. would not intervene in this local quarrel
with the former British colony. Bush was the
one, on behalf of U.S. oil drilling interests, who
helped develop the Kuwaiti oilfields, following
the 1961 relinquishing of British sovereignty.
In its simplest form, the 1990-91 Persian Gulf
conflict was a falling-out of private business
partners.
The result of this treachery? Great loss of
life of ordinary soldiers. Upwards of 150
thousand young Iraqis died in the conflict, some
buried alive by U.S. war bulldozers. President
Bush ordered U.S. warplanes to shoot, in the
back, the retreating Iraqi soldiers proceeding
under a white flag of surrender. It was the
most horrendous murder of surrendering troops
in world history. The German massacre of
some 80 U.S. troops surrendering in World War
II, during the Battle of the Bulge, was a small
matter by comparison. (Our public-access
cable-TV program in 1991 was about the only
TV show in America that dared discuss this
matter.)
Following the Persian Gulf War, some
15,000 U.S. troops died from the mysterious
malady called Gulf War Syndrome which the
Pentagon denies is happening. Ex-GIs continue
to die from the strange ailments, and the total
deaths and debilitating diseases amount to more
than 20% of casualties of all the Americans
serving in the military in the Persian Gulf in
1990-91, more than 100,000 American soldiers.
Having been apparently massively bribed
and aided in corrupt deeds over a period of
years, the Elder Bush owed Alan Redspan and
others important favors. Bush has been a
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potentate, in one form or another, with
Canadian Barrick Gold. The Bank of England,
jointly with the Queen of England who
reportedly shared accounts with the Elder Bush
at Coutts Bank, London, and three or more
major financial entities, orchestrated a vicious
attack on gold in 1999. Together, they drove
down the price of gold to about $252 per
ounce, more than $30 per ounce BELOW THE
COST OF PRODUCTION of the most
efficient gold mines, such as in Canada.
Reportedly helping this unlawful attack on
gold, gold mines, and gold mine workers,
forbidden by U.S. anti-trust laws, have been the
following, among others:
• Goldman Sachs, one of the world’s largest
bond and gold trading houses. Cynics,
knowing these facts, call them “Goldman
Sucks”. Goldman Sachs has been so much into
short selling deals of gold that, in the October,
1999 gold crisis, they were reportedly
considering invoking the contract provision
called “Force Majeure” used to avoid
complying with a contract because of wars,
hurricanes, revolutions, and such. The Federal
Reserve has, through various dirty tricks, bailed
out Goldman Sachs repeatedly.
• Bank of America (long ago called Bank
of Italy, in America), big in foreign exchange
trading, called ForEx; they were reportedly part
of the “knock down the price of gold” group.
• Bank of England, jointly with the Queen
of England, offering for auction or sale gold
that neither one apparently really owns, but is
actually a huge gold horde stolen upon the
downfall of the Soviet regime and whisked
away to Dutch custody at a Swiss airport for
speedy transport wheresoever requested. Bank
of America is owned jointly by the Vatican, the
Jesuits, and the Rothschilds. Joining them in
recent years as major owners have reportedly
been the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza, big in the
U.S. dope traffic, and owning most every bank
in California.
The purpose of the gold attack was to drive
down the price of gold, among other things to
help bail out six hedge funds that have been
more than a trillion dollars under water in
derivatives gambling—that is, asset swaps. The
bankrupt hedge funds, when gold is low-priced,
can obtain gold loans for as little as 1%
interest. Were the hedge funds disaster
scenario to be more public, it might set off a
melt-down of the financial system of the
Western world.
Reportedly at the behest of Bush, Barrick
became part of a complicated trick of forward
leasing of gold. A sort of short selling of gold.
Thus, sold short has been more than ten
thousand tons of gold—more than four years of
total world gold production. Gold has been
called by some “The Killer Yellow Metal” for
the type of situations it can cause. In February,
2000, Barrick, Bush, and the anti-gold gang,
reportedly again sought to stop the precious
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metal from going up to a more fair market
price, such as $600 per ounce.
The disclosures of the reputed secret
Federal Reserve wire transfer records could
torpedo the pirate ship of which Alan Redspan
is a treasonous Captain joined by reputed
super-crook the Elder Bush and his family and
others in their gang. All together, they are part
of the big gold swindle of the new century.
See our website to view a few samples of
the more than three hundred apparently
authentic Federal Reserve secret wire transfer
records that tend to incriminate Bush, Redspan,
the Queen of England, the Bank of England,
and others.
2/14/00

SHERMAN H. SKOLNICK

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY BRIBES &
AIDS BUSH IN VARIOUS MATTERS
PART 2
Former President George Herbert Walker
Bush and his three sons should be prosecuted
for reportedly massive money laundering from
the dope traffic and other illicit doings
worldwide. Also, for bribery, and in the case
of the Elder Bush, for treason. This is clear
from the more than 300 secret reputedly
authentic documents consisting in part of the
following:
[1] Federal Reserve bank wire transfer
records showing massive amounts in and out of
accounts that are reportedly those of the Elder
Bush, his sons, and/or in which they have a
beneficial interest and/or are the major owners
of the entities involved. Most have the secret
authorizing code of the Federal Reserve Chief
“A. Greenspan”, who we call Alan Redspan,
because he is like a corrupt Soviet commissar,
answerable to no one.
[2] Hand-written notes of a senior U.S.
government official in the Office of Internal
Affairs, U.S. Department of the Treasury. His
notes with bank wire transfer codes list 25
banks secretly transferring funds in and out of
“Proteus/Potus”, bureaucratic slang for Vice
President of the United State/President of the
United States. As we began to show in Part
One of this story, and continuing now, Federal
Reserve dictator Alan Redspan, with his secret
authorizing codes shown, arranged and
approved of the massive transfer as a money
laundry, of billions and billions of dollars to the
Bush family as follows:
• To George Herbert Walker Bush, using
the Spanish spelling he prefers as his first
name, as JORGE Bush. And to George W.
Bush (Texas Governor), Jeb Bush (Florida
Governor, who has a wife from Colombia), and
Neil Bush, once an official of the defunct-byfraud, Denver-based Silverado Savings & Loan.
Sent to and from Banco Exterior de Espana,
Malaga, Spain, for Pilgrim Investments, the
reputed Bush money ship, with the codes
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shown. This was arranged reportedly through
the reputed Bush family cocaine bank money
laundry wizard, Giorgio Pelossi, quietly arrested
in Chicago, January, 2000. (For Pelossi details,
visit our www.skolnicksreport.com website.)
• The Elder Bush sharing proceeds of illicit
transactions, reportedly including dope
trafficking, with the Queen of England, through
her identified accounts in the British Monarchyowned Coutts Bank, London. Remember or
note if you did not already know: the British
Monarchy, directly and through the Jardine
Family as their agents and others, have been
kingpins in the dope trade since the Opium
Wars in China, starting 150 years ago and
continuing. Financing it over the years in
various forms reportedly has been the enterprise
owned jointly by the British Monarchy with
remnants of the Chinese Royal family, Hong
Kong & Shanghai Bank, merged more recently
with the Jacobs Family-owned Marine Midland
Bank of Buffalo, New York and Chicago.
(More on this later.)
• The Elder Bush, as a U.S. government
official and afterward, to benefit him for having
done certain acts and doings as such, taking
benefits and bribes reportedly from the Emir of
Kuwait, to start a war with Bush’s disgruntled
PRIVATE BUSINESS PARTNER, Saddam
Hussein, Iraqi strongman. Details of Bush as
such partner for the decade 1980-1990 were
part of the secret records fought over a Chicago
branch of Italy’s largest bank, Banca Nazionale
Delavoro, owned in part by the Pope. It was a
subject of an unpublicized federal suit in
Chicago. Bush/Saddam extorted hundreds of
billions of dollars from the weak oil sheikdoms
of the Persian Gulf for “protection”, same as
mafia gangsters shaking someone down. I and
my associates were the only journalists
attending the hearing in the federal appeals
court.
After which, I interviewed the
participants, May 1991, detailing the same on
Radio Free America, hosted by long-time
broadcaster and journalist Tom Valentine. A
transcript appeared several times in the populist
newspaper SPOTLIGHT. Zero for the rest of
the press—who I call the newsfakers.
Saddam Hussein was suckered by Bush
using a top U.S. official, telling Saddam it is
purely a local matter of no interest to the U.S.
for Iraq to seize a portion of Kuwait longclaimed by Saddam as an Iraqi province and
oilfield. For sending U.S. soldiers in harms
way and suffering post-war Persian Gulf
Syndrome, the Emir of Kuwait reportedly
bribed Bush. The proceeds went, in part, to
and through reputed Bush-identified accounts in
Arab Bank Corporation, Monaco. Fifteen
thousand U.S. military since 1991 have died of
the strange malady and eighty-five thousand are
either in dying condition or suffering horrible
debilities. In addition, Bush reportedly received
from the Emir $15 million in gold. This is all
forbidden by the U.S. Constitution, Article 1,
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Section 9: “No title of Nobility shall be granted
by the United States; And no Person holding
any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall,
without the consent of the Congress, accept of
any present, Emolument, Office, of Title, of
any kind whatever, FROM ANY KING,
PRINCE, OR FOREIGN STATE.” (Emphasis
added.) What Bush did is also in violation of
federal statute, as noted by the senior Treasury
official in his hand-written notations.
• The Queen of England and her control of
British counter-intelligence, called MI-6, bribed
and benefitted Bush to arrange for MI-6 to spy
and coerce U.S. citizens in the United States
and to destabilize such persons, particularly the
large Irish Catholic populations of places like
Chicago. (Chicago has a considerable number
of Irish Catholics who sympathize with the
anti-British royalty, anti-British IRA.)
Further, Bush was bribed and benefitted to
induce him to pursue a course detrimental to
the United States. Bush’s reputed pirate
operation, Pilgrim Investments, received many
billions of dollars through the Queen’s accounts
at her Coutts Bank, London. Bush’s reputed
firm is linked to the Pilgrim Society, an
offshoot of the Cecil Rhodes Trust, formed
from the South African gold and diamond mine
cartel. The Rhodes Trust is pledged to the
treasonous purpose of overthrowing the U.S.
government and restoring British domination
over the American continent by returning it to
the status of puppet colonies. The Rhodes
Trust takes the position that those of Irish and
German descent (many Americans) are subhuman and are not entitled to occupy this land
and have a government called by them the
“United States of America”.
Great Britain has vowed to take back this
continent since at least the War of 1812, and
for that purpose has arranged the political
assassination of two anti-British U.S.
Presidents, President James Garfield and
President William McKinley.
William Rockefeller Clinton (that is what I
call him for good reason mentioned elsewhere)
as a student attended Oxford on behalf of the
Cecil Rhodes Trust and took a pledge to
support the same, which calls for the collapse
and overthrow of the U.S. Government. Twice
inaugurated as President, Clinton took an oath
to support the U.S. Constitution. How is this
contradiction resolved? (U.S. Constitution,
Article 2, Section 1.)
Visit the www.alfayed.com website. There
you can consider the contentions of Al Fayed
that the husband of the Queen of England,
Prince Phillip, arranged with MI-6 to murder Al
Fayed’s son, Dodi, and his intended new wife,
Princess Diana of Wales, then pregnant with
his child.
As shown by the reportedly authentic
Federal Reserve bank wire transfer records,
hundreds of millions of dollars were sent
through the Rockefeller’s Chase Manhatten
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Bank to Marine Midland Bank of Buffalo, New
York, to credit to Bush’s reputed accounts,
Pilgrim Investments, Inc. The Jacobs family of
Buffalo own Marine Midland Bank. They also
own Emprise Corp., a reputed mobster
international enterprise dominating the food and
beverage and other concessions of many sports
stadia and race tracks in the U.S. and
elsewhere. Later, because of the smelly links
becoming public, the name was changed to
Sportsystems, Inc. By the way, they reportedly
made Buffalo resident O.J. Simpson into a
sports celebrity. (The Norby Walters case,
1988-89, in Chicago’s federal district court,
dealt with sports celebrities having many times
mafia sports agents, without which they would
go nowhere. OJ’s Buffalo business partner in
the major cocaine traffic was murdered during
OJ’s first trial in 1995, according to a major
Buffalo newspaper.)
Emprise Corp., in turn, has been a major
stockholder of Chicago-based Bally
Manufacturing Company that has been the
largest manufacturer of pinball and slot
machines used in gambling casinos, too often
under criminal domination. Published accounts
link Emprise to Cosa Nostra families in at least
two cities. In 1976, well-known Arizona
reporter Don Bolles was investigating Emprise
and intending to write about them. He was
murdered by a car bombing; his last words
included the word “Emprise”.
The reported mobster details of the Jacobs
family and their Emprise Corporation and
Sportsystems are in a long series of press
reports, such as the Chicago Sun-Times for the
dates 9/16/71, 1/16/72, 5/15/72, 11/28/72;
Chicago Daily News (now defunct) 4/28/72. In
their issue 4/24/72 it was said, after describing
them as a mob-linked concession company,
“The company, Emprise Corp., of Buffalo,
N.Y., has made millions of dollars in loans
available to major league baseball teams, race
tracks, and other sports enterprises. In return,
Emprise usually has received ironclad
contracts—sometimes running more than 30
years—to provide food and beverages at sports
events.” Also, Chicago Tribune 3/4/75.
The Jacobs family runs the dog racing
tracks in Arkansas, popular there, and has
contributed heavily to the “campaigns” of Bush
family crony, William Rockefeller Clinton.
So, with his reputed criminal enterprises the
Elder Bush was in safe hands running his
game, with the help of Alan Redspan, through
Marine Midland Bank of Buffalo. In more
recent years, the Marine Midland Bank has
merged with the British and Chinese royaltyowned Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank. One of
those of Chinese royalty, now residing in the
Midwest, is the reputed North American chief
of the Red Chinese Secret Police. He has a
direct link by fax to the White House. When
we fingered him in 1997, he arranged with the
FBI to block the website on which my story
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about him (with his name, address, and phone
number) was posted.
The reportedly authentic, hand-written notes
of the senior official of the U.S. Treasury
detailing and summarizing the numbers and
accounts that go with some of the details here,
dealt with twenty five banks used by the Bush
family, which tend to incriminate them in
reportedly illicit trafficking and bribery funds.
The Bush family’s reported criminality overlaps
that of William Rockefeller Clinton, a close
family crony of the Elder Bush, going back to
the time Clinton was a college student in
England and spied on the Peace Movement in
Europe under the auspices of the CIA Station
Chief in London, as arranged by the Elder
Bush.
The Al Gore Campaign Committee
reportedly paid upwards of one million dollars
for a fairly recent picture made undercover by
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (not
30 years ago). It ostensibly shows George W.
Bush (now Texas Governor) snorting cocaine
with Bill Clinton. In exclusive stories on my
website, I have detailed several attempts to
assassinate Albert Gore, Jr. as Vice President.
Is THAT what is deterring Gore from using this
reported picture to finger George W. Bush—as
of this date, a supposed political opponent?
(Actually George W. is a Clinton crony.)
CBS Network apparently found out we
were working on this several-part story. Result:
recently CBS’s 60 Minutes program put up a
“straw man” to knock down, to divert attention.
60 Minutes referred to supposedly shocking
allegations against former President Bush.
They were made by a team made up of Mark
Phillips and his apparent girl friend, Cathy
O’Brien, in their book with a double-meaning
titled The Trance Formation of America. She
claims she was put into a trance and became a
“sex slave” by high
government officials,
including
George
Herbert Walker Bush.
Several years ago
this couple were set to
be guests on my public
access
cable
TV
program cablecast within
Chicago.
Before
coming here, Mark
Phillips called me as the
producer/moderator of
the show, and insisted
on
the
following
conditions: [1] all my
questions were to be put
in writing and submitted
to them in advance and
[2] I was to make a
written,
ironclad
guarantee that I as the
moderator would NOT
ask them or her any
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“negative questions”. Having due regard for
my integrity and being independent-minded, I
refused these outlandish conditions. So, to
blunt OUR Bush criminality stories, CBS ran
this sex slave story to divert attention.
Go to our website to view a few samples of
the reportedly authentic records we have, some
hand-written by a senior official of the U.S.
Treasury, going over the numbers and accounts
of the Bush family apparent criminality using
Alan Redspan’s Federal Reserve bank wire
transfer notations as a summary.
More parts of this story are coming. Stay
tuned.
* * *
Since 1958, Mr. Skolnick has been a court
reformer. Since 1963, founder/chairman,
Citizen’s Committee To Clean Up The Courts,
disclosing certain instances of judicial and other
bribery (most often implicating banks owned
and operated by judges) and political murders.
Since 1991, a regular panelist, and since 1995,
moderator/producer, of Broadsides, a one-hour,
weekly, public-access cable TV show cablecast
within Chicago to some 400,000 viewers, each
Monday evening, 9 p.m., Channel 21 cable.
For a heavy packet of our printed stories: send
$5.00 (U.S. funds) and a stamped, selfaddressed business-size envelope (#10
envelope, 4-1/4 x 9-1/2) with three stamps on it
to Citizen’s Committee To Clean Up The
Courts, Sherman H. Skolnick, Chairman, 9800
So. Oglesby Ave., Chicago IL 60617-4870.
Office: 7 days, 8 a.m. to midnight: (773) 3755741 (PLEASE no “just routine” calls). Before
sending
FAX,
call.
E-MAIL:
<skolnick@ameritech.net>, WEBSITE: <http://
www.skolnicksreport.com> [Note “s” after
name in website].
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Glimpses Of The Truth
Behind Your Shadow World
3/3/00

SOLTEC / HATONN

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Ceres
Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come in the
Radiant One Light of Creator Source. Be at
peace, for the attacks upon you are indeed
great.
There are ones who do not wish for your
messages to continue to be put forth. These
ones are masters at exploiting any and all
weaknesses you have.
Be diligent in your affirmations of service
unto Lighted Service, and learn to allow for
these distractions yet not become disabled by
them. There is much work left to be done, and
for those who agree to become conduits for we
of the Host, there is always an amplification of
the intensity of the sort of attacks you have
been experiencing.
As always, the choice is yours to remain in
such service. There will never be threats or
coercion on the part of any entity working with
the Lighted aspects of The Creation.
Allow for the immediate pressures to pass
through you. There are adjustments being
made which are giving the queasy sensation in
your abdominal area.
There is great interest in stopping the
messages that are penned through you, for they
serve to free ones from their own ignorance
and are much more than what they appear to
you to be.
Allow The Light to fill you from within and
radiate outward in a natural spiraling manner.
You are capable of matching the frequency
pulses that are going through your body as we
speak. Allow for the shift to occur; do not
resist the natural tendency towards balanced
energy exchange. To stop the flow causes the
nauseating feelings, while allowing the energy
to pass through you will alleviate such feelings.
* * *
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn here, in Light and
in Service to The One Light. Be still, my
friend, for there is a much needed message that
we wish to deliver. I am using Soltec’s
frequency, for his is much easier for you to
lock onto in your present condition. Be still,
and all will flow forth as it should be.
You American citizens are being distracted
and played for sleeping fools as your world
leaders take drastic measures to throw your

world into a global conflict. Your oil prices are
the highest they have been in over 9 years,
while you have several presidential “hopefuls”
putting on a good show, day after day.
Meanwhile, there are great attempts to ignite
a war in the Middle East. The “need” for oil
is an artificial “crisis” that has many ones
outraged. Your world energy giants, such as
OPEC, are trying to leverage legislation that
will ensure their empire continues to be
prosperous, while these same ones desperately
try to squelch the new technologies that
threaten to make their current commodities
much less valuable.
[Editor’s note: Speaking of suppressed
energy production technologies which threaten
the status quo, don’t miss the feature article on
the subject of Cold Fusion elsewhere in this
issue of The SPECTRUM.]
The pressures applied, and the resulting
mental energies being focused on this very
carefully orchestrated situation, are intended to
precipitate stressful conditions for the majority
of ones there in the United States who are
among the most dependant upon the gas and
oil—the middle class.
These mental stresses are causing not
only an external distraction, but a very real
internal distraction that, if left unchecked
(which is typical of the masses), will fester
and grow as ones become more and more
unsettled. This is designed to cause a
“tension” in etheric space that is hoped to be
used as a catalyst for igniting the planned
global war.
This sort of manipulation is beyond the
mental capacities of the so-called “elite”
puppets who believe themselves to be in control
of your world. Rather, this manipulation comes
from direct influence of negatively oriented,
shall we say “extra-dimensional” beings. These
beings are masters in the manipulation of
energies, and are currently using their mastery
in such a manner as to enslave others and to
keep ones from connecting within to Higher
Knowing and thus to accessing insights about
the greater reality and nature of the game being
played at this time.
Your world is presently going through an
upward dimensional shift (graduation or
birthing). There are great energies currently
available to all of the inhabitants of your world
that were not as accessible just a few short
years ago. These energies are neither good nor

bad—they simply ARE.
You ones decide how you will focus your
energy at any given point in time. As your
planet continues to awaken in response to these
ever-increasing (in both frequency and
intensity) energies, the “average” ones who
discipline themselves to tap into these energies
have the potential of bringing down the illusion
that so many are caught-up in and yet see it
not.
This enslaving illusion is fast approaching
it’s disintegration point. These negatively
oriented “extra-dimensional” entities have
calculated that their window of opportunity for
effecting a desired negative impact will be
closing in a relatively short period of time.
The events that are likely to be precipitated
by these dark ones will become the very
catalyst that will, for the most part, act like a
slingshot. There will be the apparent backslipping as the sling is being pulled back or
cocked. This will be a time of great tension
and hardship, and yet it will facilitate an inner
stirring—a strong emotional desire for justice,
freedom, and a return to balance—and hence a
call will go out unlike anything prior in the
history of your world. This call will summon
forth great healing and balancing energies that
will empower and en-Light-en those who will,
in turn, be given to see the Higher Soul-ution
to the seemingly hopeless situation.
These events can always be diverted
through extreme focus and desire of a relatively
small few. What we speak of here is based
upon our observation of current energy flows,
including their average frequency, amplitudes,
and contours. Our mathematical constructs
give us both probabilities and possibilities.
Please consider that many of you who are
experiencing at this time are the same ones who
were experiencing on Maldek (the remnant of
which is what you have come to know as the
Asteroid Belt between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter) and on Mars (which was rendered
virtually uninhabitable by its previous
occupants). The karmic predisposition of your
world’s population is one that seems to opt for
the harsher experiences, rather than becoming
diligent students of Life-Force Energy and
therein finding a better way.
We of the Intergalactic Federation of
Sovereign Planets in Service to The One Light,
Creator Source, have consulted with the
Guardians of your world, a council of seven
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who were appointed Guardians at the time of
your solar system’s inception. And though we
are somewhat limited as to what we can do—
based upon our moral and ethical standards
which dictate that it is quite inappropriate to
interfere with the free-will choices of a
species—we are being allowed EQUAL
opportunity, using the same “extra-dimensional”
energy-flow techniques as are being used by
those dark ones who are efforting greatly to
ignite a great war—the true purpose of which
would be to create an environment that will
spawn and precipitate anger, fear, and hate.
Such generated lower-emotional energies
would help to neutralize the many awakening
souls on your planet and keep them in a lowfrequency state as long as is possible. The
intention is to keep ones from naturally
gravitating to the higher frequency states of joy,
happiness, and love, wherein the inner
connection to Higher-Infinite Intelligence (many
call this the Christ-consciousness) can be more
readily achieved.
When this important connection is made by
a Lightworker while incarnate, the end result
often has a very profoundly positive global
effect. Such ones become powerful conduits of
Love, Balance, and Peace. Their example then
awakens the same in many others.
[Editor’s note: Keep the above in mind
when considering the ramifications of our
Front Page story about the Indigo Children
and the ongoing attempts to drug them into a
state of ineffectiveness—or worse.]
Regardless of the atrocities you ones may
witness, hold strong in your heart that the
physical is but an illusion that is precipitated
from the non-physical energies which have
their origin within the creative imaginings of
Creator Source—God of Light. The physical
vehicles you are housed within are not YOU.
You—the real you—are of the finer energies
which transcend space and time, and which
adhere only to the Laws of The Creation which
govern the Greater Reality responsible for
sustaining the very small subset that you
commonly know as the physical universe.
You all are a part of a much larger reality.
The current experience is but a mere twinkling
of an eye when compared to the infinite
journey of your soul. The seeming atrocities
you may experience are transient at best. They
serve as opportunities for you each to have
experiences from which to draw contrast—what
is personally perceived as appropriate or
inappropriate—and thus evolve in wisdom in
how you choose and summon forth Creative
Energies in unique, balanced ways so as to
forever create newness of experience which
leads to growth.
With the proper mental attitude and
understanding, your spirit for life and living
and creating cannot be manipulated,
usurped, or broken. Thus you become a
beacon of Light by which others will be able
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to see hope, and thus find inner comfort and
greater personal realization.
Do not take the illusion of the physical
experience too seriously or literally. Seldom
are the situations with which you are
confronted what they appear to be. For every
seen action, there is a more fundamental nonphysical energy flow which precedes and thus
precipitates (determines) the aforementioned
physical action.
The key to truly understanding the cause
of any physical happening lies in the energy
that precipitates it. Likewise, the key to
creating a more balanced physical
experience lies in the precipitation of nonphysical energies. Learn to tap into and
modify that which precipitates the physical
reality, and you will be well on your way to
understanding the true nature of the game
you are participating within.
Many of the so-called “elite” of your world
know and practice what many of you, who will
be reading this message, would term “the black
arts of ritualistic magic” wherein they conjure,
in nonphysical space, vortices of energy
potential that they then focus in very selfserving manners to enslave the minds of the
masses and thus usurp their energies.
The greatest threat to these “elite” are those
awakening beings who demonstrate the same
ability to summon forth (tap into) non-physical
energies and use same to help all of humanity.
The ones, such as Christ and Buddha, who
taught the use of non-physical energies in order
to establish balance and peace, were most often
persecuted and greatly feared by the ones who
wished to remain in control of the populations.
Such Wayshowers have had their original
teachings manipulated and, wherever possible,
destroyed. The many Christian teachings of the
biblical scriptures have been modified to teach
ones to fear the use of non-physical energies,
and will call such skills “sorcery” and
“witchcraft”—yet the ones at the highest levels
of the Church regularly perform “secret” rituals
that would horrify the average churchgoer who
has been dutifully trained to be fearful of same.
I apologize for the apparent bluntness of this
message, but for the most part our goal is to
answer the petitions of those who will most
likely be reading this message both presently
and in the future—those of you who have the
inner eyes to see, and the inner ears to hear.
Look within your heart and search carefully
your feelings. Are you looking for that
“something” elusive that seems to be
“missing”? Have you sat in many a church
only to leave not quite satisfied?
What is it that is missing? IT IS THE
ENCOMPASSING EXPLANATION THAT
YOU ARE A CO-CREATOR!
Part of the reason you have chosen to
participate in the physical experience is so that
you might have the opportunity to learn to
responsibly use your ability as co-Creator to
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mold and change your environment in such a
manner that there becomes a great resonance
within your being that will, in turn, re-radiate
Peace, Happiness, and Joy.
You are an immortal being—a unique spark
of Creator Source’s Light and Desire—who has
chosen to take a “class” called “Physical
Universe 101” wherein the goal is to learn,
through first-hand experience, to exercise your
own creative abilities while appreciating the
uniqueness of each individual—and yet, at the
same time, see the connectedness (the
Oneness), through The Creator, of each.
When you can see these things without the
apparent paradox created as the mind wrestles
with the heart, you will have again taken a step
forward along the evolutionary journey of
“life”. Integration of the mind and heart allows
one to more wisely precipitate unique situations
wherein newness of thought will be born, and
thus you have fulfilled a very basic desire of
The Creation—that of newness, expansion, and
growth.
You have at your disposal the same
Creative Potential to effect change as do any of
the so-called “elite” controllers of your world.
Perhaps one of the greatest obstacles standing
in the way of the dark energies is the fact that
the mind-numbing techniques they use to keep
the masses sleeping also make it very difficult
to get these same masses too riled up. For the
most part, the majority of people have grown
quite numb to shock.
However, those of you who are inclined
toward (and have chosen to seek) this sort of
information are NOT numb. And the
relatively small numbers of ones like you are
the greatest threat to ones such as Clinton,
Bush, Greenspan, or their counterparts in
other countries, for you represent the Light
of Exposure and an end to their game.
Please take these words to heart, for they
are meant to give insight without usurping your
free will. You must ultimately choose how it is
you will focus and flow your energies.
You will have to choose whether to become
part of the mass hysteria or to remain balanced
while your world is seemingly falling apart.
And though the slingshot may be being pulled
even farther back, there will come a time when
the masses go within and connect with Source.
At that time there will be a great release of the
stored energy, and the resulting infusion of
Light will catapult your world forward into
what many will end up calling the “Age of
Radiance”.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come with
the Host of God as promised, as a Messenger,
Guide, and as a Friend. I serve the Lighted
aspects of The Creation. I do this through the
recognition of the Oneness of All That Is. To
serve you, my brethren, is perhaps the greatest
tribute in understanding I can possibly make to
Creator Source—God of Light—for we are all
ONE! In Light and Love, Salu.
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Wisdom Books & Press, Inc.

The Biggest Secret
by David Icke
The long awaited NEW RELEASE by David Icke. The Blockbuster of all Blockbusters!! With stunning information
never before released on the murder of Diana, Princess of Wales.
David Icke's most powerful and explosive book to date includes the astonishing background to the murder of Diana,
Princess of Wales. Every man, woman, and child on the planet is affected by the stunning information that Icke exposes.
He reveals in documented detail how the same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years.
How they created all the major religions and suppressed the spiritual and esoteric knowledge that will set humanity free
from its mental and emotional prisons. It includes a devastating exposé of the true origins of Christianity and the other
major religions, and documents the suppressed science which explains why the world is facing a time of incredible change
and transformation. The Biggest Secret also exposes the true and astonishing background of the British Royal Family and,
through enormous research and unique contacts, he reveals how and why Diana, Princess of Wales, was murdered in Paris
in 1997. This includes information from a close confidant of Diana for nine years, which has never before been made public.
The Biggest Secret is a unique book and is quite rightly dubbed “The book that will change the world”. No one
who reads it will ever be the same again.
ISBN: 0-9526147-66

Wisdom Books & Press, Inc.

The Reptilian Agenda

9101 West Sahara Ave., PMB 158
Las Vegas, NV 89117

Parts I & II

Toll free #: (877) 280-2866
Outside the U.S. please call: (661) 823-9695
e-mail communications: wisdombooks@tminet.com

David Icke has produced two amazing videos with the Zulu “sanusi” or shaman,
Credo Mutwa, who reveals astonishing information which, until now, was only
available to the highest initiates of the African shaman tradition.
He has had attempts on his life and endless threats in an effort to silence him right
up to the recording, but, as Credo says, “The world must know this—and know it
now.”
He reveals how a shapeshifting reptilian race (the “Chitauli” to Africans) has
controlled humanity for thousands of years and how their bloodlines are in the
positions of royal, political, and economic power today.
Credo Mutwa supports all the themes outlined in The Biggest Secret and adds his
own unique knowledge and experience of travelling Africa for nearly 80 years.
These videos will re-write the UFO/extraterrestrial story in a way that will blow your
mind. UFO researchers have ignored Africa and therefore ignored one of the greatest
sources of knowledge on the planet.
While people still argue over
Amazing Confirmation that a reptilian
Roswell
and the extraterrestrial beings
extraterrestrial race controlled
apparently
found there, African tribesthe world for thousands of years
people have been interacting with these
ET “gods” for thousands of years,
sometimes eating them, as Credo
Mutwa did on one occasion with
unforgettable consequences.
Credo has not only seen dead
“greys” many times, he has seen them
examined behind their “grey” exterior
and he knows exactly what they really
look like—and it is nothing like we
think!
“This is the most amazing man it
“the most
has ever been my honor to meet—a
astonishing
genius—and the importance of these
man it has been “
my honour
videos is simply beyond words”.
to meet.”
—David Icke
After making these videos, Credo was
visited by two people from Cape Town
David Icke
who offered him 50,000 rand, and a
talks with the
house anywhere in South Africa he would
Zulu Shaman
like to name, if he would agree to never
Credo Mutwa
speak to David Icke again and never have
anything to do with him. Credo’s reply
can be imagined!
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